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Student Life 
stu • dent life (stood-nt lahyf) n. 1. a term commonly used 
by colleges and universities to describe all on-campus 
events, activities, groups, living situations, etc. that students 
lead and participate in. 2. The niche that students find for 
themselves within their college community. 3. A time that 
we will later look back on as the best and most important 
years of our life. 
Student Life 5 
Get Oriented 
In August, 215 current Hope students kicked off the school year by 
welcoming more than 2300 incoming students and their families to campus. 
"Move-in day was one of the easiest experiences of my life. Upperclassmen 
did all the work" Troy Meiners ('12) said. 
The orientation program transitioned over the summer when Shauna Morin 
took over as the Associate Director of Student Life, but the weekend went very 
smoothly. "Having such a big staff change was a big part of the summer," 
said Orientation Director Anna Finger ('09). 
The weekend continued with the formation of orientation groups, seminars, 
Playfair, and the annual luau. "[My leaders] went out of their way to be 
supportive and approachable" Elizabeth Dwyer ('12) said. The were also 
orientation activities and events for parents and siblings. 
One addition to this year's orientation event was a performance by Mission 
Improvable, an improve troop based in Chicago. "They were really funny, and 
I think they did a good job helping the freshman feel good about their first night 
as residents and students of Hope College" Assistant Director Stacey Heeren 
('09) said. 
- Karly Murphy 
mrnm 
Far Above: A group of freshmen paint their hands in orange and 
blue to make their mark on the class of 2012 orientation banner. 
Above: Orientation Directors and Assistants have fun giving each 
other back massages while learning to work together. Left: New 
students file into DeVos Fieldhouse for Convocation. Right: A 
group of freshman meet with their orientation leaders in the Pine 
Grove during orientation weekend. Far Right Bottom: New 
students and their parents check in to receive packets of important 
information. Far Right Middle: Durfee Residential Assistants help 
new students check in to their dorm. Far Right Top: Students help 
a freshman girl move into Dykstra Hall. 
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4 4 Orientation gives the 
incoming students a glimpse of 
what Hope College is all about. 
- Jaclynn Cherry ('09) 
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Orientation 2008 
Above: Odd year moralers and coaches cheer their anchor on. Top Left: Even 
year puller Evan Strahl concentrates on holding onto the rope. Middle Left: 2011 
Pull coach Greg Pavlak raises his arms as he enjoys his team's victory. Bottom 
Left: Even year moraler Kryssie Hasbrouck makes an attempt to soothe her 
puller James Sa's pain. Below: 2011 puller Mike McPherson lets out a cry of 
agony while his moraler Stephanie Erhardt waits for the next call set. Right: 
Pullers and moralers from both teams participating in the annual Rope Run. Far 
Right: 2012 moralers and coaches motivate the pullers to gain some rope. 
More Than Tug of War 
On September 27, 2008 this rich tradition continued as the 2011 and 
2012 Pull teams met at the muddy Black River. Pullers and moralers from 
both teams fought for the rope, encouraged by the large crowds chanting 
along for motivation. Puller Isaac Sprik ('12) said he was motivated by "the 
people around me who became my family. I wanted to see if I could push 
myself physically and mentally farther than 1 ever had before." Suddenly, Odd 
Year began to gain large amounts of rope. To keep both the team and the 
competition alive, the 2012 Pull coaches moved pullers and moralers out of 
their pits. 
After a shocking 67 minutes, the 111th Pull ended, giving the Odd Year 
Pull team two consecutive wins. "This year's win was bittersweet; it gave Odd 
Year something to build from and can show the class of 2013 that anything is 
possible," said puller, Nick McBride ('11). 
However, Even Year team members still felt a sense of accomplishment. 
Born with hip problems, moraler Danielle Yeadon ('12) was not only fighting 
the battle between rivals, she was fighting a personal battle to prove herself to 
be just as strong and competent as everyone else. "Pull helped me discover 
that I can go beyond what people think I could have my whole life." 
- Lauren Bull 
£ C 
^ * It's an amazing 
tradition and a life-changing 
experience. 
- Jeff DeYoung ('11) 
Pull 9 
A Return to Remember 
On Friday, October 3, Hope alumni bustled through campus while students 
sat through their Friday classes, anxiously awaiting the 2008 Homecoming 
festivities. The annual Homecoming hoedown at Teusink's Farm kicked off 
the weekend with line dancing and hayrides. 
Saturday afternoon began with a parade of student clubs and 
organizations marching down the streets on campus in decorated floats and 
convertibles. Students, townspeople and alumni lined up to watch. Kori 
Caesar ('10), the Student Activities Committee Traditional Chair, said that It is 
always a crowd favorite. "Every organization that is a part of it always goes all 
out and makes the best of it. I think it really shows our school unity." she said. 
After the parade, the Homecoming King and Oueen were announced at 
the football game against Trine University. Tonisha Gordon ('09) was crowned 
as queen and Graham Carlson ('09) was crowned as king. To Gordon, being 
chosen as Hope's Homecoming queen was an honor. "I was simply amazed. I 
didn't expect it at all" she said. 
Homecoming weekend concluded with the Homecoming dance held at the 
Haworth Inn hosted by SAC and a special Sunday morning service at Dimnent 
Chapel. 
- Lauren Bull 
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4 4 Most students 
enjoyed not having the 
swing band this year. ^  
- SAC Dance Chair 
Amy Slattery ('10) 
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Above: Dutch rides through the parade with Matt D'Oyly of Student Development. 
Top Right: Senior Tonisha Gordon shows her excitement as she is named 
Homecoming Queen. Middle Right: Members of Hope's WTHS radio station 
encourage spectators to toss CDs into boxes they wore during the Homecoming 
parade. Bottom Right: Senior Graham Carlson recieves his crown and traditional 
gift of wooden shoes as the 2008 Homecoming King. Below: Students participate in 
the 31st annual Run/Walk event. Left: Senior Erika English paints a young girl's 
face at the Alumni Picnic in Smallenburg Park. Far Left: The Hope College football 
team fights against Trine University to get a touchdown. 
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Homecoming 
J o i n u s i n t h e f i g h t 
a g a i n s t c a n c e r . 
RAPTORS 
FOR 
RESEARCH 
RELAY 
FOR LIFE 
www.caafier.org • 1.800.ACS.234 
Above: The Raptors for Research team shows their support for the Relay for Life 
cause. Far Right: Teams bond in their tents during the 12 hour rally. Right: 
Joanna Heerlyn and her rmother, a cancer survivor, enjoy the spirit of the 
fundraising event. Below: The Dow Center floor was packed with tents as the 
event was moved there from its original location in the Pine Grove. Bottom Left: 
Hope student Laura Fields-Sommer and a cancer survivor get to know one 
another. Middle Left: Kate Davelaar pies Trygve Johnson in the face at the 
Relay for Life rally. Top Left: Hope employee and breast cancer survivor 
Rosemary Bannerman wears her sash proudly. 
m h i n . 
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Care for a Cause 
At 7:00 p.m. on October 24, over 700 students and cancer survivors 
gathered in the Dow Center for Hope's annual Relay for life. Relay for Life is 
an event to celebrate the people who have survived cancer, as well as 
commemorate those who have lost their battle with the disease. It is also a 
fundraiser for cancer research. This year, Hope students raised more than 
$40,600. 
The Fight Back Ceremony was the newest addition to this fall semester 
tradition. "The ceremony encourages people to pledge to do something that 
will combat cancer, like eating healthier or getting a cancer screening" Cory 
Warner ('09) said. 
For students. Relay for Life is not only a good cause but also a bonding 
experience. Sophomore Heather Kuras said "I'm so glad that I was the 
captain for Ballet Club's team. It gave us some time outside of rehearsals to 
talk to one another and learn more about each other." 
Others thought the night was more emotional. As a volunteer at the event, 
Samantha Shank ('11) had the opportunity to talk to survivors who attended 
the event. "It was a moving experience," she said, "and the thing I left with is 
that you don't know what will happen in your life." 
- Karly Murphy 
m \ 
4 4 I like knowing that 
we're all here for the 
same cause. 
- Ren Barnes ('09) 
Relay for Life 13 
Playing and Singing 
Despite delays caused by the norovirus outbreak, or more commonly 
referred to as "The Great Plague of 2008," the time-honored tradition of 
Nykerk was postponed from its original date to Friday, November 14. 
Consequently, the location of the performance was also changed from the 
Holland Civic Center to Central Wesleyan Church. "It was disappointing to 
have Nykerk postponed, but our Odd Year spirit brought us together!" Amy 
Clinton ('11) said. 
Nykerk consists of three portions: song, play, and oration. For the song 
segment, the freshmen chose to reenact "A Spoonful of Sugar" from Mary 
Poppins, and the sophomores sang a medley from The Broadway musical 
"Hairspray." The Even Year play girls did a parody of "Little Rascals," where 
the group worked together to prevent a rival student from Calvin College from 
taking over Hope. The Odd Year play was entitled "The Office: From Scranton 
to Holland" and featured characters from the popular TV show. 
The theme for the orations this year was "Reaching Beyond." Jordan 
Walters ('12) spoke about the importance of community, while Alexa Westley 
('12) focused on inner beauty. After three hours of performances the freshmen 
were declared the winners. Though disappointed, sophomore Mary Cantor 
said "not winning the cup does not take any of the fun out of the experience." 
- Karly Murphy 
V 
a it is incredible to be 
part of such a tradition.^ 
- Song Morale Coach 
Sam Pettigrew ('10) 
14 Student Life 
Above: Odd Year song girls perform a medley from "Hairspray." Top Right: The 
Nykerk Cup was presented to the Class of 2012. Middle Right: Cassie 
Niespodziewanski ('11) during the Odd Year play. Bottom Right: Even Year 
moralers line up their song girls. Below: Molly Vass ('12) gives the crowd some 
attidude during the "Little Rascals" parody. Left: Even Year song girls perform "A 
Spoonful of Sugar" from Mary Poppins. Far Right: Rylee Hartung and Courtney 
Robinson during their performance of "The Office: From Scranton to Holland." 
Above: Joel Hofman, Casey Sullens, Leah Van Enk, and Jennifer Brieve sing 
carols during the service. Top Left: Curtis Merrick holds a note during the 
Saturday matinee. Middle Left: Marl Jo Koedyker and Susie Jolink squeeze in 
some last minute practice. Bottom Left: Trygve Johnson addresses teh crowd 
during a sold-out performance. Below: Ross Knoll, Andrew Steiger, Stephen 
McEwan, Marl Jo Koedyker, Paul Connelly, and Caitlin Lautz have some fun in 
their robes in the Chapel basement. Right: Members of Symphonette 
accompany the choir as they sing carols. Far Right: The senior Chapel Choir 
members take time to pose with their director. Dr. Richmond. 
A Christmas Tradition 
The annual Vespers services were held in Dimnent Chapel on 
December 6 and 7. 
Lit with trees, wreaths and the Christmas spirit, musicians performed for a 
total audience of 4,000 people. The Symphonette orchestra, combined 
choirs, organists, flute choir, and brass quintet provided music for each of 
the four services. 
This year, the tradition was recorded for PBS, and fell on the same 
weekend as the original Vespers services in 1941. The first Vespers 
performance was conducted hours after the attacks on Pearl Harbor. Now, 
PBS films the services every two years and broadcasts it on the radio and 
television. 
Choir Director Dr. Brad Richmond has been involved with Vespers for 11 
years. "The music and texts change yearly, but also among the student 
participants, there are always many who are experiencing it for the first and 
perhaps the only time," he said, which is exactly why he finds it so special. 
"It remains an important and deeply felt part the Christmas experience for 
many in our greater community." 
-Lauren Bull 
4 4 It was really cool to 
be a part of the Holland 
community's Christmas 
traditions. 
- Jessalyn Bolkema ('12) 
Vespers 
Formal Fun 
The annual Winter Fantasia Ball commenced despite the harsh 
winter snow storm. This year the dance was held at the elegant 
Frederick Meijer Gardens in downtown Grand Rapids. Shuttles took 
students from campus to the venue, but the majority of students drove 
themselves. 
Typical hip-hop, country and classic hits were played by a DJ, and 
the 
dance floor became so crowded at one point that people were 
overflowing onto the surrounding carpet. 
Students could also explore the rest of the building and take 
pictures in the encircling gardens or munch on finger food appetizers 
like coconut shrimp, cheeses, and punch or desserts including 
brownies, cookies, fruit, cheesecake, and hot chocolate. 
Attire ranged from floor-length gowns and formal wear to whatever 
happened to be in their tiny dorm closets. Madelyn Van Eck ('11) 
attended the dance with a group of friends who wore sweatbands along 
with their cocktail dresses. "I think this year was better than last year 
because my friends and I took the dance less seriously and had a lot 
more fun," she said. 
- Lauren Bull 
^ ^ Frederick Meijer 
Gardens was a beautiful 
place to have Fantasia 
this year. 
- Becky Dean ('11) 
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Above: Posing for the camera at Frederick Meijer Gardens. Left: Moving to the 
music. Far Left: Students near the edge of the dance floor have some barefooted 
fun. Below: Seniors Julie VanLaan, Ryan Gary, Amy Kunzi, Jon Koopmans, 
Michael Golden, and junior Kurt Goldsby having a blast at their last Winter Fantasia. 
Bottom Right: A student shows off his dance moves. Middle Right: A couple 
shares a moment during one of the slow songs. Top Right: Making a funny face. 
Winter Fantasia 
Above: Russ Amidon ('11) and Carl Dunker ('11) play cards to pass the time 
during the 24-hour event. Top Left: We Know Jackson kicks off the night with a 
musical performance. Middle Left: Forming the welcome line on Friday night. 
Bottom Left: A moraler lifts one of the children supported by the fundraiser so he 
can touch the basketball hoop in the Dow Center gym. Below: Dancers, moralers, 
and members of the Life Support Committee get themselves pumped up for the 
all-night marathon. Right: Nick Davros ('11) looks on as Mike McPherson ('11) 
shakes the hand of a member of a miracle family during the traditional Circle of 
Hope ceremony. Far Right: Members of the Cosmopolitan fraternity show off their 
moves during the annual lip sync competition. 
It's for the Kids 
From March 6 to March 7, the 10th annual Dance Marathon took place in 
the Dow Center. This year, the event ended with a birthday theme to celebrate 
its decade of success. Even though economic stress limited the total amount 
of money raised, Dance Marathon participants still proved they could bring 
smiles to children's faces and help out their families. 
Dancers and moralers arrived on Friday afternoon and began the daunting 
task of staying on their feet for 24 hours. In order to keep everyone standing, 
the Dow was filled with inflatable activities, games, and several themed hours. 
Dancers also learned a line dance throughout the day. Along with these 
activities, bands such as We Know Jackson performed, miracle families were 
welcomed and members of Greek life participated in a lip sync competition. 
Although standing 24 hours on their feet was exhausting, the end result 
was indescribable. "Just knowing that I was able to actually stand for twenty-
four hours and that while I was standing I was raising money to help kids' lives 
get a little better is what made it all worth it," dance Lauren Schira ('12) said. 
- Lauren Bull 
i 
As a moraler, you 
gain a lot of respect for 
your dancer. 
- Stephanie Kahn ('11) 
Dance Marathon 21 
Having A Ball 
From basketball to water-tube water polo, intramural sports offer a 
wide range of activities for teams of men, women or both. Hope students 
can start signing up for teams in September, with games running through 
April. 
All types of intramural games occur throughout the week from Monday 
to Thursday. Gaming usually begins at 8 pm and lasts until midnight. 
This year, there are two sessions per semester with seven to eight 
weeks of play, rather than the previous schedule of three sessions of four 
to five weeks. Participants prefer this change. "I really do like the longer 
sessions better because you get more play time with your team," Lindsay 
Allward ('11) said. 
Intramurals provide an athletic outlet for active students to meet 
people and keep themselves in shape. Although Health Dynamics is a 
required class, it is only a one-semester commitment. By becoming 
involved in intramural sports, the lifestyle Health Dynamics promotes can 
be achieved amongst the camaraderie of friends and competition. 
- Lauren Bull 
a I expected the fun 
but not the ^ ^ 
ridiculousness! s s 
- Samantha Shanke ('10) 
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Above: A co-ed volleyball team prepares to receive a serve from their 
opponents. Left: Getting ready to bump the ball. Far Left: Going for a lay-up in 
the midst of an intense basketball game. Below: Mark Lunderberg ('10) jumps to 
hit a spike for his team. Bottom Right: Valerie Winton ('11) gets ready to serve 
the ball. Middle Right: A student protects the ball from his opponents. Top 
Right: Concentrating to hit the ball back over the net. 
Above: Students engage in worship during a Sunday night Gathering service in 
Dimnent Chapel. Top Left; Paul Boersma prays with Angela Taylor Perry from 
Faith Christian Reformed Church before she speaks. Middle Left: Josh Banner 
leads worship for students, professors and community members. Bottom Left: 
Kate Davelaar reads from the Gospel of John. Below: The chapel band prays 
before beginning worship. Right: Mary Davis ('09) and Angelee Garcia ('11) lead 
a song. Far Right: Chapel Dean Trygve Johnson lights a candle at the 
beginning of the Gathering to remind students that we should not put our lamp 
under a bushel basket, but on a lamp stand to give light to the whole house. 
Sing His Praise 
The Chapel and Gathering services are an integral part of the lives of 
many Hope students. Each week, hundreds pile into Dimnent Chapel for half 
an hour Monday, Wednesday and Friday mornings, as well as for a full church 
service on Sunday evenings. The services allow students to worship God 
through song while also providing them with prayer and a significant message. 
Minister of Worship and Art Josh Banner directs the praise band for each 
worship service while chaplains Trygve Johnson, Kate Davelaar, and Paul 
Boersma provide a message for students. The chapel band loves what they 
do. "It's amazing to me," Adam Nelson ('11) said. 
Chapel Dean Trygve Johnson is a central part of the Campus Ministries 
team. "My goal is to create a place where students can see God clearly. I 
want to have a space protected in our day to honor God, as well as a 
sanctuary for people to find community and flourish. We are creating patterns 
that form students for life," he said. 
This year student ministries moved beyond Dimnent Chapel. They offered 
new programs such as Talmidim groups, the World Christian Lecture Series, 
and several unique retreats. However, Trygve still maintains that his favorite 
part of his job is "serving communion and being able to hear the singing." 
- Karly Murphy 
»Part of the reason 
came to Hope was 
the chapel band. 
Adam Nelson ('11) 
Chapel/Gathering 
Reaching Out 
During Spring Break 2009 over 270 Hope students chose to spend their 
time off serving others. Students reached out to areas around the globe like 
California, Chicago, Newark, New Mexico, the Dominican Republic, 
Guatemala, Nicaragua, and Mexico. Campus Ministries organized the 
majority of the mission trips through their "Activate" program. 
In Nicaragua, pre-medical and nursing students had the opportunity to visit 
rural villages and schools where they were able to meet medical and hygiene 
needs. Fourteen students involved with Habitat for Humanity traveled to 
Alabama to build houses, and 27 students traveled to Jamaica with Dr. Steven 
Smith. Smith's group did work at the Caribbean Christian Center for the Deaf. 
Several YoungLife leaders also traveled to the Dominican Republic to work at 
a YoungLife camp. 
A unique destination this year was Guatemala. Two separate groups 
traveled to the country, one to build a high school with Worldwide Christian 
Schools and another affiliated with Pray America. "It was beyond amazing," 
Zoe Lalo ('10) said. 
"One thing that made me so happy was that you could tell the community 
really cared," said Jamie Kline ('10), who traveled to West Jackson, 
Mississippi worked with Voice of Calvary Ministries. "What they are doing is 
something special that needs to be spread to the rest of the world and settled 
deep in our hearts." 
- Karly Murphy 
Photo courtesy of Chelsea 
6 6 I encountered so many 
people that I never 
expected and I realized 
that God's love has no 
limits. ^ ^ 
- Molly Mead ('11) 
S t u d e n t L i f e 
Photo courtesy of Zoe Lalo 
Photo courtesy of Jessica Warner 
Above: Laura Nyitray ('11) and Emily Rosendahl ('11) bond with their group by 
playing Phase 10 after a hard day of work. Left: Rebekah Chew ('12), Chelsea Van 
Eck ('11), and Jessica Kohnen ('11) scrape and prime a house for Service Over Self 
in Memphis, Tenn. Far Left: Sarah Eklov ('11) jokingly steals a piggy back ride from 
a little girl during her Pray America mission trip to Guatemala.Below: Christina 
Bowles ('11) and Jessica Warner ('11) paint a stairwell for World Impact in Newark, 
New Jersey. Bottom Right: Tom Bird ('10) plays with some of the children he 
worked with in Austin, III. through Circle Urban Ministries. Middle Right: Amy Weber 
('09) scrapes paint off of the siding of a home needing repair. Top Right: Maggie 
Almdale ('11) hugs a Guatemalan child. 
28 Student Life 
Above: The graduates are blessed by Dean of the Chapel Trygve Johnson. 
Top Left: Four friends embrace on their way to the commencement ceremony. 
Middle Left: Faculty members walk down the field to their seats. Bottom Left: 
Graduates are greeted by the rows of faculty as the line up according to their 
degree and name. Below: Seniors Shanna Mack, Julie VanLaan, Katie Chiczewski, 
Amy Kunzi, All Thompson, Katie Bultema, and Katie Josephson take pictures after 
the ceremony for the last time as residents of Klaaren Cottage. Right: The Wind 
Symphony playing as the graduates file into the field. Far Right: Faculty members 
turn their attention to President Bultman as he addressed the crowd. 
• I 
,j Authenticity 
The graduating class of 2009 looked dignified in their royal blue gowns on 
Sunday, May 3. The mood of the graduating seniors was bittersweet. For 
some, the adventure after graduation would take them into a new marriage; for 
others, the chosen path was a painstaking job search. 
One of the faculty members that aided the graduating class in their journey 
through Hope was John Krupczak, a professor of engineering. He was 
selected by the senior class to receive the Hope Outstanding Professor 
Educator award, which is given to the professor whom the graduating class 
feels epitomizes the best qualities of the Hope College educator. 
The ceremony continued with commencement speaker Ellen Awad, the 
director of student life and assistant director of the Center for Faithful 
Leadership. She graciously stepped to the podium and told students the story 
of her love of haiku poetry. Haiku's rhythmic structure cooled her anger in 
frustrating situations and allowed her to see the beauty of the moment. 
In preparation for her commencement address, Awad had polled a handful 
of seniors about their experience at Hope. Inspired by "Bread for the Journey" 
by Henri Nouwen and based on the student responses she received - all of 
which reflected the good humored, involved, and grateful nature of the 
graduating class - she read a haiku she had written for the students; "Let your 
center speak / courageous, deeply rooted / keeping hope alive." 
Awad left the students with these words, "Here's what I want you to 
remember: rake leaves with authenticity. Authenticity grows out of all that you 
are." 
- Ashley DeVecht 
m 
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It is through living an 
authentic life - in each 
and every moment - that 
you will be able to keep 
hope alive 
- Ellen Awad 
Graduation 2009 
Putting on a Show 
After the success of the "Rose and the Rime" during the 2007-2008 
school year, the theater department has been working hard to continue 
this tradition of excellence. This fall, both "1940s Radio Hour" and "Second 
Class" made their debut on campus, and this spring featured the 
production of "Big Love" as well as the first ever Hope Fringe Festival. 
"1940s Radio Hour" is the story of a day in the life of the characters 
involved in a radio show during the 1940s. The characters were modeled 
after famous people of the time, such as Frank Sinatra. The play was 
unique in that it was a jazz musical which involved the music department's 
jazz ensemble as a live band. 
Those involved with the theater department are excited for the 
upcoming Hope Fringe Festival. Modeled after the Edinburgh Fringe 
Festival, it "will use a wide range of Hope students performing various 
kinds of performing arts in spaces around campus," Laura Van Tassel ('09) 
said. In addition to doing several large productions each year, the 
theater department has created its own community on Hope's campus. 
"Being partof the theater department at Hope has given me a family and a 
community in which I feel I truly belong," said Van Tassel. Her praise was 
echoed by Candice Tindell ('10). "It's like playing grown-up dress-up," she 
said. 
- Karly Murphy 
4 4 I enjoy that I can be 
a part of it without being 
a theater major, and they 
are high quality shows. ^  
- Jared Graybiel ('10) 
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Above: The leads of "Big Love" perform a major scene. Left: Candice Tindell ('10) 
and Ben Hertel ('11) give the audience a look during a performance of "1940s Radio 
Show." Far Left: Kelsey Crafty ('12) as Lydia, Jenny Tremblay ('11) as Olympia, 
and Brittany Stock ('10) as Theona do a scene of "Big Love." Below: Typical high 
school drama unfolds during "Second Class." Bottom Right: The women of "Big 
Love" are informed of their fate. Middle Right: Jenny Tremblay ('10) gives some 
attitude. Top Right: John Telfer ('12) as Constantino, Noah Busman ('12) as Oed, 
and Christoff Visscher ('12) as Nikos make a grand entrance. 
Above: Students lounge in the Pine Grove toward the end of Spring Fling. Top 
Left: Julia Becker ('11) gets an airbrush tattoo. Middle Left: Students participate 
in the Push, the annual 4-man grocery cart race. Bottom Left: Kristin Benner 
('11) hugs Dean Morano ('09) who was dressed as Winnie the Pooh during the 
activities. Below: Two student attempt to knock one another off balance in a 
Gladiator duel. Right: Students who participated in the costume contest rock out 
to the music of a local 80s cover band. Far Right: Samantha Shank ('11) models 
the tree-inspired dress she sculpted during Spring Fling as a random act of art for 
the first ever Hope Fringe Festival. 
Spring T ime W arp 
Each year at the close of spring semester the Student Activities 
Committee provides a fun-filled afternoon for students. This year was no 
exception. 
On the final day of classes, more than 1,000 Hope students gathered in 
the Pine Grove to participate in the Spring Fling festivities, including the 
Push, air brush tattoos, caricature drawings, several inflatable games, and 
rides. 
One addition to the celebration this year was the use of a theme. SAC 
chose to center Spring Fling around the "Back to the Future" movies based 
on ideas formed during their yearly attendance to NACA (National 
Association for Campus Activities). 
The theme was integrated into Spring Fling in several ways, including a 
costume contest, 80s themed photos, a local 80s cover band, and the 
showing of the "Back to the Future" trilogy throughout the weekend. 
Overall, the afternoon and theme were a success. "I thought it went 
great. The turnout seemed good and the weather worked in our favor," said 
Shauna Morin, who oversees SAC. "We gave away 500 T-shirts in 15 
minutes!" 
Students seemed to not only enjoy the provided activities, but also 
lounging in the Pine Grove as the school year came to a close. 
- Karly Murphy 
4 It was really fun to 
see so many people 
come out and 
participate. 
Courtney Anderson ('11) 
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Above: Members of the administration who 
were involved with the change watch as 
Student Congress President David Paul 
begins Hope's first-ever town hall meeting. 
Below: Alison Garza rides the new shuttle bus 
after a women's basketball game. 
Vans or Bus? 
Students returned to campus this fall to find that a 
significant change had been made to the late-night shuttle 
service. Previously, several on-call vans would pick up 
students around campus each evening, but members of the 
college administration made the decision to replace this 
service with a larger bus that would run on a set route. 
Many students were upset by the change, so Student 
Congress held its first-ever town hall meeting. Students 
were allowed to voice their concerns to the administration in 
a public forum. Eventually the route was shortened, and 
shuttle bus stops were moved to areas with better lighting. 
Students who live farther off campus are now also able to 
use the shuttle bus by calling a campus van service to pick 
them up and drive them to the stop outside the Campus 
Safety Office. 
"I think a lot of students were disappointed that the 
shuttle vans were not re-implemented, but now they are 
becoming more tolerant of the bus," Student Congress Vice 
President Priscilla Oddo said. 
- Karly Murphy 
Hope students, the 
ones who use this service, 
were not given the 
opportunity to discuss this 
before it went into effect. 
- Ben Bach ('09) 
Student Life 
Renovate 
Over the summer, Kollen Hall underwent a million-dollar 
renovation. Originally built in 1956, it was named after the third 
president of Hope College, Dr. G. J. Kollen. The 
dorm, which houses 292 students, was last updated nearly 15 
years ago. This summer each of the 144 rooms was equipped 
with new beds, mattresses, windows, and desk chairs. 
The entire building was redone; carpets were replaced, new 
landscaping put in, and improved porch construction. The 
entryway was tiled, and woodwork and new furniture were added 
to the lobby. A fireplace was also added to the main lounge, 
now referred to as "the family room." The communal areas got 
major remodeling, complete with new amenities such as 
whiteboards. 
"We wanted to provide students with areas to study within 
the dorm," said Residential Life Coordinator Matt D'Oyly. "I think 
the students, especially those that were here as freshmen last 
year and now live here as sophomores, were amazed at the 
transformation the building underwent in three months." 
- Karly Murphy 
Top Right: Kanwinder Gill ('11) relaxes on one of the new couches. Middle 
Right: Mike Bazydlo ('11) watches the new flat screen TV which was added to 
the lounge with money provided by selling "Neurovirus '08" t-shirts. Bottom 
Right: A student sits in his new desk chair, next to his recently replaced bed. 
Below: Steve Burgett ('11) enjoys a game of ping pong in the renovated lounge 
of Kollen Hall. 
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ac • a • dem • ics (a-ke-'de-miks) adj. [[Latin origin 
Academicus]] 1. relating to schools, colleges and 
universities, or connected with studying and thinking 
2. describes someone who is clever and enjoys 
studying 3. the main focus of Hope College 
R emembered 
While jogging on Hope's campus on June 19, 
Professor John Quinn passed away after suffering 
from a heart attack. A memorial service was held in 
Dimnent Chapel on September 7 and was followed 
by a reception in the A. Paul Schaap Science 
Center. With a community of friends, family and 
faculty, Prof. Quinn was given a loving and 
respectful farewell. 
Receiving his B.A. from Notre Dame and M.A. 
and Ph.D. from the University of Texas at Austin, 
Quinn began his work at Hope College in 1995. A 
beloved professor of the Classics, he specialized in 
teaching Latin, Greek and Coptic and was also 
interested in translating ancient texts. His 
accomplishments included receiving research funds 
from the National Endowment for the Humanities, 
the U.S. Department of Education, the Fulbright-
Hayes Group Study Abroad in Ethiopia and Eritrea, 
and the Consortium for Inter-Institutional 
Collaboration in African and Latin American Studies. 
While at Hope, he led both student and alumni 
tours to Greece and Rome to promote the study of 
his field. Hope College will always remember Dr. 
Quinn and his accomplishments in his studies and 
life. 
- Lauren Bull 
Above Right: Professor Quinn. Right: Quinn with close friend 
Fr. Randy Rentner in down town Holland. Rentner was a friend 
from Notre Dame who said John's funeral mass and spoke at 
the memorial service. Below: Quinn with his some of his family 
members. 
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Canine Calculus 
I 
Elvis, an 8-year-old Welsh Corgi, is a 
recognizable face on Hope's campus and not 
just because of his cuteness. Elvis became 
part of an experiment that Dr. Tim Pennings 
engineered one day while playing a game of 
fetch with him at the beach. When Pennings 
threw a ball into the water, Elvis would run 
on shore for a certain distance, jump into the 
water and swim the rest of the way. 
As Pennings observed this, he decided 
that Elvis was in fact doing a basic calculus 
optimization problem which helped him to 
judge when to jump into the water to retrieve 
the ball. Once the idea hit, Pennings set to 
work collecting data and ultimately writing a 
paper with Dr. Roland Minton. The paper 
went on to win the George Polya Award 
which was presented to Pennings by the 
Mathematical Association of America in 
August. 
Pennings's goal is to incorporate the 
ideology behind a liberal arts education in 
"liberating the mind" with the traditional views 
of math and to demonstrate to students how 
"having an education in math helps one to 
gain an appreciation for the world." 
- Christina Bowles 
Top Left: Elvis and Dr. Pennings involved in a conversation. Left: 
The pair take a stroll down a hallway in Van Zoeren. "Elvis feels 
very at home on a college campus," Pennings said. Below: Taking 
time to pose for a picture in Dr. Penning's office. 
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Critical Thinking 
Global health was the focus of the 20th 
Critical Issue Symposium (CIS) this year. 
The topic was decided by a group of 
students, faculty and staff who consulted 
President Bultman to discuss possible 
issues for this year. 
Nursing student, Laura Wollan ('11) 
commented on the relevance of this year's 
symposium. "It made me realize that 
although I can help individuals in need in the 
Holland area there is even a greater need 
outside of Michigan and outside of the 
United States," she said. 
In preparation for the CIS, international 
leaders in the global health field along with 
Hope professors are asked to speak about 
the problem at hand. This year's line-up 
included keynote speaker Laurie Garrett, an 
accomplished medical and science writer 
and journalist, who started off this year's CIS 
on the evening of September 30. Many 
students, members of the community and 
faculty attended the different events, proving 
that nothing could hinder someone from 
making a difference in global health. 
- Lauren Bull 
i 
Top Right: Keynote speaker Laurie Garrett began the two-day 
event with her speech "Betrayal of Trust: The Collapse of Global 
Public Health." Right: The theme of this year's symposium: global 
health. Below: Musical group Braddigan pumped up the energy 
with their concert in the Knickerbocker Theater. 
GLOBAL 
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CRITICAL ISSUES 
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Free and open 
to the public 
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Experience 
Founded in 1982 by Professor of English 
Jack Ridl, the Visiting Writers Series brings 
distinguished authors to Hope. The series 
began in order to introduce students to 
authors, enrich the surrounding community, 
and allow Hope to become more known in 
the literary world. 
Now that VWS has been underway for 
over 20 years, it is student run. Students 
are very excited about having this 
opportunity on campus, "We are very lucky 
to have the Visiting Writers Series here at 
Hope because it gives students a chance to 
interact with published writers who have 
'made it' in the writing world. It is inspiring to 
see these writers' dedication to their art and 
to learn what the life of a writer is like," Amy 
Soukup ('10) said. 
The VWS events normally include a 
question and answer session with the writer, 
a reading of their work, and an opportunity 
after the reading to have books signed by 
the writer. This year's writers for VWS 
included Anthony Doerr, Ander Monson, 
Andy Mozina, Toni Blackman, Lynne 
Thompson, Francine Prose, and Minton 
Sparks 
- Christina Bowles 
Above Left: Students from Hope's Jazz Ensemble take the stage. 
Left: National Book Award finalist Francine Prose. Below: Toni 
Blackman starts her set of hip hop performance poetry on stage at 
the Knickerbocker Theater. 
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Above: Annalise Almdale ('11) and Megan Frost ('11) during a lab in their Intro to 
Statistics class. This year students in Dr. Pearson's class conducted their final projects on 
topics that will help Hope's go green campaign. Susan Cherup 
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Above: Professor Johnson in his office in Lubbers Hall. Right: Yard sign 
in the Holland community. "A lot of our fundraising went to the production 
of yard signs and bumper stickers," Johnson said, "anything to get your 
name out there." Bottom Right: Working hard, Johnson campaigns at a 
house party. Below: Meeting potential voters at the Fruitport Memorial 
Day parade. Voter outreach was crucial to Johnson's campaign since he 
was running against a very popular incumbent. 
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Challeng er 
Dr. Fred Johnson rand for a House seat in Michigan's 
Second Congressional District not to advance his career, but 
to help good people that are struggling during the economic 
downfall that has hit Michigan hard. "Things are going 
wrong. They have been for a long time, and as I tell my 
students, you can grumble and complain about it, or you can 
do something about it. I chose to do something about it," he 
said. 
It was not easy running as a Democrat in a mainly 
Republican district, but Johnson "doesn't do things to lose." 
He ran a strong, credible campaign that shook things up in 
western Michigan. Even though Johnson ultimately lost the 
race to long-time Republican incumbent Pete Hoekstra, he 
made gains in areas where there has previously never been 
a chance for a Democratic candidate. 
Hope student, and Deputy Campaign Manager of 
Johnson's campaign. Shannon Craig thought that Johnson 
would have been an excellent representative. "He's been o 
the edge of bankruptcy and had to worry about how to make 
ends meet. He also chose to run, not out of a sense of 
ambition, but out of a sense of duty, which I think brings a 
different and much needed, perspective to the job," Craig 
said. 
Johnson dedicated over 60 hours a week to campaigning 
in the fall of 2008, while still teaching a full course load, 
making sure to always put his students first. 
- Christina Bowles 
u s . C O N G R E S S 
Photo courtesy of Fred Johnson 
Above: Johnson speaking at the general election 
kickoff rally in August 2008 in Manistee, Mich. 
jmMS 
Photo courtesy of Fred Johnson 
Above: Johnson shaking hands with a veteran 
during the Muskegon Labor Day parade in 
September. Left: Johnson with then presidential 
hopeful Barack Obama in May 2008. Below: 
Election bumper stickers. Over 50 Hope students 
took a political science class in the fall of 2008 
which required campaigning for the Democratic 
party. These students campaigned for both 
Obama and Johnson, entering data, making 
phone calls and knocking on doors for both 
candidates. 
O OBAMA 
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Above: Members of the Biology Club after they finished with the Vinca pull, one of the 
many events that Biology Club sponsors. Other events the group participated in include 
apple picking, a department Christmas party, as well as dodge ball and flag football 
competitions against Chemistry Club. 
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Rejuvination 
Construction noises hardly bother the inhabitants on 
the west side of campus anymore. The sounds of drilling, 
beeping and sawing have all become normal since the 
renovation of Graves Hall commenced in spring of 2008. 
The $5.7 million project, which is scheduled to be 
completed by fall of 2009. is quite ambitious. Graves is 
getting a facelift, complete with new windows, roof and an 
elevator. 
The third oldest building on Hope's campus, Graves 
Hall was dedicated in 1894. The original purpose of 
Graves was to house the Van Zoeren library and Winants 
Chapel, but both the chapel and library have since been 
moved to newer locations. The goal of this restoration and 
renovation project is to allow the historic building to be a 
more integral part of the Hope College campus. Despite 
previous renovations in 1962 and 1980, this project is 
aimed at restoring Graves to its original glory while also 
increasing its usefulness. 
Graves Hall has served as the home of various Hope 
programs over the years. After the current renovations are 
complete Graves will house a few classrooms, a kitchen, 
offices for CASA and Upward Bound, the Schoon 
Meditation Chapel, as well as many large rooms for 
various events. 
- Christina Bowles 
* 
Above: Three new windows that were installed 
on the south facing wall of Graves. All of the 
windows in Graves were replaced. 
Photos courtesy of Public Relations 
Above : A construction worker carefully shapes 
the stone for the exterior of Graves. The 
original stone was quarried approximately a 
mile away from campus along the Black River. 
Left: Workers installing the new roof of Graves 
Hall in September. 
I think that once the 
Graves restoration is 
complete, the building 
will be a real asset to 
our campus. 
- Stephanie Brown ('11) 
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Above: A new addition to the eastern side of Graves will include an 
elevator which allows access to the top and basement levels for those with 
mobility impairments. Left: An original part of the Graves structure is 
removed in order for restoration before putting it back in place. Bottom 
Left: The interior of Graves will include classrooms, offices and an 
auditorium which will be restored to its original layout. Below: Graves 
during construction in September. 
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Drawing 
Above: Julia Peterson ('11) and Sarah Johnson ('12) focus 
on a model for their art class. "This semester we explored 
lots of different techniques while working towards a better 
understanding of the role of the human figure in art. I've 
learned a ton, and it's been cool to watch everyone's 
progress," Peterson said. 
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Above: Carl 
Morrison ('09) 
and Maggie 
McGurn ('09) as 
"Catherine" and 
"Hal." Right : 
Hope professor 
David James as 
"Robert" and 
Maggie McGurn. 
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The play "Proof" was presented on April 16-18, 2009 in the 
DeWitt Studio Theater. The Pulitzer Prize-winning work was 
performed as a Theater 490 project. The student-run production 
was a part of the Hope College Fringe Festival which highlighted 
different artistic activities happening around campus. 
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Cultural Exposure 
What are the cultural implications that occur when 
well-intentioned aide is received in impoverished 
communites? That was the main question that Dr. Ji 
Hoon Park hoped to answer in his documentary 
"When the West Brings Civilization Back to Africa," 
which was shown at the Knickerbocker Theatre in 
October 2008. 
Dr. Park is a Communications professor at Hope 
College whose work focusing on minorities in the 
media has been critically acclaimed nationwide. This 
documentary focused on one Hope student, 
Samantha Webbert ('09), and her experiences as a 
first-time visitor to Cameroon. They accompanied the 
Engineers Without Borders group on their trip to the 
village of Nkuv in Cameroon in May 2008. The goal of 
the documentary was to understand how the natives 
felt about the EWB program. 
The EWB program aims to improve water quality, 
which has eliminated death in children from 
waterborne diseases. Through evaluating Webbert's 
interactions with the natives, Park "decided to focus 
on cross-cultural power dynamics because that was 
[his] most significant finding on the trip." The most 
important idea that Dr. Park took away from his 
experience in Cameroon was that, "Helping someone 
is much more complex than we think. It requires 
serious long-term commitment, patience, sacrifice, 
and humble attitudes." 
- Christina Bowles 
Top Right: Webbert ('09) with Rose, Kenneth and baby Lisa. 
Middle Right: Dr. Park and Webbert with Cameroonians. 
Bottom Right: Samantha Webbert trying to stay cool in the 
summer heat. Below: Dr. Park filming in Cameroon, "[Dr. Park] 
was incredible to work with. He has so much insight into other 
cultures and such a solid vision for this documentary," Webbert 
1 
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Dressing Up Martha 
International students have always been 
important to Hope College. When the college 
opened in 1879 with only six students, three 
different countries were represented. Now, 
there are over 30 countries represented. 
To showcase all of the international 
students on campus. 12 flag poles were 
installed outside the Martha Miller Center on 
October 3. At the dedication ceremony, the 
flags that were flown honored the 15 
international members of the freshman class. 
President Bultman started the ceremony 
stating, "the flags are a visible symbol of our 
respect for your country and gratitude for 
your choosing of Hope College." 
Ayanfeoluwa Olonade ('11), president of the 
international relations club also spoke. She 
was excited and depicted the presence of 
the flags as "witnesses to the reality that we 
are all part of one great Hope community." 
- Christina Bowles 
Top Left: Nikolas Burkhart ('09) of the U.S. and David Otai of 
Kenya take a timeout to pose after the dedication ceremony 
concluded. Left: The initial six flags on the north side of the 
Martha Miller Center. Below: Qilong Dong, Ziye Liu ('12), and 
Xisen Hou ('12), international students from China, sang their 
national anthem as their flag was being raised. 
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Above: Dancers Allyson 
Wehrly ('11), Melissa 
Hanington ('12), and 
Grace Snyder ('12). 
Right : Choreographer 
Stephanie Brown ('11) 
demonstrates a movement. 
Once a semester, students performed 
their own choreographed works in the 
Student Dance Concert. Many people 
participated in the student dance concerts 
because of their involvement in a dance 
composition class. 
- Christina Bowles 
Tae 
Kwon 
Do 
Lef t : Emily Leathley ('11) performs a 
choreographed set of moves for her belt 
testing as her instructors Dr. Fraley and Dr. 
Evans look on. Right : Kim Boyd ('11) 
receives some instruction f rom black belt Dr. 
Fraley who conducts class twice a week for an 
hour and a half in the DeVos Fieldhouse. 
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Dr. Cronkite 
From collecting specimens for his 
basement museum during childhood to being 
recognized by the National Association of 
Biology Teachers (NABT), Dr. Donald 
Cronkite has come a long way. His newest 
accolade, the 2008 Honorary Membership 
JSJJie.-..biflb.e:sLhQnorxiiven bV the 
NABT, and it is given to individuals who have 
displayed extraordinary talent In teaching, 
researching, and improving learning in the 
biological sciences. 
Dr. Cronkite has spent his entire 
academic career trying to help teachers 
improve their teaching styles. He says that 
his inspiration came from his two sons who 
both had bad experiences with their high 
school science teachers. He has organized 
and headed many workshops, seminars, and 
conferences that address the topic of how to 
make learning interesting for students both at 
the high school and college level. 
Throughout the years Cronkite, has 
enjoyed getting to know the faculty and 
students, saying that the "good-heartedness 
of the Hope community keeps me optimistic." 
- Christina Bowles 
Top Right: Dr. Cronkite in the Science Center. Right: Showing a 
young bystander a maple seed's activity at the Holland Farmer's 
Market. Below: Directing a student in a beginning biology lab. His 
most recent research was conducted on the mechanism of 
millipedes' locomotion. 
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Mathfest 
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A team of Hope students traveled to 
Madison, Wisconsin on July 30, 2008 to 
compete in the Jeopardy competition at the 
National Mathfest Conference. Daniel Lithio 
('09), Forrest Gordon ('09), Blair Williams 
('09) and Zachary Mitchell {'11) came away 
vyith the win defeating teams from Texas 
A&M, Mount Union College and Lafayette 
College. Ryan Johnson ('09) competed 
against Hope while on the Texas A&M team 
due to the fact that he had just completed 
summer research at Texas A&M. 
In addition to competing in the Jeopardy 
competition, the students participated In 
other Mathfest events. Lithio presented a 
talk entitled "How to Serve a Volleyball: 
Mathematical Modeling of Volleyball 
Dynamics," which won an award from the 
National Mathematics Honorary Society, Pi 
Mu Epsilon. Mitchell took part in the U.S. 
Collegiate Problem Solving competition and 
won a fifth place finish overall. Williams and 
Gordon both competed in the 5K race held 
during the math conference, placing third 
and tenth, respectively. 
- Christina Bowles 
Top Left; Students on opposing teams show some love. Left: 
Blair Williams ('09) takes a second between questions to pose for 
a picture. Below: All of the participating Hope students, along with 
Hope professors Dr. Tim Pennings and Dr. Stephanie Edwards, at 
Mathfest. 
Ml photos courtesy of Stephanie Edwards 
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Left: Some Mortar Board 
members take the 
opportunity to have their 
picture taken with the 
participants of the 
Candyland Celebration, 
a prom hosted for 
people with disabilities. 
Mortar Board is a 
national honor society 
for seniors that have 
shown outstanding 
ability in the areas of 
scholarship, service and 
leadership. The class of 
2009 had 34 members. 
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Right: Professor Boyd 
Wilson receives some 
last minute direction 
from Molly Smith ('09) 
before his contribution to 
the Last Lecture Series. 
This lecture series, 
which was sponsored by 
Mortar Board, asked 
professors to reflect on 
their lives and careers 
and use this opportunity 
to share with students 
some helpful words of 
advice. 
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Photo courtesy of Kevin Soubly 
On March 26, 2009, Jane Elliott presented a talk entitled 
"Anatomy of Prejudice" to Hope and the surrounding community. 
Elliott is well known for her "Blue Eyes/Brown Eyes" social 
experiment to depict to students in her elementary class what 
prejudice was and how it can be harmful. 
Elliott's discussion took place in Dimnent Memorial Chapel and 
was part of the "Teaching Hope Diversity Program" that was 
sponsored by Student Congress. 
- Christina Bowles 
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Being actively involved on campus has 
never been a problem for Wilma Hart. She 
currently helps plan Dance Marathon, serves 
as the advisor of Alpha Phi Omega, and has 
been a staff participant in Spring Break 
mission trips, all in addition to her job in 
Student Development. 
On February 12, 2009, Hart was honored 
for her work as the Coordinator of Volunteer 
Services. She was presented with the 
Faculty/Staff Community Service-Learning 
Award by the Michigan Campus Compact 
(MCC). This award was given based on 
Hart's outstanding work in encouraging 
students to be involved in community service. 
Hart stated that she is "very surprised and 
humbled by the award." 
The award is presented to people that 
influence students to be involved in 
community service, and Hart has done just 
that with the many events that are sponsored 
by Volunteer Services. From Time to Serve, 
which Hart has coordinated since its 
beginning in 2000, to Moonlight Serenade, 
which is only in its third year, Hart feels that it 
is "such a blessing to see students enjoy 
serving their surrounding community." 
- Christina Bowles 
Top Right: Hart with student coordinators of Volunteer Services 
Brittnee Longwell ('09) and Caitlin Lamade ('09) as well as 
President and Mrs. Bultman at the award ceremony. Right: Hart 
at her desk in Student Development. Below: Posing with some 
children and her team members outside a school in the 
Dominican Republic on a Spring Break mission trip. 
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Stage 
Each year the dance department puts on 
a performance in which faculty 
choreographed pieces are performed. This 
year was the 35th year of this show. 
Dance 35 was performed in the 
Knickerbocker Theater for two consecutive 
weekends: February 26-28 and March 6-7. 
Dance faculty that participated in the show 
included Rosanne Barton-DeVries, Linda 
Graham, Steven lannacone, and Amanda 
Smith-Heynen. 
Students value the opportunity to be a 
part of this experience and love the chance to 
grow as artists. Anna Pillot ('09) who 
performed in both Richard Riveria's and 
Dorrell Martin's pieces said, "I think my 
technique and performance qualities grew a 
lot from this year's experience while I was 
being pushed to two very different stylistic 
places." 
This year the show featured three guest 
artists: Dorrell Martin, Ann-Rene Petrarca and 
Richard Riveria. Dancers like Jennifer 
Muisenga ('12) thoroughly enjoy experiencing 
guest artists' choreography and comments. 
"The amount of diversity in Dorrell's piece 
makes it very interesting," she said. 
- Christina Bowles 
Above Left: Kristin Benner ('11) and Chelsea Harkelroad ('11) 
perform a lift in Ephemeral Episode. Left: Aura Ankli ('11) gets 
some help with her costume from Kerri Terpstra ('11). Below: 
Anna Pillot, Caroline Burke ('09), and Jennifer Fait ('09) in Richard 
Riveria's piece entitled 212. 
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for class. Niespod 
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normally don't get a 
chance to portray." 
Right: The different 
acting partners take a 
minute to "get in the 
zone" before acting 
out their scenes for 
the class 
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Above: Amber Parmelee ('09) and Miriam Head ('09) conduct a cell proliferation assay in 
their Neurochemistry and Disease lab as part of an independent research project. 
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80 Seniors 
i 
sen • ior (sen'yer) n. [[Latin origin senex ]] 1. a well 
seasoned individual, ready to grasp future opportunities 
2. a person of highest rank or standing 3. a student in 
their last year of college 
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Above: Anna Finger ('09) looks over psychology notes while Ryan Hill ('09) mulls over some research in the Kletz. 
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Sarah Brower 
Montague, Ml 
Psychology 
Kelsey Browne 
Birmingham, Ml 
Math and Art History 
Seniors 83 
V 
riil 
John Bruggers 
Lima, Peru 
Computer Science and 
Japanese Studies 
Katie Bultema 
Hudsonville, Ml 
History Education 
Karolyn Burke 
Saint Marys, OH 
Dance and Psychology 
Nikolas Burkhart 
Brutus, Ml 
Art Studio 
Daniel Burns 
Wheaton, IL 
Management 
f 
Above: Amongst family and fans on the field, Hope football players Anders Johansen ('09) and Camden Moos ('11), pose for a 
post-game photo. 
Isaac Bush 
Muskegon, Ml 
Theater 
Seniors 
Katrina Buys 
Bay City, Ml 
Political Science 
Daniel Callam 
Holland, Ml 
History and Geology 
Katherine Card 
Farwell, Ml 
Accounting and 
Classical Studies 
Graham Carlson 
La Grange Highlands, IL 
Music 
Jenna Carlson 
Sleepy Hollow, IL 
English - Elementary 
Education 
Timothy Cart 
Troy, Ml 
Engineering, 
Mechanical Emphasis 
Robert Casey 
Naperville, IL 
English - Elementary 
Education 
Hilary Cason 
Detroit, Ml 
Spanish Education 
Emily Chapman 
Flushing, Ml 
Music 
5 
Photo courtesy of Jenna Hunger 
Above: In Cadillac, Mich., seniors of the Cosmopolitan Fraternity enjoy their last spring sunrise over Lake Cadillac together. 
Jaclynn Cherry 
Rochester Hills, Ml 
Accounting 
Katherine Chiczewski 
Naperville, IL 
Special Education 
Amie Clay 
Mattawan, Ml 
Communications 
Paul Connelly 
Lower Waterford, VT 
Music 
Laura Coombs 
Muskegon, Ml 
Special Education 
Seniors 
Kariayne Cozzie 
Evergreen Park, IL 
Chemistry 
' - M 
W i 
Shannon Craig 
Napervilie, IL 
Political Science and 
History 
Tiffany Day 
Zeeland, Ml 
Science 
D. Anders De Jong 
Zeeland, Ml 
English - Secondary 
Education 
Ashley DeVecht 
Byron Center, Ml 
English/Communications 
Composite 
. 
Sarah Dean 
Nashville, TN 
Geology 
Jessica Debruyn 
Paios Park, IL 
Communications 
Julia Defoe 
West Olive, M 
Kinesiology 
Daniel DeHaan 
Mattawan, Ml 
Engineering, 
Mechanical Emphasis 
Christopher Dekker 
Hudsonville, Ml 
Music 
Hillary Delhagen 
Pultneyville, NY 
Psychology 
\h&: -
Brittaney Delo 
Holland, Ml 
Communications 
Joshua Delo 
Holland, Ml 
Management and 
Spanish 
Meghan DeWees 
Bay Village, OH 
Women's Studies and 
English 
Lindsey Dickerman 
Kalamazoo, Ml 
Nursing 
86 
Matthew Diepenhorst 
Holland, Ml 
Management and 
Psychology 
Seniors 
Kelly Doyle 
Tinley Park, IL 
Chemistry 
Abigail Drake 
Portage, Ml 
Spanish and 
International Studies 
Rachel Driscoll 
Fishers, IN 
Chemistry 
Derek Duncan 
Morrow, OH 
Physics and French 
Above: Ricky Rhodes ('09) fulfills his position as a member of the Life Support committee by giving Travis Rieth's ('11) feet a 
break during the 24-hour Dance Marathon. 
Seniors 
I 
Samantha Dunmire 
Sarasota, FL 
Political Science and 
Women's Studies 
Vera Dusenbery 
Geneva, IL 
History 
Carleen Dykstra 
Hudsonville, Ml 
Math and Psychology 
Matthew Ellison 
Midland, Ml 
Chemistry 
David Engel 
Pinnkney, Ml 
Management and 
Economics 
j 
Erika English 
Waukesha, Wl 
Language Arts and 
Religion 
Christopher Erickson 
Madera, CA 
Economics 
Heather Esfandiari 
Rochester, NY 
Social Studies and Math 
- Elementary Education 
Jason Failing 
Granger, IN 
Management and 
Economics 
Kyle Eurick 
Davisburg, Ml 
Chemistry 
Above: Students presented their original research projects at the Undergraduate Research Celebration in DeVos Fieldhouse. 
88 Seniors 
LI 
Jennifer Fait 
San Diego, CA 
Dance and Chemistry 
Anna Finger 
Anderson, IN 
Sociology 
Cynthia Fein 
Byron Center, Ml 
Nursing 
Sarah Fetter 
Troy, IL 
Special Education 
Jessica Fezzey 
Farmington, Ml 
Social Work 
Abigail Finn 
Holland, Ml 
Accounting 
Tiffany Fifer 
Niles, Ml 
Management and 
Political Science 
Allison Fisher 
Wilmington, IL 
Fine Arts 
Robert Flavin 
Palos Heights, IL 
Communications 
Jason Folkert 
Hudsonville, Ml 
Chemistry Education 
k 
Daniel Forro 
Tawas City, Ml 
Kinesiology 
Douglas Fujawa 
Schoolcraft, Ml 
Biology 
Erin Fortner 
Greeneville, TN 
Psychology and 
Communications 
Valerie Foster 
Bartlett, IL 
Nursing 
Stephanie Fowler 
Silverthorne, CO 
Religion 
Anna Gagliardi 
Midland, Ml 
Special Education 
Yuliya Ganenko 
Holland, Ml 
International Studies 
Madeleine Garcia 
Reno, NV 
Spanish Education 
Andrew Franks 
West Olive, Ml 
Chemistry 
L 
Tracy Garcia 
Holland, Ml 
Language Arts 
Education 
Seniors 
Heather Garrett 
Climax. Ml 
Art Studio and German 
Joseph Gibbs 
Baldwin, Ml 
Chemistry and Spanish 
Amy Gilles 
Wauconda, IL 
Art Studio and English 
Jake Gilliland 
Round Lake, IL 
Biology 
Michael Golden 
Crystal Lake, IL 
Classical Studies, 
History, and Religion 
Forrest Gordon 
Rockford, Ml 
Math and Chemistry 
Jillian Greshel 
Trenton, Ml 
Biology 
90 
Daniel Gruben 
Wheaton, IL 
English Education 
Seniors 
Kimberly Gordon 
Caledonia, Ml 
Physical Education 
Secondary 
Tonisha Gordon 
Grand Rapids, Ml 
Psychology and 
Sociology 
Lauren Graham 
Alto, Ml 
Accounting 
Danelle Graves 
Flushing, Mi 
Chemistry 
Alexander Griffith 
Naperville, IL 
Chemistry and 
Psychology 
Allyson Grinage 
Centennial, CO 
Spanish 
Shawn Grose 
Fairless Hills, PA 
Management 
Jenna Grove 
Wheaton, IL 
Nursing and Spanish 
L\ 
Ashley Gruenberg 
Frisco, TX 
Mathematics 
Phillip Guajardo 
Grand Rapids, Ml 
Biology 
Daniel Guy 
Kalkaska, Ml 
Communications and 
Spanish 
Cara Hahn 
Rockford, Ml 
Management and 
Spanish 
,i 
Stacey Harburn Laura Hargrove Kathryn Harper Kathryn Harper Mark Haskin 
Okemos, Ml Palatine, IL Holland, Ml Zeeland, Ml 
Management Special Education Communications Religion 
Allison Hawkins 
Palm Beach Gardens, FL 
French 
Michael Headley 
Grand Ledge, Ml 
History 
Stacey Heeren 
Wyoming, Ml 
English - Secondary 
Education 
Katherine Heneveld 
Grand Rapids, Ml 
Chemistry, Biochemistry 
Emphasis 
Stephen Herrick 
Holland, Ml 
English-Writing 
11 S i l l 
Benjamin Herrman 
Benton Harbor, Ml 
Mathematics -
Secondary Education 
•K 
Gregory Hertz 
Warrenville, IL 
Communications and 
Religion 
l i i 
Yoshiya Hikita 
Saitama City, Japan 
Religion 
Michael Hobson 
Flushing, Ml 
Music 
Zachary Hoernschemeyer 
Plymouth, Ml 
Engineering, Mechanical 
Emphasis 
Hilary Holbrook 
Hopewell Junction, NY 
Special Education 
Krista Homakie 
Cass City, Ml 
Communications 
Amy Howard 
East Lansing, (V 
English 
Jessica Howe 
Midland, Ml 
Biology 
Amanda Hutchins 
South Haven, Ml 
Communications 
Seniors 91 
rwi 
Jeffrey Ichesco 
Saline, Ml 
Political Science 
Jill Immink 
Hamilton, Ml 
Mathematics -
Secondary Education 
Michelle Ipema 
Homer Glen, IL 
Art Studio and 
Communications 
Christen Jackson 
Park Ridge, IL 
Spanish and 
Management 
Laura Jackson 
Allen Park, Ml 
Spanish 
-
Edleda James 
Nashville, TN 
International Studies 
Brittney Jatzo 
Iron River, W! 
Social Work and 
Political Science 
Christopher Jetter 
Greenville, OH 
International Studies 
Danielle Johnson 
Kalamazoo, Ml 
English, Writing 
Emphasis and Spanish 
Kathryn Johnson 
Wheaton, IL 
Mathematics and 
Spanish 
L J 
Nathan Johnson 
Marne, Ml 
English 
Ryan Johnson 
Tomah, Wl 
Mathematics 
Jessica Jones 
Meguon, Wl 
English 
Kimberly Jongsma 
Grand Rapids, Ml 
English, Writing 
Emphasis 
Kathryn Josephson 
Ada, Ml 
Nursing 
i 
92 
Deanna Kalafut 
Justice, IL 
Chemistry 
Seniors 
Emily Kammerud 
Portage, Ml 
Special Education 
Amer Karadsheh 
Holland, Ml 
Psychology and 
Philosophy 
Lauren Keiser 
Otterbein, IN 
Dance - Secondary 
Education 
Andrea Keller 
Kokomo, IN 
Nursing 
Orange Day 
was held on Tuesday, April 21 to spread awareness about the 
danger of human trafficking, and to raise money for previously trafficked victims' rehabilitation. 
In addition to many individual efforts. Amnesty International and the Delta Phi sorority helped 
make this event possible. 
All labor was a representation of the Not For Sale campaign, a nonprofit organization 
devoted to the education and mobilization of an international abolitionist movement through 
the innovation and implementation of open-source activism. 
The day was filled with opportunities to learn about the different forms of human slavery, 
including labor, sex and forced military work. Tables with merchandise were set up around 
campus to collect donations toward the Not For Sale campaign's effort to rehabilitate the 
victims of the many forms of slavery. 
Lemonjellos, Cool Beans, and the Cup and Chaucer coffee shops contributed by using 
informational coffee sleeves portraying statistics about human trafficking. The Bridge, a local 
fair-trade store in downtown Holland, also provided support by selling orange ribbons and 
other items, with all the profits going towards the campaign. 
The main event, "Not For Sale... the Documentary," was shown later that afternoon to 
further educate the public about the impact everyone can have on minimizing slavery in a 
maximized global economy. 
This was the first year Orange Day made an appearance on Hope's campus. With all of 
the hard work and support from students, faculty and the Holland community, Orange Day will 
continue to be a part of spring semester activities. 
For as long as human slavery exists in the world, Hope College will be part of the 
movement to abolish it. 
- Sarah Russo 
Ricky Kelley 
Burton, Ml 
Mathematics -
Secondary Education 
George Khoury 
Jerusalem 
Computer Science and 
French 
Joshua Kinder 
McHenry, IL 
Chemistry and 
Mathematics 
Brett Kingma 
Grand Rapids, I\ 
Psychology 
Jeremy Kingma 
Saint Louis, MO 
Management 
Travis Kingma 
Mattawan, Ml 
Economics 
Stephanie Knapper 
Richland, Ml 
Management 
Ross Knoll 
Grand Haven, Ml 
Chemistry and 
Psychology 
Courtney Knox 
Lawton, Ml 
Special Education 
Marl Jo Koedyker 
Grand Haven, Ml 
Music Education 
Seniors 
Above : Sarah Russo ('11), Kristen Vet ('11) and Emily Dunning ('11) show their support at the candle light walk during Pink Day. 
This year marked the fourth annual Passionately Pink for the Cure Day on Hope's campus. The 
event was put on by the Delta Phi sorority, whose passion for fighting breast cancer has always 
been strong. Each year sorority members do their part, both individually and collectively, to raise 
money for the Susan G. Komen Foundation for breast cancer. 
From collecting cans to bake sales, members of Delta Phi went all out on September 24th, Pink 
Day. Girls set up tables around campus to sell breast cancer pins, bracelets, pens and more. 
Along with raising money, the goal each year is to spread knowledge among students. This 
mission sparked the annual candlelight walk, an event on the evening of Pink Day to honor and 
acknowledge the stories of those who have suffered as a result of breast cancer. 
Speakers included cancer survivors, those currently battling the disease, and those who have 
been personally affected by someone suffering. On Saturday, September 27th, the Delphis 
participated in the Susan G. Komen Race for the Cure marathon. Donations from both the Hope 
and Holland community totaled more than $1,600, doubling last year's total. 
It is the hope of the Delta Phi sorority that each woman's help can truly make a difference in the 
lives of millions. Lighting the candle on an issue so great has made a giant impact on Hope's 
campus. A college community that can make this kind of difference is truly something to be 
passionate about. 
- Mary Davis 
pmk day 
94 Seniors 
Michael Kolanowski 
Manistee, Ml 
Physical Education 
Sarah Koon 
Columbus, OH 
Language Arts 
Education 
Jonathan Koopmans 
Holland, Ml 
Accounting 
Kaitlyn Kopke 
Haslett, Ml 
Engineering 
Melissa Kowalk 
Eaton Rapids, Ml 
Exercise Science 
Donald Kring 
Will iamsburg, Ml 
Accounting 
Elizabeth Krohmer 
Grand Rapids, Ml 
English - Secondary 
Education 
Brendan Krueger 
Canton, Ml 
Biology and Music 
Nora Kuiper 
Kalamazoo, Mi 
Chemistry 
Amy Kunzi 
Hudsonville, Mi 
Nursing 
Caitlin Lamade 
Wheaton, IL 
Religion and 
Communications 
Brenna Lamphear 
Hudsonville, Ml 
Biology 
Elise Laroche 
Hudsonville, Ml 
Biology and Chemistry 
Ritchie Latimore 
Indian Harbour Beach, FL 
Japanese Studies 
Caitlin Lautz 
Wheaton, IL 
Music Education 
Michael Leman 
Elmhurst, IL 
Religion and History 
Christopher Lewis 
Troy, Ml 
Communications 
Jacquelyn Lewis 
Rockford, Ml 
Biology and Chemistry 
Bradley Lininger 
Kalamazoo, Ml 
Engineering, Electric 
Emphasis 
Daniel Lithio 
Downers Grove, IL 
Engineering, 
Mechanical Emphasis 
Seniors 
Katelyn Lokker 
Zeeland, Ml 
Political Science and 
Management 
Brittnee Longwell 
Zionsville, IN 
Communications 
Travis Love 
Livonia, Ml 
English, Japanese, and 
Computer Science 
Karen Luidens 
Altamont, NY 
Art, English-Creative 
Writing, and French 
Chelsea Lynes 
Woodstock, IL 
Biology 
f -.vi.;- --.-1 kli "C5 6 6 f"1' ->'• ^ 4 . o » 
Jacob Lyons 
Lake Orion, Ml 
English - Secondary 
Education 
Shanna Mack 
Allegan, Ml 
Communications 
Nathan Magrath 
Pentwater, Ml 
Political Science 
Isabel Malone 
Grand Rapids, Ml 
Chemistry 
H. Laura Malpass 
Roanoke, VA 
Psychology 
Jaclyn Mammoser 
Prospect Heights, IL 
Special Education 
Emily Mannenbach 
Rochester, MN 
Management 
Melissa Marshall 
Caledonia, Ml 
English and Classical 
Studies 
Sonya Masghati 
Naperville, IL 
Communications 
Jeffrey Mastin 
Liverpool, NY 
Religion and Biology 
96 
John Mc Nutt 
Elgin, IL 
Engineering 
Seniors 
Marjorie Mcbride 
Sparta, Ml 
Social Work 
Erin Mccarthy 
Saint Charles, MO 
Psychology and 
Religion 
Emily Mcconnelly 
Ann Arbor, Ml 
Biology 
Laura Mcdonald 
Beverly Hills, Ml 
Language Arts 
Education 
Stephen Mcewan 
Midland, Ml 
Music Education 
Christopher Mcgehee 
Kalamazoo, Ml 
Biology Education 
Colleen Mckinnie 
Sterling Heights, Ml 
Political Science and 
Communications 
Brian McLellan 
Fort Wayne, IN 
Mathematics 
Bryan McMahon 
Grand Rapids, Ml 
Mathematics 
Amanda McNeil 
Rochester Hills, Ml 
Psychology and 
Religion 
Kevin Mill 
Bruce, Ml 
Kinesiology 
Andrew Mead 
Orange City, IA 
Religion 
Sarah Mecheneau 
Holland, Ml 
English 
Krista Mehari 
Grand Rapids, Ml 
Psychology and 
English-Writing 
Michael Mers 
Shelbyville, Ml 
Management and 
Spanish 
Molly Miller 
Dallas, TX 
Special Education 
Maria Millett 
Midland, Ml 
Social Work 
Alison Mills 
Mount Vernon, OH 
English 
Matthew Minkus 
Zeeland, Ml 
Accounting 
A 
Kalee Monhollon 
Zeeland, Ml 
Kinesiology 
Sarah Moore 
East Lansing, Ml 
Chemistry 
Kristie Moote 
Portage, Ml 
Communications and 
Spanish 
Jessica Morgan 
Andover, MA 
Language Arts 
Katherine Morgan 
Sarasota, FL 
Chemistry 
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Above: Jessica Zommermand ('11) attempts to get some homework done without missing a beat of her favorite TV show in the 
Cool Beans lounge. 
Joy Morin 
Byron Center, Ml 
Music 
Paul Morin 
Saline, Ml 
English, Writing 
Emphasis 
Laura Morningstar 
Fishers, IN 
Nursing 
Ethan Morrical 
Yorktown, IN 
Political Science 
Sarah Multer 
Plainwell, Ml 
Kinesiology 
98 
Kendra Neil 
Holland, Ml 
Special Education 
Seniors 
Laura Nettleton 
Battle Creek, Ml 
Psychology and 
Women's Studies 
Ryann Norris 
Farmington Hills, Ml 
Dance 
Kathryn OConnel l 
Minnetonka, MN 
Psychology and 
Spanish 
Benjamin Oegema 
Lawton, Ml 
Music and 
Communications 
I 
Above: Hillary Delhagen ('09), Christopher Sikkema ('10) and Abigail Gowman ('10) strike a pose during Spring Fling. 
I 
Ross Ogilvie 
Lake Orion, Ml 
Chemistry 
Samuel Ogles 
Whitsett, NC 
German, Political 
Science, and Int. Studies 
Kelli Olender 
Tustin, Ml 
Accounting 
Rebecca Olsen 
Traverse City, Ml 
Political Science and 
International Studies 
Matthew Oosterhouse 
Holland, Ml 
English, Writing 
Emphasis 
1 
Lucas Osterbur 
Greenville, OH 
Chemistry 
Katie Oxendine 
Sterling Heights, Ml 
Special Education 
Michael Paas 
Dorr, Ml 
Kinesiology 
•Jr i t / 
Shane Pageau 
Lombard, IL 
Psychology 
and Management 
Andrew Panaggio 
Lima, Peru 
Management and 
Communications 
Seniors 99 
Mark Panaggio 
Muskegon, Ml 
Electric Engineering and 
Mathematics 
Amber Parmelee 
Lesie, Ml 
Psychology and Biology 
Jonathan Parrish 
Midland, Ml 
Chemistry, Biochemistry 
Emphasis 
Christine Pattison 
Grandville, Ml 
French 
Kelly Payne 
Grand Rapids, Ml 
Management 
d 
Anna Pentluk 
Leiand, Ml 
Nursing 
Scott Peterson 
Bothell, WA 
Economics 
Lani Pickard 
Excelsior, MN 
Latin American 
Humanities and Spanish 
Tracy Piersma 
Rochester Hills, Ml 
German and 
international Studies 
Anna Piilot 
State College, PA 
Dance Performance 
and Spanish 
Tamara Pischke 
Maple City, Ml 
Religion - Youth Ministry 
and Psychology 
Megan Pitzer 
Noblesviile, IN 
Kinesiology 
Adam Plaunt 
South Lyon, Ml 
Chemistry 
Izumi Pointer 
Ann Arbor, Ml 
Accounting and 
Japanese 
Naomi Pointer 
Manistee, Ml 
Theater 
Tyler Depke 
Grayslake, IL 
Geology 
Justine Post 
Midland, Ml 
Religion 
Nicole Potter 
Ada, Ml 
Spanish 
Megan Probst 
Lawton, Ml 
Dance and Psychology 
Grant Prutzman 
Wheaton, IL 
Communications 
100 Seniors 
Alexander Quick 
Saline, Ml 
Religion 
Andrew Quick 
Zeeland, Ml 
Mathematics -
Elementary Education 
James Ralston 
Fenton, Ml 
Management and 
Communicat ions 
Michelle Read 
Glen Ellyn, IL 
English 
Rachel Rees 
Oakdale, NY 
Nursing and French 
Kent Reschke 
Naperville, IL 
Social Studies -
Secondary Education 
Erin Richards 
Clarkston, Ml 
Kinesiology 
Valerie Rideout 
Fishers, IN 
Allison Rivers 
Palatine, IL 
English, Writing 
Emphasis 
Lindsay Roberts 
Manistee, Ml 
Dance 
Allison Rogowski 
Kalamazoo, Ml 
Geology 
Diego Romero 
Holland, Ml 
Spanish Education 
Katie Ross 
St. Louis Park, MN 
Music and Psychology 
Barbra Rubio 
Holland, Ml 
Communications and 
Spanish 
Erik Ruda 
Arlington Heights, IL 
Political Science 
Jessica Ruggio 
Hartford, Ml 
Economics 
Elizabeth Rypma 
Whitehall, Ml 
Engineering Science 
Brittany Ryzenga 
Holland, Ml 
Communications and 
Spanish 
Madelyn Rzadkowolski 
Qxford, Ml 
Art History 
Emily Scatterday 
Geneva, IL 
Religion and Spanish 
Seniors 101 
saying farewell -| to the • graduating class ot 
Seniors 
Seniors 
Kelly Schaefer 
Fenton, Ml 
Communications 
John Schaftenaar 
Holland, Ml 
Management 
m 
John Schlotz 
Saint Louis, MO 
Chemistry and German 
Anne Schmidt 
Redford, Ml 
Political Science 
Eric Schmidt 
Kalamazoo, Ml 
Political Science and 
Philosophy 
Lauren Schmidt 
Fort Wayne, IN 
Religion and Chemistry 
Donald Scholten 
Grand Rapids, Ml 
Chemistry 
Caitlin Schrock 
Grandville, Ml 
French and Sociology 
Top: Colleen Sullivan ('09), Allie Watters ('09) and Eden Jager ('09). 
Seniors 
• 1 
Chelsea Schrotenboer 
Zeeland, Ml 
English, Writing 
Emphasis and Biology 
Christine Schultheis 
Fowlerville, Ml 
Nursing 
Randall Schultz 
Grand Haven, Ml 
Art Studio 
Matthew Seely 
Albion, Ml 
Computer Science 
Emily Seib 
Waukesha, Wl 
Accounting 
Elizabeth Seifert 
Holland 
Fine Arts 
Bo t t om: One of the homecoming court couples, Mari Jo Koedyker ('09) 
and Graham Carlson ('09), ride through campus during the parade. 
Meghan Servais 
Grosse Pointe Woods, Ml 
International Studies and 
Sociology 
Kelly Shea 
Woodridge, IL 
Management 
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Jason Shirk 
Twin Lake, Ml 
Japanese Studies 
Erica Simpson 
Auburn, IN 
Religion and 
Communications 
Laura Smallegan 
Zeeland, Ml 
Mathematics -
Secondary Education 
Amy Smith 
Grand Rapids, 
English 
Molly Smith 
Urbana, IL 
Athletic Training 
Robyn Smith 
Brown City, Ml 
Kinesiology 
Trevor Smith 
Holland, Mi 
Chemistry 
Sarah Sosolik 
Oswego, IL 
Nursing 
Alexander Stack 
Cabool, Ml 
Music and Religion 
Nicole Stegenga 
Saline, Ml 
Chemistry and 
Kinesiology 
• -
•1 
• . • ••• 
• > , . ; : - ' ' , 
Above : During the graduation ceremony in May, underclassmen watch their senior friends receive their diplomas and get a 
glimpse of things to come in their own futures. 
Seniors 
Above : Seniors, Gretchen Davis and Mary Davis, line up alphabetically while waiting for the graduation ceremony to commence 
i 
Andrew Steiger 
Arlington Heights, IL 
Music 
Jeffrey Swift 
Milkwaukee, Wl 
History 
I V Y FE J 
Samantha Stille 
Holland, Ml 
Composite Major 
Benjamin Strong 
Grand Rapids, Ml 
Chemistry, Biochemistry 
Emphasis 
Kyle Stufflebam 
Centralia, IL 
Japanese Studies 
Daniel Sultz 
Interlochen, Ml 
Composite Major 
f 
Allison Taber 
Battle Creek, Ml 
Language Arts 
Kara Tabor 
Hanson, MA 
Nursing 
Nicolas Talsma 
Grandville, Ml 
Religion 
Melyn Tank 
Midland, Ml 
Accounting 
Seniors 
h 
Joy Taylor 
Hudson, FL 
Mathematics -
Secondary Education 
Allison Templeton 
Appleton, Wl 
Chemistry 
Katie Terpstra 
Zeeland, Ml 
Theater 
Brandon Theaker 
Maumee, OH 
Accounting 
Cassandra Thomas 
Holland, Ml 
Art Education 
Not Pictured 
Rachelle Thomas 
Grand Rapids, Ml 
English and Psychology 
Alison Thompson 
Plymouth, MN 
Communications 
Esther Thompson 
Avon, NY 
Communicat ions 
Ashley Timpner 
Rochester Hills, Ml 
Psychology 
Kyle Tuinstra 
Rockford, Ml 
English and 
Communications 
Wanda Turner 
Holland, Ml 
Fine Arts 
Sara Tyler 
New Milford, CT 
English 
Heather Urling 
Holland, Ml 
Management 
Adam Valleau 
Saugatuck, Ml 
Kinesiology 
Allison Van Beek 
Libertyville, IL 
Spanish and Sociology 
108 
Evan Van Heukelom 
Zeeland, Ml 
Engineering, 
Mechanical Emphasis 
Seniors 
William Van Kempen 
Holland, Ml 
Religion 
Timothy Van Noord 
Holland, Ml 
Economics 
Kylee Van Gostendorp 
Zeeland, Ml 
Kinesiology 
Laura Van Tassell 
Spencer, 1A 
Theater and 
Communications 
Photos courtesy of Jenna Hunger 
Top: Seniors enjoying the outdoors on the last day of classes. Above : Jacqueline Peckenpaugh ('09), Kelly Post (09), and 
Katherine Wilbur ('09). 
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Ben VanAarendonk 
Bigfork, MT 
Biology 
Emily VanderMeer 
Holland, Ml 
Social Work 
Melissa VanderHaar 
Muskegon, Ml 
Biology 
Megan VanderMaas 
Hudsonville, Ml 
Biology 
Andrew VanderYacht 
West Olive, Ml 
Biology 
Chelsea Vandlen 
Kalamazoo, Ml 
Psychology and 
Management 
Rachel VanKempen 
Grand Rapids, Ml 
Chemistry, Biochemistry 
Emphasis 
Julie VanLaan 
Grand Rapids, Ml 
Special Education 
Sarah Vanzanten 
Hudsonville, Ml 
English and Spanish 
Education 
Sarah Vernon 
Clarendon Hills, IL 
Psychology and 
Management 
Katherine Visscher 
Holland, Ml 
Nursing 
Ryan Vogelzang 
Holland, Ml 
Psychology 
Maris Von Websky 
Holland, Ml 
Communications 
Caryn Vennema 
Muskegon, Ml 
Social Work 
Susanna Wagar 
Owosso, Ml 
Classical Studies 
Andrea Wagner 
Manistee, Ml 
Athletic Training 
Seniors 
Meghan Wahl 
Defiance, OH 
Social Work 
Ronna Warner 
Plainwell, Ml 
Psychology and 
Religion 
Sara Warner 
Arlington Heights, IL 
Nursing 
Christine Washington 
Bolingbrook, IL 
Sociology and Political 
Science 
r 
Audrey Wasielewski 
Traverse City, Ml 
Art Studio 
Alison Watchorn 
Cassopolis, Ml 
Kinesiology 
Dayna Waters 
Holland, Ml 
Mathematics -
Elementary Education 
Ailie Weaver 
Grand Ledge, IV 
Accounting 
Samantha Webbert 
Holland, Ml 
Communications 
A 
Sara Webster 
Kalamazoo, Ml 
English and 
Communicat ions 
Ashley Westcott 
Newaygo, Ml 
Biology 
Zachary White 
Hopkins, Ml 
Chemistry 
Theresa Wigton 
Maple City, Ml 
Psychology 
Melissa Willett 
Grandville, Ml 
Dance 
k i t 
Alexa Wil l iams 
Kalamazoo, Ml 
Psychology 
Morgan Wil lming 
South Haven, Ml 
Biology 
Clinton Wilm 
Westmont, IL 
Psychology 
Jonathan Wilson 
Grand Rapids, Ml 
Accounting 
Meghan Winer 
Ada, Ml 
Biochemistry 
Jacob Wingate 
Tustin, Ml 
Philosophy 
Yvette Wissner 
Sebewaing, Ml 
Nursing 
Callie Wulf 
Upper Arlington, OH 
International Studies 
Leah Wyatt 
Colts Neck, NJ 
Nursing and Spanish 
Brianna Wynne 
Holland, Ml 
Spanish and Chemistry 
Seniors 111 
1 new -| possibilities 
underclassmen 
Underclassmen 
un • der • class • men (un'der klas'men) n. 1. students 
growing together intellectually, spiritually, socially, 
physically 2. freshmen, sophomores, and juniors 
Underclassmen 
Elise Adams - JR 
Ashley Adkins - JR 
Elies Aguilera - JR 
Yessenia Aguirre - FR 
Farah Ahmad - SO 
Ryan Alfuth - SO 
Margaret Almdale - SO 
Aida Alvarado - FR 
Maria Alvarado - JR 
Amy Alvine - FR 
Elizabeth Anderson - FR 
Emilee Anderson - FR 
Garrett Anderson - SO 
Katie Anderson - FR 
Joline Andrews - SO 
Steven Ansilio - FR 
Jenee Antoniu - FR 
Sarah Antrobus - FR 
Monica Arismendez - SO 
Whitney Askew - FR 
Alyssa Austin - FR 
Jenifer Austin - FR 
Rachel Austin - JR 
Anne Baenziger - FR 
Brian Bailey - FR 
Claire Bailey - FR 
Forrest Bailey - SO 
Ross Bailey - SO 
John Bain - FR 
Jacob Bajema - SO 
i i T M U M H A 
114 Underclassmen 
Kristine Baldwin - FR 
Lindsey Bandy - FR 
Amanda Barber - SO 
Paige Barendse - SO 
Aimee Barigian - SO 
Alyssa Barigian - FR 
Thomas Barlow - FR 
Amanda Barnett - SO 
Jennifer Barry - FR 
Cara Bartels - FR 
I • • i 
Jennifer Bartman - JR 
Haley Barton - FR 
Sara Batts - FR 
Emily Bauss - SO 
Lydia Baxter-Potter - FR 
Left: Ben Gorsky ('10) 
purchases baked goods 
from Sarah Brower ('09) 
and Paola Munoz ('11). 
They represented HAPA, 
BSD, and LARU, the 
multicultural groups on 
Hope's campus who 
helped raise money for 
Dance Marathon. 
Underclassmen 15 
Kelsey Beabout - FR 
Evan Beals - SO 
Karianne Bechtel - SO 
Julia Becker - SO 
w 
Bradley Beckett - JR 
Kristina Bectel - FR 
Ashley Bedker - FR 
Tanya B e d k e r - J R 
Karla Beelen - FR 
Jacqueline Beeler - JR 
Erin Behrendt - FR 
Tyler Bekius - SO 
Cup Sc Chaucer 
Many students find the conveniently located Cup & 
Chaucer to be a great place for studying and socializing. 
Situated in the lobby of the VanWylen Library, the C&C 
offers a variety of granola bars and baked goods from 
Lemonjellos in addition to hot and cold beverages for 
students on the go. 
"I love the interaction that I get with people that come 
in and out of the library. I see some of the same people 
coming in and it is just a great place to be when I want to 
catch up with people I haven't seen in a couple of days 
or a couple of weeks," Toni Gordon ('09) said. 
Above; Joline Dreyer ('10 ). Below: Erica Long ('12) 
S ' . v . i 
Underclassmen 
1 
Morgan Bell - FR 
Christina Bello - FR 
Sharina Bello - FR 
Annelise Belmonte - FR 
Britney Bengtson - JR 
Lydia Benish - SO 
Jamie Benjamin - FR 
Michael Bertrand - JR 
Rebecca Bethard - SO 
Allison Billedeaux - FR 
/ ft 
Thomas Bird - JR 
Christian Birky - FR 
Matthew Blair - FR 
Nathan Blauw - FR 
Marcy Blowers - FR 
Hannah Bbehme - FR 
Joel Boersma - FR 
Abby Bok - SO 
Jessa Boles - FR 
Jessalyn Bolkema - FR 
Amanda Boll - FR 
Daniel Bolt - JR 
Heather Bonnell - JR 
Amanda Borden - FR 
Kayla Borgman - SO 
Kristy Borgman - FR 
Drew Born - FR 
Marly Borovich - FR 
Matthew Borst - SO 
Kelsey Bos - SO 
Underclassmen 117 
Ashley Boss - FR 
Paul Bowen - FR 
Christina Bowles - SO 
Brittany Bradford - FR 
Derek Bradley - SO 
Right: Lindsay TerHaar 
('10) and Bob Flavin ('09) 
check emails during their 
Dance Marathon office 
hours. 
r 
. ! ~ 
:<'-v 
Austin Brancheau 
Abby Branderhorst - FR 
Paul Brandwein - FR 
Karli Brant - FR 
Ashli Brennan - FR 
Shannon Brenneman - SO 
Michelle Brinkman - FR 
Derek Brinks - FR 
Meghan Broadbent - FR 
' % 
Olivia Brockway - SO 
Jonathan Brooks - SO 
Rachelle Brouillard - FR 
Jocelyn Brousseau - SO 
Katie Brown - FR 
I IS Underclassmen 
Spencer Brown - FR 
Stephanie Brown - SO 
Joshua Brubaker - FR 
Jennifer Bruinius - JR 
Chelsea Brussee - SO 
Left : Cindy Fein ('09) 
catches up on some 
reading in the DeWitt 
lobby. 
FR 
Allison Bryan - SO 
Mikella Bryant - FR 
Kurt Buchholz - FR 
Jenna Buck - FR 
Kristina Bueter - FR 
Brandon Buikema - FR 
Lauren Bull - FR 
Jacob Bullard - SO 
Hilary Bultman - FR 
Katherine Burgener - FR 
Elizabeth Burks - FR 
Ashley Burns - FR 
Phoebe Burtless-Creps - SO 
Caitlyn Buscher - JR 
Underclassmen 119 
Hannah Bush - FR 
Rebekah Bush - FR 
Noah Busman - FR 
Justin Bussies - JR 
Tiffany Bussies - FR 
Sashy Caamal - FR 
Christian Calyore - SO 
Breann Cammenga - FR 
Megan Campbell - JR 
Nicholas Campbell - FR 
Jacqueline Canonaco - SO 
Mary Cantor - SO 
Alyssa Carlburg - FR 
Amy Carmichael - FR 
Erin Carmody - FR 
Ashley Carter - JR 
Elena Caruthers - FR 
Alexandra Cerone - FR 
Nydia Chavarria - FR 
Jason Check - FR 
Rebecca Chicklon - FR 
Rebecca Christensen - FR 
Lauren Clack - SO 
Madelyn Clark - SO 
Adam Clements - FR 
Amy Clinton - JR 
Kellie Cochrane - FR 
Rebecca Coe - FR 
Trevor Coeling - SO 
rfrtif m\ii 
120 Underclassmen 
i J ] i • fc 
Jeffrey Cole - FR 
James Colten - SO 
Alisha Compagner - FR 
Mazi Condelee - FR 
Michael Connelly - FR 
Jlllian Conner - FR 
Jack Constant - JR 
Andrea Converse - FR 
Emily Cook - JR 
Margaret Cook - JR 
Meghan Cook - JR 
Samuel Cook - FR 
Erika Coombs - FR 
Kaitlin Cooper - SO 
Jeffrey Corajod - SO 
Left: Natalie Dalm ('11) 
checks out library books 
at the circulation desk. 
Underclassmen 121 
Stephen Cornelius - JR 
Alison Corso - FR 
Gabriel Courey - JR 
Christopher Cox - FR 
Kristen Craig - FR 
Kelsey Cratty - FR 
Colleen Creamer - JR 
Salena Crosby - FR 
Vanessa Cuevas - FR 
Kathren Cutshall - FR 
Jill Cutting - FR 
Hannah Czarniowski - FR 
Natalie Dache - FR 
Natalie Dalm - SO 
Abrianna Dalman - FR 
Orland Dami 
Christian Damon - SO 
Rebecca Danforth - FR 
Kaylee David - FR 
Kaitlyn Davis - FR 
Kaylan Davis - FR 
Kelsey Davis - FR 
Kristine Davis - FR 
Morganne Davis - FR 
Nickolas Davros - SO 
Matthew Day - SO 
Jordan De Boer - FR 
Jeanine De Jong - SO 
Thomas De Vries - SO 
Rebecca Dean - SO 
Not Pictured 
j:;; i:;.. • -
122 Underclassmen 
Above: Tyler Bekius ('11) joins the Dew Crew in supporting Hope basketball. 
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Ian Debacker - FR 
Megan Deboer- FR 
Michael Debowski - FR 
Scott Declaire - FR 
Lorie Degraaf - SO 
Right : Kara Marsman 
('11) and Lyndsey 
Vanderveld ('11) catch 
up on homework and 
conversation between 
classes at the Kletz. 
Radhajyoti Deitenbeck - FR 
Tracy Dekoekkoek - FR 
Nicole Demarree - SO 
Michael Deporre - FR 
Eric Depree - JR 
Stacy Depree - FR 
Courtney Dernberger - FR 
Daniel Detmar - FR 
Caleigh Devette - FR 
Daniel Devries - FR 
David Devries - FR 
Justin Dewaard - SO 
Amanda Dewey - FR 
Matthew Deyoung - FR 
:: :: 
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124 Underclassmen 
Not Pictured 
»x;*VS 
I 
« 
J Jeff DeYoung - SO 
Hi Adam Dickerson - SO 
Jenna Dickman - FR 
Phillip Dilone - FR 
S Michael Dirksen - FR 
Timothy Dixon - SO 
Rachel Doherty - JR 
Christopher Dombkowski - SO 
Megan Donahue - FR 
Kendra Donze - FR 
i-r: 
Jillian Doran - FR 
Kara Dornbusch - FR 
Brittany Douglas - FR 
Jacob Douma - JR 
Timothy Downey - FR 
• 
: 
Left : Drew Nichols ('11) 
and Andrew Lee ('09) 
stop to talk outside 
DeWitt on their way back 
from lunch at Phelps. 
• 
i James Dratz - SO 
' Allyson Dreger - FR 
I Ashley Drew - FR 
Joline Dreyer - JR 
Amanda Dudgeon - SO 
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Kristen Dufty - FR 
Sara Duhr - FR 
Eric Dulmes - FR 
Genenieve Dunikoski - FR 
Emily Dunning - SO 
Elizabeth Dwyer - FR 
Helena Dyer - FR 
Stephanie Dykema - JR 
Amanda Dykman - SO 
Elly Earlywine - FR 
Sarah Eastman - FR 
Emily Eberts - FR 
Ashley Ebey - JR 
Andrea Eddy - JR 
Kyle Edewaard - SO 
Alexandra Egedy - FR 
Hannah Eisaman - FR 
Sarah Eklov - SO 
Bookstore 
:
 :: • '• 
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126 Underclassmen 
Above ; Trenton Swank ('12) 
approves of the Hope apparel 
Rebecca Powers ('12) tries on. 
Be low: James Leadley ('09) 
searches through the short 
stories and essays section. 
Nooshafarine Elami - FR 
Sarah Elble - FR 
Robert Ells - FR 
Stewart Elzinga - FR 
Alyssa Emerling - FR 
Salome Emmanuel - FR 
Amanda Engbers - FR 
Carrie Engels - FR 
Eric Engerman - FR 
I 
I Not Pictured 
Rachel English - FR 
Leah Ennis - JR 
Kelsey Ensz - JR 
| Stephanie Erhardt - SO 
Delaney Erickson - FR 
Steven Esbin - FR 
Samuel Estochen - SO 
Danielle Evans - FR 
Emily Evans - FR 
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Stephanie Faber - FR I 
Elizabeth Fast - FR I 
Jesse Fazi - FR I 
Abbigail Fegan - FR I 
Danielle Fegan - SO I 
Lauren Ferin - FR 
Thomas Fifer - FR 
Larry Figueroa - SO 
Dillon Fink - SO 
Andrea Firlit - JR 
Peter Fischer - FR 
Andrew Fleck - SO 
Emily Fleming - FR 
Sarah Flinker - FR 
Brandon Folkert - FR 
Right : In the ceramics 
room of the De Free 
Art Center, Dan Wilbur 
('11) places his work 
on the shelf to be fired. 
Kenneth Fontaine - FR 
Andrew Foster - JR 
Bethany Fox - FR 
Mallory Fox - SO 
Terra Fox - JR 
128 Underclassmen 
Katherine Fraser - FR 
Sarah Fraser - SO 
Patrick Frayer - FR 
Jeri Frederickson - JR 
Amanda French - FR 
Rebecca Fry - FR 
Melissa Fudge - FR 
Amanda Gade - SO 
Melodie Gan - FR 
Katherine Garcia - SO 
Caitiln Gardner - JR 
John Gardner - JR 
Katherine Garrett - FR 
Alison Garza - JR 
Abby Gaskell - SO 
• SO 
Helen Gay - FR 
Katelyn Geisler - FR 
Mark Genzink - SO 
Anne Georges - SO 
•f 
Brittany Gervais - SO 
Corinne Gettel - SO 
Lisa Geurink - FR 
Tara Gibbie - JR 
Alissa Gigler - JR 
i Heather Gill - FR 
Brennigan Gilson - JR 
l:| Laura Glas - FR 
Kaitlin Glomski - SO 
!
 Christine Gobrogge - FR 
1 " S S W M 1 
Underclassmen 
Jensen Goczalk - FR 
Anneliese Goetz - FR 
Kodi Goins - FR 
Haleigh Gokey - JR 
Febe Gomez - JR 
Brizeida Gonzalez - JR 
Grace Gonzalez - FR 
Amanda Goodyke - SO 
Michelle Goris - JR 
Sara Gosses - JR 
Cory Gowman - FR 
Nathan Graber - FR 
Jana Graudins - FR 
Ryan Greene - FR 
Matthew Gregory - FR 
Alexander Griffin - FR 
Audrey Griffith - SO 
Tyler Griffith - FR 
Angela Griffore - SO 
Laura Grimm - SO 
Eric Grinwis - FR 
Katelyn Grob - FR 
Leonie Grosse - FR 
Taylor Groth - FR 
Julie Gruenhagen - JR 
UBS 
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wmm 
Timothy Gruzwnlski - SO 
Kathryn Gumpper - SO 
Joe Habbouche- FR 
Calandra Hackler - SO 
Andrew Haggerty - FR 
P I 
130 Underclassmen 
P Eric Hallquist - SO 
Rachel Hargrove - FR 
| Chelsea Harkelroad - SO 
Catherine Harmon - FR 
Melissa Harrington - FR 
Christopher Harrison - JR 
Jeffrey Harrison - FR 
Sarah Harrison - SO 
Alexander Harsay - SO 
Shannon Hart - SO 
Not Pictured 
C,,; 
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Sophie Hartman - SO 
Matthew Hartweil - FR 
Christopher Harwood - FR 
Kryssie Hasbrouck - FR 
Kristen Haugen - FR 
^ Left : All Roth ('10) and 
| Lindsey Freiburger ('10) 
| share a room on the third 
| floor of VanWylen Library 
I for some quiet studying. 
Underclassmen I31 
d 
i 
m 
132 Underclassmen 
Peter Havlatka - SO 
Diane Hawke - FR 
Scott Hawken - SO 
Kelsey Hawkins - SO 
Dean Hazle - FR 
Joshua Headapohl - JR 
Valerie Headley - FR 
Karen Heck - FR 
Lauren Heimburger - FR 
Elizabeth Heinz - FR 
JlIDi IMr.Tft! timiM 
Katelyn Hemmeke - FR 
Carly Henkel - FR 
Anne Henrichs - FR 
Emily Henry - FR 
Garrit Hensley - FR 
Zehabu Herd - FR 
Matt Herm - FR 
Anna Herman - FR 
Brian Hernandez - FR 
Laura Herrick - JR 
mm 
Jonathan Herrman - SO 
Anne Hertel - JR 
Benjamin Hertel - SO 
Lisa Heyboer - FR 
Benjamin Hicks - FR 
Tyler Hiddema - JR 
Elizabeth Higginbotham - FR 
Erin Hildebrandt - FR 
Paul Hile - FR 
Tabatha Hipshear - FR 
Underclassmen 133 
Carmen Hirsch - SO 
Samuel Hirt - FR 
Seth Hoard - FR 
Stephen Hobson - JR 
Heather Hoekstra - SO 
\ \ i 
R ight ; Ryan Greene ('12) 
finds a comfy spot in the 
DeWitt lobby to relax and 
get his studies done. 
wc. 
Kyle Hoffmaster - FR 
Laura Holaway - FR 
Sarah Holbrook - SO 
David Hollerbach - FR '• 
Ryan Holmes - FR 
Nicholas Hoist - JR 
Paige Holthof - FR 
Sunkyo Hong - JR 
Leah Hottel - SO 
Christopher Howard - JR 
Gregory Hubers - FR 
Alex Hughes - FR 
Michael Huisingh - FR 
Alexander Hull - FR 
Underclassmen 
Micanna Hutchinson - FR 
Sung II Hwang - SO 
Rocio Ibarra - JR 
Meaghan Igel - SO 
Laura Imbrock - SO 
Left: Ron Radcliffe ('11) 
and Jordan Walters (12) 
- ^ 
• v.. 
Michael Irvin - JR 
Paula Irwin - FR 
Jena Iverson - JR 
Bethanni Jabaay - FR 
Mahssa Jackson - SO 
Hannah Jacobson - FR 
Derek Jager - FR 
Anne Jamieson - FR 
Mariana Janbalh - FR 
• • •  
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Erica Jansen - FR 
Rachel Jantz - FR 
Robert Jara - FR 
Tracie Jeffries - SO 
Rachael Jekel - JR 
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David Jenkins - FR 
Ji-Min Jeon - SO 
Karilyn Jipping - FR 
Lindsay Johnsen - FR 
Benjamin Johnson - FR 
Erin Johnson - FR 
Gaberiel Johnson - SO 
Hillary Johnson - FR 
Kaitlin Johnson - FR 
Lucas Johnson - SO 
Meagan Johnson - FR 
Megan Johnson - FR 
Sarah Johnson - FR 
Sarah Johnson - FR 
Ryan Jongekryg - FR 
Kyle Josephson - FR I 
Jonathan Kagey - SO 
Benjamin Kamps - FR 
Allison Kapala - FR 
Amanda Karby - SO 
Katherine Karlowicz - FR 
Andrea Karnik - FR 
Rachel Keatley - FR 
Margaret Kelch - FR 
Matthew Keller - FR 
Caitlin Kelly - FR 
Taylor Kessie - FR 
Alex Ketchum - JR 
Jared Kimber - FR 
Cortney Kimmel - FR 
136 Underclassmen 
Left : Christopher 
Ploch ('10) on a mail 
run for the physics, 
math, engineering and 
computer science 
departments. 
• 
Amanda Kincaid - FR 
Elizabeth King - SO 
Nathaniel King - FR 
Samantha Kintz - FR 
Katherine Kirby - FR 
Jacqueline Kirsch - FR 
Emily Kirschbaum - FR 
Amy Kish - SO 
Trevor Kishbaugh - FR 
Jachell Kizer - FR 
Amanda Klaus - FR 
Sarah Klooster - FR 
Brooke Klopcic - SO 
Laine Klopfenstein - SO 
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Mitchell Klunder - FR 
Thomas Knecht - FR 
Justin Knutter - FR 
Jillian Koch - SO 
Colleen Kolba - FR 
Brittany Konfara - FR 
Collin Kooy - JR 
Marissa Kooyers - JR 
Rachael Koptik - FR 
Kellee Kortas - SO 
Elizabeth Kovic - SO 
Daniel Kraakevik - FR 
Joshua Kragt - SO 
Rebecca Kragt - SO 
Jessi Kramer - FR 
Katie Kranse - FR | 
Maria Krebs - SO 
Emily Kreichelt - SO 
Rebecca Kresnak - FR 
Alexander Krieg - FR 
David Krombeen - FR 
Katherine Krueger - FR I 
Nicole Kubinec - FR 
Megan Kuhnlein - FR 
Stephanie Kuieck - FR 
Kayla Kuiper - FR 
Tiffany Kuipers - FR 
Milan Kulics - FR 
Bryan Kunkler - FR 
Christopher Kunnen - FR 
nr m \ r r ; 
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138 Underclassmen 
Not Pictured 
• Wi 
Heather Kuras - SO 
Clayton Kurello - FR 
Rachael Kutney - SO 
Matthew Labaza - JR 
Danielle Lafleur - SO 
Laura Lafountain - SO 
Kirsten Lagowski - SO 
Lindsey Lane - FR 
Brittany Lapham - FR 
Jenni Laporta - SO 
Brandon Larabee - FR 
Kristina Large - SO 
Jennifer Laroche - FR 
Allison Lautz - SO 
Katherine Lawrence - FR 
Amanda Layman - FR 
Anna Leach - FR 
| Emily Leathley - SO 
Alison Lechner - FR 
Nicolle Leclair - JR 
Anne Leger - JR 
Kaitlyn Leikert - FR 
Kailey Leiter - SO 
Edith Leon - FR 
Nicholas Leonard - FR 
Kathryn Lindberg - FR 
Sara Little - FR 
Margaret Livingston - FR 
Kimberly Lock - FR 
Underclassmen 139 
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DEFERENCE 
NEW, 
Noro^drus 
hits Hope 
Some called it the Hope College Plague of 2008, and others 
called it a miracle from God. This 24-hour noro-like-virus, gave 
students and faculty a chance to rest up, catch up, but for the more 
than 400 infected, a chance to throw up. Those who were sick felt 
isolate, as portions of dorms became toxic, enter-at-your-own-risk 
zones. 
The campus was closed for five days. Students were 
encouraged to stay on campus, but many took the opportunity to 
take a mini vacation. Those that remained found Hope to be 
somewhat of a "ghost town." Classes resumed on a Wednesday 
and attendance was normal, but the fear of Noro still lingered. 
- Emily Dunning 
Underclassmen 
• Douglas Lockhart - FR 
Sarah Lohman - SO 
Courtney Long - FR 
Erica Long - FR 
Jeana Longoria - JR 
I Juan Lopez - FR 
Michelle Lopez - SO 
: Justin Losey - FR 
| Tiffany Lumley - FR 
Eric Lunderberg - SO 
John Lutz - FR 
Gwendolyn Maciver - FR 
Samantha Madson - FR 
Katherine Maguire - FR 
Ann Malone - SO 
Brigid Maniates - FR 
Andrew Manthei - FR 
Lee Marcus - FR 
Lisa Markham - FR 
Michelle Maria - SO 
Alex Marsh - FR 
Kristen Marsh - FR 
Aaron Martin - SO 
Jana Martin - FR 
Kori Marvin - FR 
Emma Matejka - FR 
Christopher Mattson - FR 
Emery Max - FR 
Michael Mcauliffe - JR 
Brooke Mcbride - FR 
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Nick McBride - SO 
Ryan Mccall - FR 
Laura Mccambridge - FR 
John Mccarthy - FR 
Clare Mccullough - SO 
Not Pictured 
Hannah Mcfarland - FR • 
Oumn Mcilhargey - SO 
Erin Mcintyre - FR 
Frank Mckee - FR 
Kyle Mckey - FR 
Kyle Mclellan - FR 
Sara Mcmuilin - FR 
Jacob Mcnutt - FR 
Mike McPherson - SO 
Kayla Mcquesten - FR 
Molly Mead - SO 
Rachel Medina - FR 
David Meeuwsen - FR 
Hanna Meijer - FR 
Troy Meiners - FR 
Not Pictured 
" m 
Sarah Mejia - JR 
Elizabeth Melchers - SO 
Jennifer Mellen - FR 
Curtis Merrick - JR 
Dan Meyer - FR / 
Raquel Meyer - JR 
Jeffrey Meyers - JR 
Chelsea Miedema - JR 
Amanda Miller - FR 
Amanda Miller - FR 
142 Underclassmen 
m m ^ 1 
• 
-• 
Andrea Miller - SO 
Kristin Miller - JR 
Sarah Miller - SO 
Heather Mills - FR 
Patrick Misdom - FR 
i Adam Missad - FR 
Samantha Molnar - JR 
: Mollie Montgomery - SO 
: Seol Ju Moon - FR 
I David Moore - JR 
Kelsey Moore - FR 
Maria Mosher - FR 
Jennifer Muisenga - FR 
Anna Mulder - SO 
Elizabeth Munoa - SO 
Left : Leah Schreiber ('11) 
works on her studies in 
the De Free Art Gallery. 
Underclassmen 143 
Right : In Cook Dining 
Hall, Bethany Kicz ('11) 
helps Mitch Currie ('09) 
get in a nutritious meal. 
. V-: • 
Christine Murray -
Amanda Mutchler - FR 
Timothy Nagi - FR • 
Robert Nash - FR 
\ ' p E C 0 L l
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Christa Natke - FR 
Michael Naughton - FR 
Kady Neal - SO 
Allison Nees - SO 
Elizabeth Nelis - FR 
Brittany Nelson - SO 
Leif Nelson - JR 
Lora Nelson - FR 
Amanda Newbold - FR 
Craig Newendorp - SO 
.Al 
Underclassmen 
Beverly Newey - SO 
Kendra Nicolai - JR 
Christina Nielsen - FR 
Brooke Nienhuis - FR 
Cathryn Niespodziewanski - SO 
Kori Nieuwsma - SO 
Meesha Nolen - FR 
Gentry Nordstrom - FR 
Nicole Nordstrom - JR 
Thomas Norman - FR 
Amanda Norris - FR 
Danielle Northuis - FR 
Emily Novak - JR 
Brittni Nowicki - FR 
David Nowicki - FR 
; Amber Nybfad - JR 
Caleb Nyboer - SO 
Caleb Nykamp - FR 
Danielle Nyquist - JR 
Gustav Nystrom - FR 
f ^ c ' 
Christopher O'brien - FR 
Gabrielle O'brien - FR 
Regina O'brien - FR 
Caitlin O'connell - FR 
Benjamin Odel l - FR 
! Jonathan Oldham - FR 
Ayanfeoluwa Olonade - SO 
Elizabeth Olson - JR 
Luther Olson - FR 
Lisa Omanson - SO 
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Katie Opatik-Duff - FR 
Grace Osborne - FR 
Jacob Osburn - FR 
Brooke Osekavage - SO 
Michael Ossewaarde - JR 
% 1 
Eric Ostrowski - FR 
Desirae Ott - SO 
Ryan Otterstrom - FR 
Kylie Padgett - FR 
Bethany Pak - FR 
Kirstin Pak - FR 
Elizabeth Palmer - FR 
Rebecca Palmitier - FR 
Rachel Parada - FR 
Bryan Parker - FR 
Chad Parkes - FR 
Patrick Parkes - SO 
Michael Parmelee - FR 
Michael Parrish - SO 
Kayla Partridge - FR 
Leah Patenge - FR 
Karen Patterson - SO 
Sarah Patton - SO 
Tanya Paul - FR 
Hannah Payne - FR 
Zachary Pedigo - FR 
Steven Persenaire - FR 
Staci Pessetti - JR 
Andrew Peterson - SO 
Julia Peterson - SO 
146 Underclassmen 
• P 3 
Kirsten Peterson - FR 
Shelby Peterson - FR 
Samuel Pettigrew - JR 
Lin Pfent - JR 
Marlee Pfohl - SO 
Tiffany Phan - SO 
Robert Phillips - FR 
Nicholas Pillsbury - FR 
Anedia Pineda - JR 
Devin Pionke - FR 
Alexandra Pirich - FR 
Jeri Pitcher - JR 
Hannah Pittsley - FR 
Molly Pittsley - JR 
Nikita Pointer - JR 
Danielle Poll - FR ™ 
Jonathan Ponte - FR 
Lily Poon - FR 
Jamie Poppema - SO 
Alexander Porte - FR 
Lydia Post - JR 
Rachel Postma - SO 
Kelly Potilechio - FR 
Evann Potts - FR 
Nicholas Powers - FR 
Rebecca Powers - FR 
Jessica Pratley - FR 
Becky Presley - SO 
Mary Pressler - JR 
Frank Previch - JR 
Underclassmen 147 
Right: Jillian Conner 
('12), Colton Wright ('11) 
and Amanda Kincaid 
('12) assemble Easter 
baskets for CASA. 
w 4; <\*i 
Sarah Prill - FR 
Rebecca Prothe - FR 
Kathleen Puff - FR 
James Puisis - FR 
Valerie Quails - FR 
Eduardo Ramirez - FR 
Stephanie Rankin - FR 
Colin Rathbun - FR 
Lydia Rau - FR I 
Rebecca Reagan - JR 
Samantha Reeder - SO 
Julie Reishus - JR 
Magdalene Reishus - SO 
Kristen Reschke - FR 
148 Underclassmen 
• Alexander Reuter - FR 
Drew Reyelts - SO 
Lindsey Rhodes - SO 
Shawna Rholl - FR 
Zachary Rice - FR 
Christian Rich - FR 
Blair Riddle - FR 
Joel Riegsecker - SO 
Travis Rieth - JR 
Noelle Rigler - SO 
Jordan Ritsema - SO 
Aaron Rittenhouse - FR 
Kelsey-Jo Ritter - FR 
Kalyn Rivers - FR 
Hannah Riviera - FR 
Lindsay Robbins - FR 
Joshua Roberts - SO 
Laurie Roberts - FR 
Kirstin Robinson - FR 
Ann Rodwell-Lawton - FR 
Claire Roembach-Clark - FR 
Amber Rogers - FR 
Mark Rokos - SO 
Nicholas Rollick - FR 
Andrew Rose - FR 
Stephanie Rosenberg - FR 
Emily Rosendahl - SO 
Ryan Ross - FR 
Caitlin Roth - FR 
Underclassmen 149 
Karli Rowe - FR 
Anna Rowland - FR 
Gordan Rozga - SO 
Alayna Ruberg - SO 
Gabriel Rubio - SO 
Prisciila Rubio - FR 
Daniel Ruble - JR 
Kayla Ruiter - FR 
Katelyn Rumsey - SO 
Bryant Russ - SO 
n 
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Christopher Russ - FR 
Sarah Russo - SO 
James Sa - FR 
Nicole Sadogierski - FR 
Natasha Sanchez - FR 
Deanne Sanderson - FR 
Jonathan Sankey - FR 
Kelsey Santamaria - FR 
Brian Santellan - FR 
Joseph Sarafa - SO 
Mia Savagian - FR 
Kathryn Sawyer - SO 
Amanda Schab - SO 
Molly Schab - SO 
Nathan Schau - FR 
Amberlyn Scheeringa - FR 
Lindsay Schell - FR 
Jillian Schellenberg - FR 
Courtney Scheuerman - SO 
150 Underclassmen 
Brittany Schimmel - FR 
Dale Schipper - FR 
Andrea Schmidt - JR 
Carl Schoiten - SO 
Rachel Schomer - SO 
Hannah Schouten - FR 
Top: Writing on Cook Hall window warns students to take 
care of business before leaving for spring break. 
Bottom: Sarah Russo ('11) enters the student offices in 
DeWitt to go to her Dance Marathon Office hours. 
Cate Schrampfer - FR 
Kendra Schroeder - FR 
Sarah Schrotenboer - FR 
Cynthia Schutt - FR 
Samuel Scogin - FR 
Rachel Scott - JR 
Underclassmen 
Caitlin Seay - FR 
Rebecca Segar - FR 
Elizabeth Segriff - SO 
Jeffrey Shade - FR 
Kalli Shades - FR 
Alyssa Shaler - FR i 
Samantha Shank - SO | 
David Sherry - JR [• 
Sarah Shier - JR f 
Kendra Short - SO I 
Kelly Shugart - SO 
Brian Siebers - SO 
Kerri Sienkiewicz - FR 
Rachel Sikkema - JR 
Zachary Sikkema - FR 
:
 Danielle Silletti -
Jessica Simmons - FR 
Ashley Sisko - FR 
Lindsey Sisson - FR 
Michael Sit - SO 
H B H 
Sioned Sitkiewicz - FR 
Robert Sjoholm - SO 
Stephanie Skaff - FR 
Nathan Sklenar - FR 
Ingrid Slette - FR : 
Megan Sliva - FR 
Derek Smeenge Ter Vree - SO 
Brent Smith - FR 
Erica Smith - JR 
Haley Smith - JR 
wm 
152 Underclassmen 
Heather Smith - FR 
Imari Smith - FR 
Kerry Smith - FR 
La'tia Smith - FR 
Nathan Smith - FR 
Aftan Snyder - SO 
Grace Snyder - FR 
Nathaniel Snyder - FR 
Karissa Soeter - FR 
Sarah Sohn - FR 
Not Pictured 
Maria Solberg - FR 
Mark Sowinski - FR 
Isaac Sprik - FR 
Andrea Springett - JR 
Lindsay Springstroh - FR 
O /Iss's I r~> /-imawi i ofjyrvc i l l 
Jatana Srain - JR 
Emily Staley - FR 
Dionisios Stamatopoulos - FR 
Kara Stanley - FR 
Austin Stauffer - JR 
Meagan Stechschulte - FR 
Brittany Steeg - FR 
Victoria Steele - FR 
Lauren Steffey - SO 
Kelsey Steinbach - SO 
Alessandro Stella - FR 
Janae Stewart - SO 
Heather Stiff - FR 
Catherine Stilwell - FR 
Underclassmen 153 
Sarah Stinson - SO 
Emily Stolz - FR 
Erin Stover - SO 
Evan Strahl - FR 
Emily Streelman - FR 
Bethany Stripp - FR 
Annalisse Strippoli - JR 
Laura Stritzke - JR 
Anna Strong - FR 
Felicia Strong - FR 
Jeffrey Stusick - SO 
April Sugimoto - FR 
Calla Summers - SO 
Hanna Summers - FR 
Megan Sutika - FR 
-Amanda Sutton - FR 
Kendall Swarbrick - FR 
Anna Swartz - FR 
Angela Sweers - JR 
Jeffrey Sweers - FR 
Rachel Syens - SO I 
Katelin Takemura - SO | 
Mariah Tamanaha - FR 
Craig Tank - SO ( 
David Tapper - SO 
Nicholle Taurins - SO 
Allen Taylor - JR 
Caitlin Taylor - FR 
Jenna Taylor - FR 
Rebekah Taylor - FR 
Underclassmen 
) 
John Telfer - FR 
Briana Teravest - SO 
Kerri Terpstra - SO 
Allison Theune - FR 
Christina Thoen - FR 
Benjamin Thomas - SO 
Andrew Thomson - FR 
Tray less 
Tuesdays 
This year Phelps Hall introduced "Trayless 
Tuesdays." Hope College has asked students 
to forgo the use of a tray once a week to 
reduce the amount of water and energy used to 
wash trays after meals. The change was also 
proposed to create less waste, encouraging 
students to think twice before grabbing that 
extra plate of spaghetti. 
Kat Carlton ('11) expressed her gratitude 
that Hope is doing something to help students 
get involved with reducing our impact on the 
environment, saying, "I think Trayless 
Tuesdays is a great thing. We are able to save 
water, energy, and reduce our waste. I think we 
should eliminate trays all together." She also 
shared that she often opts not to use a tray the 
rest of the week. 
- Emily Dunning 
Christopher Tidmarsh - JR 
Meghan Tiernan - FR 
Alex Timmer - SO 
Megan Timmer - SO 
Underclassmen 
Steven Tompkins - JR 
Andrea Toren - FR 
Daniel Toren - JR 
Erica Toren - FR 
Marco Tori - FR 
Cj 
Reid Tornquist - FR | 
Jacob Townley - FR 
Lindsay Tracy - SO 
Jonathan Trevino - FR 
Alec Trierweiler - FR 
Kyle Trierweiler - SO 
Jonathan Tromp - JR 
Luke Tubergen - SO 
Ashley Tufnell - FR 
Brittany Tuinier - SO 
Ryan Tussey - FR | 
Madison Tustin - FR 
Leah Tworek - FR 
Samantha Tyler - SO 
Nicole Tyner - SO 
Alexandra Tyra - FR 
Leslie Vaas - SO 
Jillian Valentino - SO 
Carly Valicevic - FR 
Kurt Valutis - FR i 
Amanda Van Assen - FR 
Jake Van De Wege - FR 
Madelyn Van Eck - SO 
Sarah Van Hamersveld - FR 
Elizabeth Van Oss - JR 
156 Underclassmen 
Emily Van Til - FR 
Emily Van Wieren - FR 
Philip Van Wyk - SO 
Sarah Vanarendonk - JR 
Erin Vandellen - FR 
Jay Vandenbrink - SO 
| Amanda Vander Byl - FR 
Anthony Vander Kolk - FR 
Ashley Vander Laan - FR 
Gina Vander Veen - JR 
Trevor Vanderhart - FR 
Meghan Vanderlee - SO 
Katelyn Vanderson - SO 
Lyndsey Vanderveld - SO 
Joan Vandervelde - FR 
Left: Ouinn Mcllhargey 
('11) molds a series of 
pots for her Ceramics II 
course. 
Underclassmen 
Kathryn Vandyke - FR 
Chelsea Vaneck - SO 
Zachary Vannoord - FR 
Hanna Varner - FR 
Molly Vass - FR 
Courtney Vellmure - FR 
Amy Veltkamp - FR 
Gerrit Veltman - FR 
Gina Veltman - FR 
Ryan Ver Meer - FR f l 
feM/AMnrW 
Ashleigh Verhulst - SO 
Matthew Vermaire - FR 
Lauren Verner - FR 
Kristen Vet - SO 
Stacy Victory - FR 
Maria Vidoni- SO 
Christina Vincent - FR 
Christoff Visscher - FR 
Brendan Vize - FR 
Anne Voss - SO 
:•••: • 
Danielle Vroom - FR 
Jared Wabeke - SO 
Allyssa Wagner - FR 
Jerome Walker - FR 
Abigail Wallace - FR 
Jordan Walters - FR 
Rachel Walton - FR 
Brian Ward - SO 
Spencer Warn - SO 
Jessica Warner - SO 
138 Underclassmen 
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Kyle Warren - FR 
Bryanna Warriner - JR 
Jill Washington - FR 
Joseph Wasserman - FR 
Kevin Watson - FR 
Kara Weaver - SO 
Carissa Webb - SO 
Stuart Webert - SO 
Janelle Weddle - FR 
Allyson Wehrly - SO 
Audrey Weil - FR 
Lauren Welsch - FR 
Halie Wenhold - FR 
Brian Wennersten - FR 
Chelsey Wentzel - FR 
•V:: 
Jonathan Weppier - SO 
Shelby Westra - FR 
Emily Wheeler - FR 
Madison White - FR 
Rachel Whitney - JR 
Jonathan Wielenga - SO 
Rachael Wierenga - FR 
Matthew Wiersum - JR 
Chelsea Wiese - FR 
Danielle Wilder - FR 
Sarah Wilhelm - FR 
Windsor Wilhelmsen - FR 
Blair Williams - JR 
Joshua Williams - FR 
Kara Williams - FR 
Underclassmen 159 
Kate Williams - JR 
Victoria Williams - FR 
Angelica Willis - FR 
Anne Willmert - SO 
Amber Wilson - FR 
Laura Wilson - SO 
David Winters - FR 
Matthew Witt - JR 
David Wobith - FR 
Laura Wollan - SO 
Lucas Wolthuis - JR 
Kyle Woodworth - JR 
Emily Wortley - FR 
Cotton Wright - SO 
Grace Wright - FR 
Joshua Wylie - FR 
Renee Wynveen - FR 
Alexander Yared - FR 
Danielle Yeadon - SO 
fair 
Brian Yount - FR 
Jonathan Ytterock - JR 
Jillayne Zblewski - SO 
Alison Zdan - FR 
Lori Zimmerman - SO 
Colin Zoellner - SO 
Bryan Zoet - FR 
Hilary Zurhorst - FR 
Philip Zuska - FR 
mm 
160 Underclassmen 
Top: Leah Eunis ('10) and Hope Langdon ('10) eating in the 
Kletz. Left: Delphis supporting the Dance Marathon date auction. 
Bottom Left: Jake Douma ('11) acting out a skit with Vanderprov. 
Below: On move-in day, sophomores Emily Dunning ('11), Sarah 
Russo ('11), and Lauren Clack ('11) are happy to be in Brumler. 
Underclassmen 1 6 1 
building • character 
sports 
sports (spawrts, spohrts) n. 1. an athletic activity 
requiring skill or physical prowess 2. physical activity 
governed by a set ot rules and engaged in competitively 
3. platform for one of the greatest college rivalries 
Hope 3, Olivet 1 
With the win over Olivet, 
Coach Schmidt records 
her 100th victory. 
Hope 3, Kalamazoo 0 
Meghan Winer ('09) and 
Teresa Borst ('10) 
combine for six of the 
team's eight service aces. 
Hope 3, Trine 1 
Kara Vande Guchte ('11) 
powers over Trine with 18 
kills on 31 errorless 
attacks while Traci Baker 
('11) serves five aces. 
Hope 3, Albion 0 
Cassidy Bulthius ('11) 
leads the Dutch to victory 
with 14 kills while 
Helminiak and Winer 
record double-digit digs 
Hope 3, Kalamazoo 0 
K S i l Dutch clinch the 
..1IAA championship after 
a 15-1, regular season 
conference record. 
i 
M"
Hope 3, Saint Mary's 0 
Andrea Helminiak ('10) 
tallies 38 assists, nine 
digs, and six errorless 
kills, for her first of three 
MIAA specialty player of 
the week awards. 
Hope 3, Calvin 1 
The Dutch (#17) hand 
Calvin (#15) their first 
rivalry loss since 2000 
and take sole possession 
of first place in the MIAA. 
Hope 3, Olivet 0 
Hope continues its 12-
game winning streak in 
front of a capacity crowd 
for homecoming. 
Hope 2, Calv in 3 
The Knights squeak past 
with a 15-13 victory in the 
final match. 
Be low: One of the most spirited rivalries in college athletics, 
'Hope versus Calvin, attracted a NCAA Division III regular 
season attendance record 2,307 fans. 
Hope 2, Heidelberg 3 
Vande Guchte's 16 kills 
cannot stop the 'Bergs 30-
16 game ending run. 
liaETMU. HOPE COLEGE TOLLETreAU 
Photo courtesy of Public Relations 
Above: Front row, from left to right: Traci Baker, Teresa Borst, Andrea 
Helminiak, Kristen Johnson, Meghan Winer, Nora Slenk, Cassidy Bulthuis, 
Sara DeWeerdt, Kara Vande Guchte, and Carrie Lehocky; back row. Jamie 
Kline, Kelly Mulcahy, Amanda Norton, Kaitlyn McGrew, Kelly Houghton, 
Lauren Schira, student assistant Anna Brandes, assistant coach Eldie 
Moura, head coach Becky Schmidt, assistant coach Jean Kegerreis, team 
manager Brandon Theaker, Sammy Shank, Samantha Wolffis, Lindsey 
Wolf, Jacqueline Canonoco, and Jeana Longoria. 
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Strengthening Tradition 
- Robert Guimond 
The tradition of Hope College volleyball excellence grew stronger 
this year as the Lady Dutch won their sixth MIAA championship. The 
team reached several milestones while exceeding the precedents and 
expectations established by teams before them. Future teams will 
undoubtedly attempt to emulate their leadership and success. 
The Dutch established their supremacy quickly with first place 
finishes at the Iowa Classic and Midwest Challenge tournaments. 
After defeating fifth-ranked Carthage College, Hope jumped to 12th in 
the NCAA polls. They finished the season in19th place. 
Hope's NCAA ranking was not their only accomplishment, 
however. It took just six games for Coach Schmidt to earn her 100th 
victory. Their strong play attracted a Division III record of 2,307 fans 
for their 5-game loss to Calvin at the DeVos Fieldhouse. This was 
Hope's only conference loss. With a 15-1 conference record, Hope 
clinched the MIAA championship and an NCAA tournament bid for 
just the sixth time in school history. 
"The most memorable thing for me was beating Calvin in their 
home gym after not winning there in the last 8 years," Kristen Johnson 
('10) said. For much of the team, this epitomized the season. "I 
learned that anything is possible and we can do anything we dream 
of," team captain Andrea Helminiak ('10) said. 
They were not without their superstitions. "We sit in the same order 
and stay in the same order for lines during warm-ups. We are all 
gumaholics when we play, too. Jeano, our assistant, brought a bag full 
of packs of gum to every game for us because most of us can't go 
without it while playing" Traci Baker ('11) said. 
W m m m HI 
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Above: All-Region middle hitter Kara 
VandeGuchte ('11), left, finished third in 
the MIAA with 116 blocks. Left: With 42 
service aces, Traci Baker ('11), middle, 
led the MIAA in service aces per game. 
Above: Captain Nora Slenk ('09), an All-
Region outside, hitter, anchored a Dutch 
team that led the league in kills with a 
total of 1,532. 
Volleyball 165 
Fight On Dutchmen 
- Matthew Day 
Despite their dismal season, head coach Dean Kreps did his best 
to motivate the team. For the Flying Dutchmen who were predicted to 
claim their third consecutive MIAA crown, trouble came in the form of 
a seven game losing streak. Only three cold November games 
remained in a season that began with such high expectations. 
The Dutchmen, led by captains Erik Ladomersky ('09) and Jake 
Manning ('09), struggled to find a way to salvage the season, but 
eventually did. The Dutch won their final three games in an 
impressive fashion by pummeling their MIAA opponents by an 
average of three touchdowns to claim third place in the MIAA. 
For Manning, difference in their play was the focus on the small 
things and team bonding. "We eventually became a group of guys 
who knew and respected one another," he said. "It is this blending of 
the individuals that allowed us to win at the end of the season." 
Manning will leave Hope with 6,806 passing yards and 49 
touchdowns. 
Highlights of the season were Hope's first victory over visiting 
Olivet, Kreps' 13th consecutive win over Kalamazoo, and the seniors 
who dominated their final game against Alma on a snow covered 
Holland Municipal Stadium. 
Though the Dutchmen's 150 voices could not sing their beloved 
fight song often, a band of talented and experienced underclassmen 
returns next season. "Seasons like this remind you why we play the 
game," defensive tackle Jordan Moore ('10) said. "We wish we could 
start the new season now." 
Photo courtesy of Ann Green 
Above: Jake Manning remains team first 
centered. 
Photo courtesy of Public Relations 
Above: "We learned we are fighters and 
will never quit. We are ready for a long 
and hungry off season," Taylor Fox ('10) 
said Right: The Dutchmen defense held 
Alma to just 39 yards on the ground. 
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Below: "The thing that changed the most from the beginning of 
the year to the end was definitely the attitudes of everyone a 
part of the program. The worse we had it, the more positive the 
practice. This was key to the season's turn around," Alex 
Deschaine ('10) said. 
Hope 25, III. Wesleyan 28 
MIAA Defensive Player of 
the Week, linebacker 
Chris Batterbee ('10), 
records 10 tackles and an 
interception. 
Hope 6, Eau Claire 28 
Receiver Kyle Dietrich 
('11) reels in 10 passes 
for 149 yards and a 
touchdown. 
Hope 30, Trine 31 
Jake Manning passes 
for 497 yards and four 
touchdowns with 
Dietrich hauling in 285 
reception yards. 
Hope 3, Adrian 39 
Steve Hazekamp ('12) 
kicks 34-yard field goal 
and averages 62.5 yards 
per kickoff. 
Hope 42, Kalamazoo 16 
and Echtinaw ,;.EIzjnga 
i 
both rush for 100+ yards, 
and fullback Adam 
Loveless ('10) scores two 
touchdowns. 
Mlliill 
Hope 46, Carthage 70 
Tim Elzinga ('11) rushes 
for 115 yards on 19 
carries with three 
touchdowns by halftime. 
Hope 7, Wheaton 47 
Defensive back Josh 
Echtinaw ('12) and 
defensive lineman Jordan 
Moore both record 
interceptions. 
Hope 21, Albion 28 
Manning ('09) rushes for 
one touchdown and 
passes for two others. 
Hope 38, Olivet 13 
Defensive end Kyle 
Eurick ('09) records three 
of the Dutchmen's five 
sacks. 
Hope 45, Alma 27 
Elzinga rushes for a 
r-high 242 yards 
with two touchdowns. 
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Above Front row. from left to right: Andy VanderYacht. Mike Paas, Dan Salamango, Kevin Mill, Matt Anderson, Kyle Eurick, 
Jeremiah Budd, Tim Carter, Erik Ladomersky, Jake Manning, Andy Johansen, Nick Florip, and Mike Mers^econd row: Bryan 
Deloekkoek, Peter Doom, David DeBoer, Kevin VanDukkumburg, Jordan Moore, Neil Droppers. Luke Soderstrom, John 
DeVries, Brett Cain, Jon Rodriguez, Dal Shepherd, Matt Larson, Alex Deschaine, Kevin Slusher, and Jim Nuskelhirdrow. 
Steve Agauas, Shane Kwapis, Tim Wahmhoff, Taylor Fox, Camden Moss. Andrew Schofield, Travis Martin. Scott Snyder, 
Max Holt, Steve Hazekamp, Eli English, Jordan Moore. David Boothe. Ryan Koon. and Nick Davros,fourth row. Kyle Goins, 
Matt Day. Matt Klaus, Josh Droppers, Stephen Burgett, Garret Szantner, Kyle Warren, Chris Feys, Tony Mucciante, Nick 
Higgins, Evan Ormiston, Ryan Richter. Sean Squires, Carl Worthy, and Courtney Z\eg\er.fifth row. Jeff Phillips, Dan 
Anderson, Steve Maas, Chris Batterbee, Zach Jones, Tim Dyer. Jeremy Carrizales, Nick Wozniak, Jon Hagan, Kiefer Mack, 
Warren Gero, Alex Doman, Nick Goulooze, Kyle VandenBosch, and Craig B\ume:sixth row. Duncan Wierengo, Ryan 
Yonkman, Kyle Dietrich, Jake VanderYacht, Byron Patton, Matt Lee, Andrew Schofield, Tim Dixon. Jake Mulder. Eric Spytma. 
Nate Greenwell, Zak Vossen, Luke Peterson, Kyle Mill. Keegen Aguilera. and Aaron Mutschlenseventf? row. Sam Forr, Eddie 
Thornton, Aaron Szarowicz, Jordan Morse. Garrett Stier, Joe VanderYacht, Bryce Oosterhouse, Chad Buchholz, Nick Boeve, 
Nate Jazwinski, Tim Elzinga, Dan Anderson, Jack Droppers, Doug Mostom, and Jordan KeWy,eighth row. Kyle Granty, Nate 
Rock. Drew Klooster, Eric Jensen, Ryan Barger, Christopher Schmelz, Kurt Burmeister, Jake Heller, Kyle Warren, Andrew 
Ancy, Nick Kaffenberger, Daniel Whelan, Allen Taylor, John Buck, Larry Laughlin, Trenton Swank/7/n//7 row. Marcus 
Bradstreet, Cameron Alvesteffer, Alex Garrod, Alex Hull, Brandon Siakel, Austin Heflin, Danny Ackert, Zack Beeler. Jared 
Kimber. Nate Wind. Nate Erber. Michael Blauw. Charles Gamble, Greg Lameti, Chris Jackson, and Mike Heath/en//? row. 
Dan Karam. Alex Jones, Chris Schumann. Adam Loveless, Ross Heneveld. Kyle VanderVeen, Josh Echtinaw, Fred 
Ottensmeyer, Bern Peltier. Jake Hall, Ben Van Ausall, Caleb Forlon, Earl Schumake, Trent Schuring, Theron Dillard, and Joel 
Garner; eleventh row. training staff members Katharine Mix, Stephanie Wilkins, Travis Reith, Ashley Hoogeveen, Tonia 
Gruppen and Dr. Todd Harburn:toac/( row. Arvile Carroll, student assistant Jon Szarowicz, coach Jim VanderMeer, coach 
Chad Miller, coach Joe Nelson, student assistant Jack Nummerdor, coach Joe Knapp, head coach Dean Kreps. coach Mike 
Ricketts. coach Stu Fritz, coach Curt Copeland, coach Phil Butler, team photographer Doug Wehrmeyer, equipment manager 
Gordon VanderYacht and team manager Bobby Knight. (PR Photo) F o o t b a l l 1 6 7 
Hope 2, Siena Heights 1 
MIAA defensive player of 
the week Courtney Cook 
shuts down Siena 
Height's leading scorer. 
Hope 7, Rochester 0 
The Flying Dutch 
outshoot Rochester 44-0 
with six players scoring 
Hope 3, Trine 0 
Total team effort 
dominates game with 
17 shots on goal while 
allowing only one shot. 
Hope 2, Albion 0 
Hamer goes two for two 
on shots on goals while 
goalkeeper Kelsey Bos 
('11) records her sixth 
shutout of the season. 
Hope 2,Kalamazoo 0 
Goals by Van Seek artd 
Sosolik advance the 
Dutch to MIAA Semifinals. 
Hope 2, Saint Mary's 1 
Katie Lovinger ('11) 
scores the first goal in the 
83rd minute and assists 
Allison Van Beek for the 
game winner in the final 
two minutes. 
Hope 0, Calv in 5 
Top-ranked Calvin ends 
five game winning 
streak for Hope. 
Be low: Courtney Cook, a two-time All-MIAA defender, led the 
team to outshoot its opponents in 14 games and held 11 
opponents to less than 10 shots. (Photo by Alison Garza) 
Hope 4, Olivet 2 
Van Beek ('09) and 
Danielle Petzak ('12) put 
the Dutch ahead 2-0 in 
the first three minutes. 
Hope 4, Alma 2 
Sarah Sosolik ('09) 
secures second seed in 
MIAA tournament with a 
two goal per^cr. nance. 
Hope 1, A lma 2 
In overtime. Alma lofts the 
game winner to end 
Hope's season. 
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Above; Front row, from left to right; Mallory Fox, Kristen Schwenk, Bethany 
Kicz, Kara Marsman, Lana Gentry, Emily Baracy, Courtney Cook, Nikki 
Franzese, Emily Carefoot, and Jessica Malkin; Middle row. Kimmy Gordon, 
Suzi Knowles, Allison Van Beek, Kelsey Bos, Kelly Schaefer, Kirsten 
Bonzelaar, Sonya Mashati, Ellen Molenaar, and Sarah Sosolik; Back row. 
manager Kelsey Laux, trainer Andi Wagner, trainer Tom Birchmeier, 
Bethann Hamer, Heather Reece, Lauren Miller, Sophie Hartman, Kelsey 
Fegan, Danielle Petzak, Katie Lovinger, Kirsten Kaufmann, head coach 
Leigh Sears, assistant coach Lindsey Engelsman, and assistant coach 
Kate Thayer. 
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And They Battled Back 
- Alison Garza 
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A mixture of young and old faces took the field this year as the 
Lady Dutch looked to improve on their fourth place MIAA finish in 
2007. After some early season woes that saw them drop to 0-3, Hope 
battled back with a six-game and five-game winning streak, separated 
by a loss to Calvin. 
The Dutch pressed their opponents with their barrage of shots. 
Opponents could not keep up with Allison Van Beek ('09) and the rest 
of the Lady Dutch who carried a 341-202 shot advantage. 
Hope's season ended in the semifinals of the MIAA tournament 
against Alma who, just six days earlier, lost to the Lady Dutch by two 
goals. Hope finished third in the MIAA behind Alma by a tie and rival 
Calvin. 
"We had an amazing group this year. Everyone clicked and played 
with heart. It was unfortunate how it ended, especially for the seniors. 
We are really going to miss the seniors," said Courtney Cook. 
One senior in particular will surely be missed. Midfielder Allison 
Van Beek graduates Hope not only as a three-time All-MIAA 
selection, but as the 2008 MIAA MVP. Van Beek is only the third 
women's soccer player to receive the honor. Tina Gill in 1996 and 
Dawn Gillam in 2004 were the others. Over Van Beak's four years at 
Hope she has scored 31 goals and given 16 assists. 
"We had a great group who played well together and connected on 
and off the field. This season showed that we can really come 
together as a team," said Van Beek. 
Coach Leigh Sears' Lady Dutch will travel to Scotland this summer 
to take part in an international tournament. 
Above: With a team leading shot (.231; 
and shot on goal percentage (.704), 
Katie Lovinger ('11) scored four game-
winning goals. Left: MIAA MVP Allison 
Van Beek 
Above: "All the game is really about is 
coming together, growing together, and 
having fun. Soccer at Hope is all those 
things and then some," Kelsey Fegan 
('12) said. 
Women's Soccer 169 
Total Tearn Talent 
- Alison Garza 
Having captured their first Bergsma Memorial Tournament title 
since 2002, the Dutchmen started this year by showcasing their total 
team talent. In their romp of Goshen, Ind., six players tallied goals with 
three goalkeepers combining for the shutout. Only two teams got the 
better of Hope, Calvin and Trine. Rival Calvin captured the MIAA 
crown with the Dutch one game behind. 
A bit of controversy swirled around the season finale. A norovirus 
outbreak on campus forced Hope to reschedule the Alma match after 
the NCAA tournament schedule was announced. Hope eventually tied 
last-place Alma after two overtimes. "We were nationally ranked for six 
weeks with the highest rank being 15th. Even so, we still didn't make it 
to the national tournament. Although the season didn't end how we 
planned, we consider it a successful season with friendships and 
bonds built that no one can take away from us," Mitchell Currie ('09) 
said. 
Indeed, there was great success. Hope averaged nearly 2.5 goals 
per game and shut out seven opponents as they outscored teams 48 
to 16. According to team captain Chris Harrison ('10), "The difference 
in talent between players on and off the field was not noticeable and 
left everyone at ease during subbing." 
"This soccer season has, by far, been my best soccer experience 
ever. The whole team was very close which was shown in our play. I 
had a great freshman year with a great group of guys that were there 
for support. I don't think I could compare this year to any other," 
concluded Sam Joyce ('12). 
The Dutchmen look to carry their team-oriented focus and success 
across the Atlantic this summer as they take part in the international 
"friendlies" held in Ireland. 
Above: "Our freshmen really stepped up 
this year. I would definitely say this is 
one of the hardest working teams I've 
ever played for," Chris Harrison ('10), 
2nd team All-MIAA midfielder said. 
Above: Mitch Currie ('09), a 2nd team 
All-MIAA back, led a defense that 
allowed a MIAA best: 16 goals on the 
season. Right: Shaun Groetsema's ('12) 
goal against Albion keeps the Dutch 
undefeated at home. 
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Below: Jack Abe ('09), a two-time All-MIAA forward, battled rival 
Calvin to a tie in front of a packed home crowd of 1,250. 
i 
Hope 2, Kalamazoo 1 
Jack Abe ('09) ties the 
game in the 77th minute 
while Nicco Lamb ('12) 
scores the game-winner. 
Hope 8, Adrian 0 
A pair of goals by Kevin 
Bartosek ('10) and one a 
piece for six other 
Dutchmen lead to the 
annihilation. 
Hope 2, Albion 1 
Mitch Kinner ('12) shoots 
the game winner with five 
minutes left in the game. 
Hope 1, Olivet 0 
Chris Harrison ('10) 
delivers the game winning 
goal off a pass from 
Ausable Schwiebert ('10). 
Hope l | Calvin 1 
chwiebert's goal in the 
filial minute sends the 
rivalry game to overtime. 
Hope 2, Olivet 1 
John Herbert's ('10) 
corner kick to Kevin 
McMahon ('09) in the final 
minute of the first half 
gives the Dutch the win. 
Hope 0, Calv in 1 
The rivalry heats up with 
six Hope and Calvin 
players getting yellow 
cards. 
Hope 2, Alma 0 
In a physical game that 
saw 33 fouls, Shaun 
Groetsema ('12) records a 
goal and an assist over 
an eight minute span. 
Hope 1, Adrian 0 
Goalkeepers Andrew 
Goorhouse ('11) and 
Logan Neil ('12) combine 
team's sixth 
' 
4, Albion 0 
roetsema scores the ; 
winning goal just 38 
seconds into the game. 
Above : Front row, from left to right: Ryan Cotter, David Whitaker, Anthony 
Palazzolo, Mitch Kinner, Justin Bailey, Kevin Bartosek, Andrew Abe, 
Shaun Groetsema, and Andrew Nichols; Middle row. Jeffrey Stusick, Riley 
Byrnes, Aaron Van Andel, Andrew Goorhouse, Logan Neil, Ross Bailey, 
Paul Austin, James Trebilcock, and John Turner; Back row. student trainer 
Emily Corstange, team manager Thomas Fifer, Chris Harrison, Samuel 
Kelly, Nicco Lamb, Ausable Schwiebert, Mitchell Currie, John Herbert, 
Kevin McMahon, Gabe Courey, Jack Abe, Sam Joyce, head coach Steven 
Smith, and assistant coach Lee Schopp. 
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Vanderbilt Invite - 1st 
Emily Fischer ('10), 
Sikma, Joanne Gab! ('10), 
Nelson, and Lufkin take 
spots with all under 20 
minute times. 
MIAA Jamboree - 2nd 
Nelson, Fischer, and 
Lufkin continue their 
strong season with 9th, 
10th, and 11th place 
finishes just behind #2 
nationally ranked Calvin. 
Oshkosh Invite - 15th 
Sikma, Nelson, Claire 
Bird ('10), and Lufkin all 
break the top 100 spots in 
the 415 runner field. 
MIAA at Kalamazoo - 2nd 
Calvin again takes the top 
but Sikma, Nelson, and 
Lufkin finish 10th, 11th, 
and 12th with just 10 
seconds between them. 
GLCA Championships - 3rd 
Fischer improves on her 
time while taking the top 
Dutch spot at 7th. 
Below: "Not only in meets were we looking out for each other, 
but we constantly pushed each other in practices to our l imits.' 
Without this edge of competition, I don't think we would have 
been as successful as a team," Kelly Lufkin ('12) said. 
Pre-National Invite - 6th 
The Lady Dutch fall just 
behind four nationally 
ranked opponents in the 
16 team field. 
Manchester Invite - 8th 
Sara Gosses ('10) fights 
for a 25 place as she 
leads the Lady Dutch. 
Great Lakes Regional - 9th 
The Lady Dutch take their 
first top ten finish in 
Regional since 2004, 
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Above: Front row, from left to right: Sarah Anthony, Karlyn Sikma, Kelly 
Luftkin, Jacqueline Beeler, Alyssa Ambrose, Salome Emmanual, Jessica 
Forker, Kate Nelson, and Cecelia Kovach; Middle row. Susan Savasky, 
Jana Graudins, Melisa Kowalk, Rebekah Woods, Emily Fischer, Joanne 
Gabl, Claire Bird, Meghann Deering, and Jolene Jeske; Back row. 
assistant coach Craig VanZanten, head coach Mark Northuis, Kate 
Brundige, Faith Whitehouse, Andrea Miller, Emma Lucas, Sara Gosses, 
Holly Grieving, Kate Freshour, Katrina Gobrogge, Elle Munoa, Sarah 
Multer, assistant coach Kristen Morrison and assistant coach Rick 
Vandervelde. 
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Young and Running 
- Colton Wright 
•  f rtV V,' i 
A// phoros courtesy of Public Relations 
Do not let their age fool you. These ladies can run. From the humid 
month of August to the chills of November, three freshmen Lady 
Dutch continuously ran to the front. Kelly Lufkin ('12), Karlyn Sikma 
('12), and Kate Nelson ('12) were never far behind one another. Their 
biggest difference in finishing times; 38 seconds at the Oshkosh 
Invitational. 
Lufkin accredited the team's cohesiveness to the fact that they 
spent their first week on campus at camp. Though it was a great way 
to meet each other, she admits college running was a bit of a culture 
shock. "We put in so many extra miles," Lufkin said. "At first, it was 
hard. But as long as I ate enough, drank lots of water, and got at least 
eight hours of sleep, I had energy for the next day." 
Teammate Kate Nelson, who missed All-Region honors by one 
spot, agreed with Lufkin's assessment. "Running cross country at 
Hope made the transition into college much easier," she said. "It gave 
me an immediate group of close, compatible friends even before the 
start of the academic school year." 
Look for this young group to build on their success and challenge 
rival Calvin, who has held the top MIAA spot for 18 of the past 19 
years. 
"They are great athletes and even better leaders," said co-captain 
Rebekah Woods ('09). "These girls have what it takes to make great 
runners, and I think winning the conference is a very reasonable goal 
for them in the next couple years." 
Lufkin, Nelson, Sikma, and Emily Fischer ('10) were all awarded 
All-MIAA Second Team. 
m m & m i 
Above: Not only does Kelly Lukfin ('12) 
run past competitors in the 6k but also in 
Devos where she plays guard for the 
Dutch. Left: Karlyn Sikma ('12), left, 
came on strong for the last half of the 
season. 
Above: "I have loved running for Hope. I 
love the competition and the training but, 
most of all, I love the team," Co-Captain 
Rebekah Woods ('09) said. 
Women's Cross Country 173 
Senior Leadership 
- Colton Wright 
It all starts from the top. For a team with nine seniors, it was the year 
of true senior leadership. These Dutchmen did not rely on seniority for 
respect. They earned it. 
Co-captain Rob Bailey ('09) and team MVP Seth Weener ('09) led by 
example with their outstanding season performances. Both were 
honored on the All-MIAA team: the only non-Calvin honorees. 
Weener even earned the opportunity to compete in the NCAA 
Division III national cross country championships in Hanover, Indiana. 
This year he finished 109th at nationals: a steep improvement over his 
205th place finish in 2006. He became the fifth Dutchmen cross country 
runner to qualify for nationals multiple times. 
Nationals was probably the only time you did not find co-captain 
Bailey at Weener's side. The two were inseparable on race day. In all 
but one race, the Great Lakes Championship, they never finished more 
than a few places from one another. The pair finished back-to-back 
three times. 
The teams' most improved runner, Carl Dunker ('11), believes the 
two seniors as well as co-captain Paul Vandervelde ('09) did more than 
run fast and collect accolades. 
"The team gelled together," Dunker said. "Last season, we were 
broken up into several groups but because of the captains' leadership, 
we were able to bond together into a cohesive unit." 
The Dutchmen truly were a more cohesive unit than in years past. 
Just four minutes separated their first and last runner. 
"In the final conference meet we had every runner under 29 minutes, 
and everyone in the top group was very close together," Dunker said. 
"We had that internal competition always." 
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Above: "This season served as further 
reinforcement that putting in focused, 
consistent training will lead to substantial 
improvement over the course of the 
season," Collin Kooy ('10) said. 
Above: Team MVP and two-time All-
MIAA selection Seth Weener leaves a 
strong legacy at Hope. Right: With just 
one step between one another, 
Vandervelde, Weener, and Bailey were 
the glue that put the Dutchmen together. 
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Below: "The most memorable thing about this season was the 
way our team gelled together," Carl Dunker ('11) said. 
Photos courtesy 
Vanderbilt Invite - 1st 
Junior Matt Wiersum, a 
two-time All-MIAA second 
team runner, edges 
captain Rob Bailey by 11 
seconds for a first place 
MIAA Jamboree - 2nd 
Calvin dominates the field 
with the top 10 spots, but 
Weener, Bailey, Zach 
King ('09), and captain 
Paul Vandervelde round 
out the top 20. 
UW Oshkosh Invite - 14th 
Even with the field of 
teams increasing from 22 
to 32, Hope manages to 
improve its finish from 
16th to 14th. 
GLCA Championships - 1st 
Team MVP Seth Weener 
and Rob Bailey take 3rd and 
4th place just behind a pair 
of Denison College runners. 
Pre-National Invite - 4th 
With an average 8k time 
of 26:32.34, Hope finishes 
behind #11 Allegheny, 
#18 Trinity, #23 Mount 
Union and ahead of #16 
Centre College. 
Manchester Invite - 5th 
Collin Kooy leads the 
Dutchmen past all MIAA 
conference foes. 
NCAA Great Lakes - 10th 
All of Hope's runners 
finish in the top half of the 
field on the water soaked 
MIAA at Kalamazoo - 2nd 
Bailey and Weener 
continue their strong final 
seasons with top ten 
finishes. 
j-Sipfy & 
of Ann Green and Public Relations 
Above: Front row, from left to right: Louis Albertini, Kyle Gibson, Bruce 
Kraay, Lucas Wolthuis, Brian Hernandez, Eric Anderson, Robert Bailey, 
Chris Mauney; Middle row. Matt Wiersum, Daniel Sultz, James Ralston, 
Jordan Richardson, Adam Plaunt, Kent Reschke, Zach King, Brett May, 
Andrew McKeachie, and Ryan Summers: Back row. assistant coach Brian 
VanZanten, head coach Mark Northuis, Collin Kooy, Seth Weener, Joe 
Seymour, Kyle Arndt, Kevin Hagan, Carl Dunker, Nathan Love, Ben 
Fineout, Paul VanderVelde, Ryan Jara, assistant coach Kristen Morrison 
and assistant coach Rick Vandervelde. 
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Hope 157, Alma 64 
The Flying Dutch take 
the top three spots in 
the 200 medley relay. 
Hope 196, Carthage 147 
Brittany Delo ('09) and 
Meghan DeWees ('09) 
finish one, two in the 100 
backstroke. 
Hope 173.5. St. Mary's 121.5 
Sarah Sohn ('12) takes the 
1,000 freestyle and 200 
butterfly, and Christina 
Vogelzang ('10) takes the 
100 and 200 freestyle. 
Hope 127, Calvin 173 
Monica Bressler ('11), Emily 
Roberts ('10), Julie Wolfe 
('09), and Cara VanWoerkom 
('09) combine for the fastest 
M1AA 200 yard medley 
relay time at 1:49.11. 
M1AA Championships - 2nd 
The Dutch fall just shy of a 
championship^ ith the rival 
its their dnly obstacle. 
Hope 257, Kalamazoo 94 
Claire Piester ('10) edges her 
500 freestyle opponent by 
just .08 of a second. 
Wheaton Invitational - 5th 
Co-captains Laura Ansilio 
('09) and Delo record MIAA 
bests. Ansilio swims the 
fastest 100 freestyle (52.43) 
while Delo swims the fastest 
100 backstroke (58.94). 
111.-Mich. Quad - 1st 
Sohn continues her strong 
first-year performance with 
wins in the 200 butterfly and 
500 freestyle. 
Hope 168. Olivet 125 
The 200 freestyle relay team 
takes first place by just .03 
of a second. 
nd 
Below: Claire 
now owns the 
K58B 
Above: Fronf row; from left to right: Kate Williams, Kathryn Schewe, Anna 
Heckenliable, Brittaney Reest Delo, Christina Vogelzang, and Rachel 
Bakken; Second row. Rebecca Danforth, Rachael Kimpan, Alicia Tuuk, 
Heather Uriing, Laura Ansilio, Claire Piester, Jessie Parsons, Ariel 
Humphrey, and Jessica Warner; Third row. coach John Patnott, assistant 
coach Dan Kimble, Elizabeth Nelis, Sarah Sohn, Ashley Jasperse, Kelsey 
Pierson, Whitney Willson, and Sarah Johnson; Back row. Lisa Heyboer, 
Chelsea Wiese, Abigail Wallace, Ann Frisella, Aria Kieft, Tessa Talsma, 
Meghan DeWees, assistant coach Greg Reznich; and assistant coach 
Zack Golin. 
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Teamwork and Unity 
- Rob Guimmond 
Despite triumphs and heartbreaks throughout the season, the Lady 
Dutch stuck together and made this season unlike any other. 
"This year we came together as a team," Andrea Keller ('09), a 
four-year letter winner, said. "Not just a guys' team, not just a girls' 
team, but one team. I think everyone enjoyed swimming with one 
another more because of that one team mentality." 
As their season progressed, the swimmers established a theme. 
Rachel Bakken ('09) explained, "The most memorable part of the 
season was wearing all black to the Calvin meet. The ladies wore all 
black and really had a sense of unity as we stepped onto their new 
pool deck. We swam with heart and had a great meet." 
They took that unity all the way to the MIAA championships. 
Led by coach John Patnott and co-captains Laura Ansilio ('09) and 
Brittaney Reest-Delo ('09), the Lady Dutch dove in and swam to a 
second place title in the MIAA where records fell, gold medals were 
won, and several women earned national qualifying times. 
The 400 yard freestyle relay quartet of Ansilio, Meghan DeWees 
('09), Reest-Delo, and Christina Vogelzang ('10) finished in MIAA-
record time. Ansilio tied a Hope College record in an individual event 
while Sarah Sohn ('12) and Reest-Delo set new individual MIAA 
records. 
The graduating seniors found it hard to summarize the significance 
of the memorable season. "Our team laughed together, cried 
together, shared victories, broke school records, smiled, screamed 
our voices out, and swam faster than we ever have before," Bakken 
said. 
Above: Heather Urling ('09) finished the season with the best IM and 3M diving 
scores for Hope. Left: Chelsea Wiese ('12) earned a conditional qualifying time in the 
400 individual medley at the MIAA championships at Notre Dame. 
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Back-to-Back Champ 
- Colton Wright 
No more two-a-day practices. No more early morning Phelps 
breakfasts. But one more MIAA championship banner to raise. 
For the fourth time in five years, the Flying Dutchmen captured the 
top spot in the MIAA with strong performances from the graduating 
seniors to the newcomer freshmen. By season's end, one senior, five 
juniors, and two freshmen claimed All-MIAA honors. 
"It was a huge privilege to be a part of Hope men's swimming and 
an honor to be named to the All-MIAA swim and dive team as a 
freshman," Jeff Shade ('12) said. 
Shade took the league championship at Notre Dame by storm with 
a first place finish in the 1,650 freestyle and 2nd place finishes in the 
500 freestyle and 400 individual medley. His 16:02.57 time in the 
1,650 freestyle broke a school record held since 1995. 
The team's recognizable success did not come with out 
recognizable hard work mentally and physically. "There were 
numerous times when my mind and body just wanted to say 'enough' 
and be done," Ben O'Dell ('12) said. "But by keeping with it for so 
long, the end result is something that I wouldn't trade for anything -
the camaraderie and the common goals make memories that are 
guaranteed to last a lifetime." 
With only four seniors graduating this year, the Dutchmen have all 
the makings of a three-peat. The current junior class consists of All-
MIAA recipients Phil Heyboer ('10), Ryan Nelis ('10), Matt Rose ('10), 
Mitch Ruch ('10), and Aaron Welsch ('10). 
Above: Throughout the season, newcomer Mark Waterstone ('11) continued to 
improve his 100 yard breaststroke time until he took first at Olivet. Right: "We have 
practice Monday through Saturday, along with morning practices, so the season can 
really take a toll on your body, but it can also get you into the best shape of your life" 
captain Ryan Vogelzang ('09) said. 
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Below: The Dutchmen on an emotional high after winning 
the Wheaton tournament. "We are very close as a team, 
and being as close as we are really helps us get through 
this season" Vogelzang said. 
v . . , 
Photo courtesy of Ryan Vogelzcmg 
Hope 180, Alma 63 
Andrew Rose ('12) records 
the fastest 1,000 yard 
freestyle time of the year for 
the M1AA at 9:57.26. 
Hope 205. Carthage 109 
The Flying Dutchmen (#9) 
continue their strong season 
with a dual meet sweep of 
Kalamazoo and Carthage. 
I I I . - M i c h . Q u a d - 2ncl 
Jeff Shade ('12) and James 
Richardson ('10) dominate 
the 1,000 yard freestyle. 
Hope 171, Calvin 95 
Each Dutchmen contributes 
to the dominating 
performance as Hope 
sweeps each event 
MIAA Championships - 1st 
Coach John Patfio t guides 
the Dutchmen 
championship|iin ;e 1980. 
Hope 191, Kalamazoo 141 
Phil Heyboer ('10) kicks just 
past opponents with the only 
time under two minutes in 
the 200 individual medley at 
1:59.35. 
Wheaton Invitational - 4th 
In the seven-team invite, the 
Dutchmen had NCAA 
conditional qualifying times 
in four relays: the 200 and 
400 medleys and 200 and 
400 freestyle. 
Hope 76.5, GVSU 148.5 
Co-captains Ryan 
Vogelzang ('09) and Matt 
Rose ('10) take the top spots 
in the 50 yard freestyle. 
Hope 159. Olivet 129 
Mark Waterstone ('11) and 
Matt Smith (TO) go one, two 
in the 100 yard breaststroke. 
I 
Photo courtesy of Public Relations 
Above: Front row: Jeffrey Shade, Steven Ansilio, Andrew Rose, Aaron 
Welsch, Matthew Smith, and Jeffrey Cole; Second row: Ryan Vogelzang, 
Lucas Osterbur, Matt Ray, Brandon King, Phil Heyboer, and Benjamin 
O'Dell; T/?/rcy roiv; Nathan Blauw, Trevor VanderHart, Mitch Ruch, Austin 
Veltman, Thomas Akers, Ryan Nelis, and Matthew Gregory; Fourth row: 
coach John Patnott, assistant coach Dan Kimble, Thomas Knecht, James 
Richardson, Brian Collins, Cody Tozer, Matt Rose, Patrick Prayer, Bryan 
Parker, assistant diving coach Zach Golin, assistant coach Greg Reznich; 
6ac/( roir; Stephen Kurti, Nicholas Stone, Michael Huisingh, Mark 
Waterstone, Brian Yount, and Aaron Rittenhouse. . Men s Swimming 179 
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Left: "Basketball is always exciting especially when we get 
ttie chance to cheer for the biggest Dill rivalry in the nation," 
Manny Reynoso ('10) said. Below: "It takes quite a bit of 
strength, skill, and coordination for a guy to hold a girl up," 
Laura Adams ('09) said. 
Above: Kneeling, from left to right: Jessica Early, Kayla Partridge, Laura 
Glas, Beka Taylor, Brianna Wynne, and Jensen Goczalk; Middle row. 
coach Wes Wooley, Manny Reynoso, Matt Wissink, Mark Haskin, Jeff 
Swift, co-captain Jon Wissink, Bart Schrader, and assistant coach Anne 
Stolz; Back row. Katie Karlowicz, Ashley Sisko, Lauren Reif, Kristi Bectel, 
Bethanni Jabaay, Sara Duhr, co-captain Laura Adams, Tiffany 
Khousakoun, and Carmen Hirsch. 
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A 
Matt Day 
Young but Ready 
After losing five women to graduation, coaches Anne Stolz and Wes 
Wooley looked for help. The 2008 squad's departure was so apparent 
that it took six new cheerers to fill their vacant white shoes. 
The six newcomers, one of the largest freshmen classes in recent 
years, made this year's squad one of the youngest to cheer with the 
Flying Dutch. That youth meant one thing: early success. 
Co-captains Laura Adams ('09) and Jon Wissink ('09) knew the 
2008-2009 season was going to be a great one even before the 
majority of students returned to campus. 
It started in August at the Universal Cheerleading Association camp, 
the largest cheerleading camp in the country held in Milwaukee, Wise. 
"We were really proud of the team, especially the newcomers," Tiffany 
Khousakoun ('10) said. "We only had four days to learn our cheers and 
practice." 
Apparently, that was all the time they needed. Not only did they top 
other Division III squads, the Flying Dutch even took on Division I 
opponents and returned with four trophies including the Leadership 
Trophy. The award went out to the squad that other campers wished to 
be a part of and thought made their camp experience more pleasing. 
With their early accolades behind them, the new squad refqeused 
their attention to showcasing their skill to the Dutch crowds. They even 
had some new moves for the football and basketball seasons. 
"Having more guys on the team this year helped us reach our full 
ability," Adams said. "It allowed us to build more pyramids, put up 
harder stunts, and chuck girls a lot higher." 
Photos courtesy of Ann Green 
Above; "This whole experience has been more than i ever thought it would and it's 
definitely a huge part of my life," co-captain Laura Adams ('09) said. Left: The cheer 
team appreciated all the help they could get. "We definitely wouldn't be the group we 
are if we were missing any cheerleaders. We all bring our own dynamic," Tiffany 
Khousakoun ('10) said. 
Cheerleading 
Play-offs Once More 
- Colton Wright 
Sometimes, history does repeat itself. And for the Flying Dutch, that 
is a good thing. 
Behind Ail-American center Carrie Snikkers ('11), the Dutch 
dominated the court much like last season. Outscoring opponents by an 
average of 22 points per game, Hope once again set the course for the 
NCAA Division III Elite Eight. Only one speed bump got in their way; a 
loss at Saint Mary's College. The Dutch held the lead by as much as 
14 points in the second half but lost the lead with just under two 
minutes remaining. 
"We tried not to be like a roller coaster, really good one second then 
not so hot the next," said co-captain Philana Greene ('10). "We tried to 
be a good, consistent team." 
Luckily for the Dutch, they reached a peak three days later. 
Kalamazoo College never stood a chance as Hope put up a barrage of 
shots at home for a DeVos Fieldhouse scoring record. 
The record win over Kalamazoo was just the start of an exciting 
season that led the Flying Dutch back in the NCAA tournament for the 
fourth straight year. Like last season, however, the George Fox College 
national champion ousted Hope in the Elite Eight. 
But the Flying Dutch will return next year in near full force. 
Hope has only two players graduating: forward Courtney Knox ('09) 
and guard Kaitlyn Kopke ('09). 
"Kopke and Knox exemplified everything that you would want in a 
teammate," Greene said. "They worked as hard as they could every 
single day in practice and gave this team everything. Whoever plays in 
their place will do fine, but will do so on their own terms and not try to fill 
the shoes of two great players." 
Above; Kaitlyn Kopke's ('09) toughness 
and commitment to the team led her to 
leading the Dutch in assists and minutes 
per game. 
Above: Courtney Knox ('09) led the 
Dutch at the free throw line and on the 
boards. Right: The visiting Knights were 
not much of a rival for the dominating 
Flying Dutch. 
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Below: Carrie Snikkers ('11) became the fourth Hope 
women's basketball player to earn Ail-American honors 
and the sixth MIAA MVP of the year. 
fhoto courtesy of fuoiic tie i at ions 
Hope 79. Defiance 57 
Tournament MVP Courtney 
Knox ('09) records back-to-
back double-doubles as the 
Dutch extend their winning 
streak to 34 games. 
Hope 64. Carthage 46 
MVP Philana Greene ('10) 
and the rest of the squad 
defeats Carthage in 
Orlando, Fla. while earning 
the top spot in the ESPN 
national poll. 
Hope 73, Olivet 42 
In just 108 games, Coach 
Morehouse goes from 200 to 
300 coaching victories as 
Erika Bruinsma ('11) comes 
off the bench and goes 5-for-
8 from the floor. 
Hope 102, Olivet 52 
Days after pummeling 
Adrian 102-53, Hope rolls 
over Olivet to clinch the 
MIAA title. 
Hope 77, Saint Mary's 47 
claiip? d<3wi|gja Sain | 
| fs as the Belle 
held to their lov 
Hope 76, Cornerstone 69 
Eleventh-ranked NAIA 
Cornerstone closes the 
game to within two points, 
but late free throws seal the 
game for the Flying Dutch. 
Hope 103, Kalamazoo 44 
Knox, Greene, Jenny 
Cowen ('10), and Carrie 
Snikkers ( ' I I ) tally double 
digit scores as the Dutch tie 
a DeVos Fieldhouse 
scoring record. 
Hope 84, Saint Mary's 59 
The Dutch get their payback 
in convincing fashion as 
Snikkers dominates with 21 
points and 10 rebounds. 
Hope 68, Calvin 65 
Tied with just one minute 
remaining, Cowen drains a 
three-pointer to give the 
Dutch the go-ahead score. 
x 58 
Eventual N K ^ a i a m p i o n 
x's defense holds 
off the Dutch who come to 
within six points after a 
Snikker three-pointei 
Photo courtesy of Public Relations 
Above: Seated, from left to right: Dani Fegan, Amy Veltkamp, Heather 
Kreuze, Erika Bruinsma, Rachael Kutney, Carrie Snikkers, Courtney Knox, 
Elise Adams, Lauren Geers, and Miranda DeKuiper; Standing-. Coach 
Brian Morehouse, Assistant Coach Dean Morehouse, Junior Varsity Coach 
Colleen Martin, Assistant Junior Varsity Coach Linda Phillips, Assistant 
Coach Colly Carlson, Jessa Boles, Abby Phillips, Allie Cerone, Kaitlyn 
Kopke, Philana Greene, Jenny Cowen, Assistant Coach Morgan Hughes, 
Student Assistant Beth Northuis, Student Assistant Molly Schab, and 
Manager Zach Alderink. 
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Hope 74, IU South Bend 69 
Jesse Reimink ( '09) set a 
DeVos Fieldhouse scoring 
record for a Hope player by 
scoring 30 points. He added 
nine rebounds, three blocked 
shots and five steals. 
Hope 65, Mary grove 49 
Zach Osburn ( '09) and 
David Krombeen ( '11) join 
tournament MVP Reimink 
on the all-tournament team. 
Hope 79, Olivet 70 
Late free throws and a 
three-pointer from Peter 
Bunn ( '11) puts the 
game out of reach for the 
host Comets. 
Hope 92. Olivet 64 
Five Dutchmen score in 
double figures with Chris 
Nelis ( '10) coming off the 
bench to record his first 
double-double with 12 
points and 11 rebounds. 
Hope 69, Calvin 59 
Jtchmen rre the 
lights; wmi their eigBth 
M l A A tournamint 
nship as Raimink 
sinks 25 poiiits. 
Hope 46, Aquinas 58 
The Dutchmen suffer just 
their third loss in 54 games 
played at the Devos 
Fieldhouse. 
Hope 112, Judson 95 
All five Hope starters score 
in double digits as the 
Dutchmen dwarf their 
previous home scoring 
record. 
Hope 64. Calvin 66 
On broadcast television, the 
Flying Dutchmen's final 
shot with five seconds 
remaining rims out of the 
basket, giving rival Calvin 
the win. 
Hope 38, Calvin 63 
Calvin capitalize at the free 
throw line going 15-for-23 
while Hope goes just 4-for-
Below: The Ail-American performance by co-captain 
Jesse Reimink ('09) this season did not go unnoticed 
by the ever growing Dew Crew. 
7. The Dutch held the lead 
with less thail a minute left. 
Hope 5 9 ^ J | p i a t e v i l l e 83 
Platteville'gpes on a run late 
in the first half to command 
the game. Reimink. Bunn, 
and Osburn score in the 
Photo courtesy of Public Relations 
Above: Seated, from left to right: Chns Nelis, Andy Venema, Will Bowser, 
co-captain Jesse Reimink, co-captain Zach Osburn, Brandon Bosch, 
Daniel Cox, and team manager Rob Sterken; Middle row. Kurtis Carroll, 
Kevin Warren, Ty Tanis, Nathaniel King, Peter Bunn, Scott Jungling, Kelvin 
Carter, and David Krombeen; Back row. Athletic Director Ray Smith, 
Assistant Coach Matt Neil, Head Coach Glenn Van Wieren, Assistant 
Coach Tom Davelaar, Student Assistant Adam Green, and Equipment 
Manager Gordon VanderYacht. 
A Leader Emerges 
- Colton Wright 
U 
With only five returning players from last year's MIAA championship 
team, the Flying Dutchmen knew they were in for a bumpy ride, but 
they did not know one of the best players in the nation was with them. 
The impact co-captain Jesse Reimink ('09) had on the rest of the 
season started with the first game. Trailing 68-67 with only 90 seconds 
left to play against visiting Indiana University-South Bend, Reimink took 
charge. He sank the go-ahead three-pointer and followed it with a steal 
and assist to Will Bowser ('11) to clinch the game. 
Reimink led the Dutchmen with 65 steals, 28 blocked shots, an 
average of 7.2 rebounds per game, and led the MIAA in scoring with 
20.8 points per game. 
"It's not often to have a player this well-rounded," said Coach Glenn 
VanWieren. "We all benefited from him, and he's a player you can be 
happy for. He deserved every accolade with all the work he put in." 
Reimink will leave Hope as one of the most decorated athletes of 
all time. He was named the MIAA player of the year, honored as a first-
team Ail-American by D3hoops.com, honored as a second-team State 
Farm All-American, and named by ESPN to the Academic All-District 
first team. 
"Good athletes want the opportunity to be leaders," Coach 
VanWieren said. "We have enough good athletes. I'm confident our 
guys have enough pride in the program that we're going to have 
leaders next year." 
Reimink felt the same way. 'They have a great foundation of guys 
to build from and will pick up some key components along the way," he 
said with confidence. 
Photo courtesy of Public Relations 
Above: The Dutch suffocated the visiting 
Scots offense allowing Albion to shoot 
just 18 out of 55. Left: "We never take 
[the Dew Crew] for granted. It's the real 
beauty of being a part of things at Hope," 
Coach VanWieren said. 
Above: Guard Peter Bunn ('11) ran 
circles around opponents with an 
average of 11.7 points per game. 
Men's Basketball 185 
Record Breaking Together 
Photos courtesy of Dennis Gokey 
Twenty-one fresh pairs of legs donned the Dutch orange and blue 
for their first time this year. Complemented by a solid foundation of 21 
letter winners from 2008, including co-captains Nara Kuiper ('09), Sarah 
Multer ('09), and Emily Vander Meer ('09), the Dutch could not wait to 
take on the rest of the MIAA. 
With a second place finish in the MIAA and a 20th place finish in the 
Division III national championship in 2008, the Flying Dutch were thirsty 
for the same success in 2009. 
"Our freshman class this year was bigger than any other freshman 
class we've had since I have been here," Kuiper said. "They brought a 
lot of energy and enthusiasm. Our team was stronger this year than in 
the past...many school records have fallen." 
Kuiper must have bottled that freshman energy and enthusiasm for 
every meet she ran in. She rewrote the record books twice before the 
season's end with an 11.94 second performance in the 100-meter and 
25.10 seconds in the 200-meter. 
Seniors weren't the only ones making a statement, though. Thrower 
Leoni Grosse ('12) crushed Hope's 22-year-old javelin record three 
times, raising the bar to 147 feet. 
Grosse, an international student from Everswinkel, Germany, cited 
the Dutch's Spring Break trip at Coastal Carolina University in Myrtle 
Beach and Emory University in Atlanta as instrumental to the team's 
success, as well as her own. "We are one team supporting one another 
the best that we can," she said. 
Both Grosse's and Kuiper's performances automatically qualified 
them for the NCAA Division III national championships in May, leaving 
big things in store for the future of an already dominant program. 
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Above: Nora Kuiper ('09) became the 
first MIAA women's track MVP since 
1994. Kuiper earned All-MIAA honors all 
four years. 
Above: VandeGuchte, an All-MIAA 
selection, set the Hope College record in 
the 100m at the Hillsdale Relays. Right: 
Men's All-MIAA selection Jeff Minkus 
('10) bonded well with his Flying Dutch 
teammates. 
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Best Season Performances 
Below: Kara VanderGuchte ('11) passed the baton on to 
teammate Emily Kreichelt ('11) on their way to a provisional 
qualifying time of 48.34 seconds in the 4x100m relay. 
100m Dash 
200m Dash 
400m Dash 
800m Run 
1500m Run 
5000m Run 
10000m Run 
100m Hurdles 
400m Hurdles 
11.90 Nora Kuiper ('09) 
24.75 Kuiper 
1:00.59 Kristen Warriner ('12) 
2:19.67 Kate Nelson ('12) 
4:46.43 Nelson 
18:18.53 Karly Sikma ('12) 
38:44.86 Sarah Multer ('09) 
15.56 Kara VandeGuchte ('11) 
1:07.62 VandeGuchte 
3000m Steeplechase 11:37.77 Luftkin 
High Jump 1.60m Rachel Kutney ('11) 
3.35m Emily VanderMeer ('09) 
5.13m Leonie Grosse ('12) 
11.13m Grosse 
11.71m Courtney Knox ('09) 
40.42m Knox 
30.40m Heidi Grooters ('11) 
44.80m Grosse 
4,313 VandeGuchte 
48.34 Rachel Walton ('12), 
VandeGuchte, 
Emily Kreichelt ('11), Kuiper 
4:08.60 Emily Streelman ('12), 
Nelson, Warriner, 
Ashley Tufnell ('12) 
Pole Vault 
Long Jump 
Triple Jump 
Shot Put 
Discus 
Hammer 
Javelin 
Heptathlon 
4x100m Relay 
4x400m Relay 
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Photo courtesy of Public Relations 
Above: Front row, from left to right: Salome Emmanuel, Kate Nelson, Karly Sikma, Amanda 
Schab, Chelsea Holicki, Cecilia Kovach, Jessica Zomermaand, Sarah Anthony, Katelyn 
Brundige, Claire Bird, Emily Fischer, Alyssa Ambrose, Susan Savasky; Second row: assistant 
coach Sue Addison, Jana Graudins, Bethann Hammer, Lisa Geurink, Kristin Reschke, Jolene 
Jeske, Emily Streelman, Ashley Tufnell, Kristen Warriner, Rachel Walton, Emily VanderMeer, 
Beth Northuis, Rachael Kutney, Sarah Multer, Kelly Lufkin, Katrina Gobrogge, assistant 
coaches Matt Svaboda and Paul MaMe Jhird row. head coach Kevin Cole, Nora Kuiper, Emily 
Kreichelt, Kara VandeGutche, Haleigh Gokey, Courtney Knox, Jacqueline Kirsch, Danielle 
Poll, Tracey Dekoekkoek, Heidi Grooters, Leonie Grosse, Emma Lucas, and Andrea Miller. 
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Best Season Performances 
100m Dash 
200m Dash 
400m Dash 
800m Run 
1500m Run 
5000m Run 
10000m Run 
110m Hurdles 
400m Hurdles 
10.69 Kyle VanderVeen ('12) 
22.15 VanderVeen 
49.86 Frank Previch ('10) 
1:56.49 Nate Love ('12) 
4:03.17 Collin Kooy ('10) 
15:09.42 Rob Bailey ('09) 
32:26.95 Matt Wiersum ('10) 
15.40 Nick Rinck ('11) 
54.88 Rinck 
3000m Steeplechase 9:10.61 Bailey 
High Jump 2.06m John Donkersloot ('11) 
4.10m James Colten ('11) 
6.94m Aaron Treiber ('10) 
14.24m Jeff Minkus ('10) 
12.79m Bryan Dekoekkoek ('10) 
43.99m Dekoekkoek 
37.70m Dekoekkoek 
55.40m Matt Clark ('10) 
42.52 Andrew Schofield ('11), 
Pole Vault 
Long Jump 
Triple Jump 
Shot Put 
Discus 
Hamer 
Javelin 
4x100m Relay 
VanderVeen, Chaz Shelton ('09), Max 
4x400m Relay 3:19.92 Previch, Alex Hull ('12), 
Treiber, Rinck 
4x800m Relay 7:46.22 Brian Hernandez ('12), 
Kooy, Andrew McKeachie ('12), Love 
Below: Co-captain Rob Bailey ('09) continued 
to strive in the 3000m steeplechase where he 
set the Hope record at 9:09.89 last year. 
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Photo courtesy of Public Relations 
Above: Front row, from left to right: Aaron Chew, Brandon Bosch, Jonathan Rodriguez, 
Andrew Schofield, Cameron Lampkin, Kyle Mill, Lucas Wolthuis, Brian Hernandez, Trevan 
Thompson, and Chris Mauney; Second row. assistant coach Sue Addison, Matt Wiersum, 
James Colten, Aaron Treiber, Brandon Siakel, Kyle VanderVeen, Alex Hull, Emery Max, Ryan 
Jara, Kyle Gibson, Rob Bailey, Kent Reschke, and Ben F\r\eout:Third row. head coach Kevin 
Cole, Mike Paas, Jake Manning, Jordan Kelly, Jeff Minkus, Frank Previch, Matt Clark, Kyle 
Arndt, Nick Rinck, Forrest Gordon, Carl Scholten, Carl Dunker, Andrew McKeachie, Colin 
Kooy, Preston Pierson, assistant coaches Matt Svoboda and Paul Markel;Sadc row. Josh 
Echtinaw, Charles Gamble, Dezmon Fulton, Sean Bergsma, Sean Squires, Bryan 
Dekoekkoek, John Donkersloot, Christian Calyore, Nate Love, Zak Vossen, Jordan 
Richardson, and Paul VanderVelde. 
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The men's track team began training for their spring season in the 
fall and continued throughout the frigid winter. Early morning and late 
night practices in the Dow and DeWitt Tennis Center kept things tiring 
but productive. 
Separating the team into different groups, distance, jumps, sprints 
and throws, posed the danger of creating four distinct teams instead of 
one. But Co-Captain Rob Bailey ('09) commended his teammates for 
branching out of their groups and remaining one team. 
Their Spring Break trip at the Coastal Carolina Invitational in Florida 
and the Emory Invitational in Atlanta promoted team unity. "It was fun 
to train and compete in warm weather, but more importantly we got to 
spend a week with our teammates," vaulter Forrest Gordon ('09) said. 
With 26 returning letter-winners and led by Co-Captains Bailey and 
Jeff Minkus ('10), the Dutchmen found success in the warm Gulf Coast. 
Seven athletes, including both captains, placed first in their respective 
events to give Hope third place out of 17 teams at Emory University. 
James Donkersloot ('11) posted an astonishing 6'9" high jump to qualify 
for the NCAA Division III national championships in May. 
The Dutchmen returned from Spring Break eager to improve on 
their second place MIAA finish last year. They had their shot at the 
MIAA Jamboree held at Adrian, but fell just seven points shy of Calvin 
for second place. 
Despite the loss at the Jamboree, the men's track team felt 
confident about their performance. "This year was the best opportunity 
to show the MIAA what Hope Track is made out of. The Jamboree 
showed us that we have the ability to compete at the very top of the 
conference," Bailey said. 
Li 
Above: Matt Clark ('10) put his whole 
body into his team leading 55.39m in the 
javelin throw. Left: Frank Previch ('10) 
exploded off the starting block to win the 
400m at the MIAA Jamboree in Adrian. 
Photos courtesy of Dennis Gokey 
Above: 2008 All-MIAA selection 
Cameron Lampkin ('11) hustled to the 
finish line in 11.06 seconds to claim the 
100m dash. 
Men's Track 189 
On a Roll to Perfec 
- Colton Wright 
In interesting fashion, the Lady Dutch may clinch their first MIAA 
title in nine years, with perhaps their youngest team ever. 
With Captain Samantha Stille ('09), a repeat All-MIAA selection, at 
the helm, Hope steered itself toward the MIAA title. After a dismal 
defeat to the visiting Grand Valley Lakers ranked 23rd in Division II, the 
Dutch went on a roll behind the doubles tandems of high school 
teammates Stille and Danielle Werley ('10) and Katherine Garcia ('11) 
and Nicole Spagnuolo ('11). 
The pairings fit magically. After the loss to GVSU, Hope defeated 
last year's MIAA first and second teams, Albion and Calvin respectively. 
With both MIAA favorites behind them, the Dutch set theirs sights on 
three more teams. 
Kenyon, Aquinas, and Trine never stood a chance. Led by Stille, 
Werley, Garcia, and Spagnuolu, the Dutch celebrated the success of 
three consecutive shutouts. 
"We have depth and it is great," Werley said. "It does not feel like a 
young team at all. We mesh together so well as a team, and I don't 
think there are many teams that get along as well as we do." 
Newcomer Audrey Schultz ('12) couldn't agree more. "We're like a 
little sorority. We're very open with each other and talk about 
everything," she said. 
According to Werley, late movie nights and an overall fun 
atmosphere gave the Lady Dutch an edge over their opponents. "This 
year, we had our first team lock-in at the DeWitt Tennis Center with the 
guys' team," Werley said. "We are very close with them. We played 
tennis and dodge ball until about 2 a.m." 
With a young and tight-knit ensemble of players returning next year, 
expect similar strong results from the Lady Dutch. 
Photo courtesy of Public Relations 
Above: "Coach Page is great. She 
motivates us, and she's our best 
cheerleader. We've missed her presence 
everyday since she has been gone," said 
Danielle Werley ('10). 
Above: Nicole Spagnuolo ('11) and 
Katherine Garcia ('11) complemented 
each other perfectly in doubles matches. 
Right: Audrey Schultz ('12) felt 
immediately comfortable with her 
collegiate teammates. 
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Below: Captain Samantha Stille ('09) earned her fourth All-
MIAA selection with her team leading 15 singles wins. Stille 
leaves Hope with 108 singles and doubles victories. 
Hope 6, Albion 3 
The Flying Dutch start the 
regular season off with a 
win over the five-time 
MIAA champions. 
Hope 6, Kenyon 0 
NCAC champion runner-
up Kenyon College 
cannot stop Katherine 
Garcia ('11) and the rest 
of the Flying Dutch. 
Hope 9, Trine 0 
Garcia, Nicole Spagnuolo 
('11), Marissa Kooyers 
('10), Mia Savagian ('12), 
and Danielle Werley ('10) 
go perfect in their 
singles matches. 
Hope 9, Adrian 0 
Garcia and Spagnuolo 
continue their perfect 
doubles record as they 
slam the Bulldogs. 
Hope 5, Calvin 4 
Hope delivers the Knights 
their only MIAA loss of the 
season. 
Hope 9, Aquinas 0 
Captain Samantha Stille 
('09) blasts past Aquinas' 
best with a perfect 6-0, 
6-0 singles victory. 
Hope 7, Kalamazoo 2 
Hope records another 
lopsided win with a 
victory over last year's 
co-champions. 
Hope 8, Saint Mary's 1 
Lucy Himes ('10) and 
Elizabeth Olson ('10) go 
8-0 in their doubles 
match. Hope 9, Olivet 0 
perfect MIAA season with 
0 
inate their 
bowed to 
Mary Washington in the 
second round. 
Photo courtesy of Public Relations 
Above: from left to right: Danielle Werley, Mia Savagian, Audrey Schultz, 
Samantha Stille, Nicole Spagnuolo, Lucy Himes, Elizabeth Olson, Marissa 
Kooyers, Kristen Marsh, Katie Sawyer, and Katherine Garcia. 
Women's Tennis 191 
Hope 4, Grand Valley 5 
The Dutchmen open the 
regular season with a 
close loss to visiting 
Division II GVSU. 
Hope 9, Adrian 0 
The Bulldogs are all 
bark and no bite as the 
Dutchmen cruise to 
their first MIAA win of 
the season. 
Hope 5, Wooster 0 
The Flying Dutchmen 
deliver Wooster its third 
loss of the season with a 
dominating all-around 
performance. 
Hope 3, Kalamazoo 6 
The Dutchmen fall to the 
MIAA leading Hornets as 
Pelton and Jungling 
continue their strong 
seasons. 
Hope 6, Albion 3 
matche 
home cro 
Hope 5, Aquinas 4 
John Pelton ('09) wins all 
but one game against 
Aquinas' best. 
Below: Coach Steve Gorno's Dutchmen were honored with the 
ITA National Team Sportsmanship Award for their exceptional 
character and ethical conduct in the spirit of collegiate tennis. 
Hope 8, Trine 1 
Scott Jungling ('10) and 
Mike Garland ('10) win 8-3 
in their doubles match 
against the Thunder. 
Hope 3, Denison 6 
Pelton and John Gardner 
('10) record Hope's only 
three scores with their 
individual matches and 
doubles match. 
Hope 6, Calvin 3 
Pelton defeats fellow 
2008 All-MIAA opponent 
with two perfect match 
scores. 
m m m 
Hope 8, Alma 1 
Tyler Depke ('09) and Jon 
Lautz ('11) record an 8-3 
victory over the Scots in 
their doubles match. 
Photos courtesy of Public Relations 
Above: Kneeling, from left to right: Scott Jungling, Kyle McKey, Brad 
Boelkins, Tyler Depke, Jon Lautz, and John Gardner; Standing: Coach 
Steve Gorno, Alex Hughes, Mike Garland, Zach Hoernschemeyer, John 
Schlotz, Jeff Vredenburg, John Pelton, Zach Huber, and assistant coach 
Steve Malevitz. 
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Team Bonding 
- Colton Wright 
There may not be a closer-knit team of guys on Hope's campus 
than this year's tennis team. Whether it was playing on the court or line 
dancing on the dance floor with the women's team, the guys found a 
way to bond - sometimes, at the expense of Coach Gome's liking. 
"Coach didn't really care too much for the Mohawks and trash 
'staches," said Jon Lautz ('11). "It was the second year in a row we did 
it, and both times he had us shave them off." 
That togetherness played out well for the Dutchmen. Knowing each 
team member well and being comfortable with each other translated to 
success on the tennis court. 
The doubles matches success of John Gardner ('10) and co-captain 
John Pelton ('09) came straight from their strong rapport. 
"We know how each other plays, our favorite shots, what shots the 
other is going to hit, and maybe most importantly, we have played 
enough to figure out a successful game plan that plays into our 
strengths," Gardner said. 
Only in the final game of the GLCA Tournament hosted by Wabash 
and DePauw University did someone tarnish Gardner and Pelton's 
perfect record. 
Hope nearly defeated visiting Grand Valley State University behind 
the tandem's veteran skill. Pelton recorded a 6-0, 6-4 victory over 
GVSU's "2008 ITA Great Lake Region Tennis Player to Watch." 
Gardner followed suit with his own 6-3, 10-8 victory. The pair then 
delivered an 8-4 loss to GVSU's best. 
"The greatest advantage of seniority this season has been our 
emotions," Gardner said. "We, as a team, want our hard work to pay off 
and have come to realize that this is our last year as this team." 
Above; All-MIAA honoree John Gardner ('10) compiled an exceptional doubles record 
for the Dutchmen finishing 21 -2. Left: Co-captain John Pelton ('09) rallied his way to 
multiple accolades on his way to a 20-1 season record. Pelton earned All-MIAA 
honors, the lAA's Stowe Sportsmanship award, and his second invitation to the NCAA 
Division III tennis singles tournament. 
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Launching Pad 
- Colton Wright 
If a ball doesn't launch past the outfield fence at Welters Stadium, 
there must not be a softball game that day. Or at least co-captain 
Kelli Duimstra ('09) wasn't there. 
The senior first baseman and clean-up hitter set an MIAA softball 
record for most home runs in a season, with more than seven games 
left to go. Her home run against visiting Calvin in extra innings 
symbolized all she brought to the diamond. 
"When Kelli hit her home run versus Calvin, it was such a relief," 
designated hitter Kori Nieuwsma ('11) said. "We had played such 
good defense and Michelle [Marra] had pitched a great game. It was 
rewarding to watch Kelli's hit soar over two fences." 
Nieuwsma enjoyed a successful season as well, batting .313 while 
slugging at a .567 pace, second only to Duimstra. 
Though young, the Dutch stayed strong opposite of the batter's 
box. Behind Michelle Marra ('11) and Deidra Enochs ('10), Hope 
delivered a one-two punch that kept opponents guessing. Behind only 
Adrian and Saint Mary's, the Dutch pitchers recorded the third best 
ERA. 
Marra even managed to keep the roaring Bulldogs in the pound 
with six strikeouts. Second baseman and pitcher Andrea Reinecke 
('11) called it the greatest and most intense game of the season. 
"Everyone gets along so well, and we all enjoy playing with each 
other," Reinecke said. "We are all very confident In each other, too. 
Nobody ever loses faith in anybody. It's great." 
Above: Speedy outfielder Erica Smith 
('10) swiped eight bases while batting 
.308 for the season. Smith earned 2nd 
team All-MIAA honors. 
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Above: Catcher Abby Phillips ('11 
showed her leadership and a cannon 
behind the plate. Right: Michelle Marra 
('11) made sure to deliver on the mound 
as she recorded a minuscule 2.93 ERA. 
Below: MIAA MVP Kelli Duimstra ('09), far left, led a Flying 
Dutch squad that belted a conference-leading 30 home runs. 
Duimstra was also the spark to their victory over visiting Calvin. 
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Hope 13, Concordia 3 
The Flying Dutch start 
the year off with a bang 
as they send five balls 
out of the ballpark. 
Hope 1, Carthage 2 
Outfielder Suzie 
Stevenson ('11) records 
the only run of the 
game with her second 
homerun of the year. 
Hope 2, Alma 3 
DH Kori Nieuwsma's 
('11) three hits, including 
her fourth homerun of 
the season, cannot keep 
the Scots at bay. 
Hope 4, Calvin 1 
First baseman Kelli 
Duimstra ('09) opens the 
eighth inning with a two-
run blast to put the 
Dutch on the board. 
Hope 7, Saint Mary's 0 
Deidra Enochs ('10) 
throws;her sixth career 
shutout while Duimstra 
blasts a grand sl|irrf. | 
Hope 9, St. Norbert 4 
A game-ending triple play 
seals the deal for Hope 
who has five players 
record multiple hits. 
Hope 1, Olivet 0 
Michelle Marra's ('11) 
stellar eight-inning 
pitching performance 
leads the Dutch past the 
visiting Comets. 
Hope 12, Albion 7 
The Britons cannot 
contain the Flying Dutch 
who explode with 11 
homeruns on the day. 
Hope 5, Adrian 4 
The Flying Dutch topple 
the Central Region #1 
Bulldogs behind Marra's 
six strikeouts. 
•k 1 
Hope f , Blackburn t f l 
Leadoff hitter Erica Smith 
('10) gets On base early ; 
and often as the D i ^ h ^ 
control the game. 
Photo courtesy of Public Relations 
Above: Front row, from left to right: Erica Smith, Anne Henrichs, Stephanie 
Faber, Andie Brower, Ashley VanderLaan, Hannah Schouten, and Abby 
Phillips; Second row. Kori Nieuwsma, Kirstin Robinson, Kali Pierson, 
Andrea Reinecke, Kylie Padgett, Krista Liverance, Kelly Mulcahy, and 
Suzie Stevenson; Third row. head coach Karla Wolters, manager Katie 
Garrett, Deidra Enochs, Beth Yahraus, Maddie Garcia, Kelli Duimstra, 
Michelle Marra, assistant coaches Sharon DeKleine and Kylee Zomerlei. 
Hope 14, Edgewood 12 
The Dutchmen's bats 
explode for their first 
win with catcher Jon 
Ponte's ('12) four hits 
leading the way. 
Hope 6, Mass-Boston 5 
Alex Fryer's ('10) 
sacrifice bunt followed by 
Dustin Wuis' ('09) clutch 
RBI single in the bottom 
of the seventh gives the 
Dutch the win. 
Hope 3, Olivet 5 
Reliever Adam Clements 
('12) keeps the Comets 
hitless in the sixth and 
seventh but Hope 
cannot battle back. 
Hope 10, Albion 1 
Wuis goes on a 
hot-streak with three 
hits including his first 
collegiate home run. 
Hope 5, Trine 4 
el Dekker,f10) 
he door on the 
in the seventh 
mg after Hope's 
ree-run inninq. 
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Hope 8, Millikin 7 
Down 4-5 in the bottom of 
the sixth, outfielders Scott 
Snyder ('10) and Drew 
Carmody ('11) put Hope 
ahead with back-to-back 
triples. 
Hope 5, Olivet 3 
Robby Poll ('10) goes the 
distance with 11 Ks and 
allows just five hits for the 
Dutchmen's first MIAA 
victory. 
Hope 6, Calvin 5 
Fan-filled Boeve Stadium 
erupts as the Dutchmen 
come from behind in the 
bottom of the seventh. 
Hope 8, Albion 0 
Derek Fairchild ('11) 
blanks the Britons with 
the first no-hitter for 
Hope in 14 years. 
Below: It took a while for the Dutchmen to get back to winning 
form, but they did it in impressive fashion. Hope finished the 
year on a 10-3 game run while batting .309 for the season. 
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with stellar con,plete 
game performances. 
Photo courtesy of Public Relations 
Above: Front row, from left to right: Adam Clements, Alex Reuter, Cory 
Gowman, Alex Fryer, Scott Snyder, Steven Esbin, Chris Mattson, and 
Michael Dekker; Second row. Wyatt Curry, Derek Fairchild, Jon Ponte, 
Steve Tompkins, Andrew Klinkman, Matt VanderVelde, Steve Lewis, 
Robby Poll, Jake Bajema, David Winters, Brian Guerriero, Pete Zessin, 
assistant coach Rich Hayes; Third row. assistant coaches Brock Doud, 
Rob Boeve and Rick Huisman, Zach VanNoord, Drew Carmody, Danny 
Detmar, Shawn Grose, Dustin Wuis, Colton Bodre, Matt Richardson, 
assistant coaches Garrett Anderson and Chad Ruby, head coach Stu Fritz. 
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Looking to the Future 
- Colton Wright 
Coming into the season, the Dutchmen held their sights high as 
they looked to rebound from their 2008 season to their customary 
dominance of the MIAA. Unfortunately, the pressure of the MIAA 
caught up to Hope, and it was the Dutchmen battling back. 
"We hung in there and battled the whole season. All you can 
ask for is to keep fighting and to approach one game at a time," 
starting pitcher Shawn Grose ('09) said. 
Their battle paid off. The Dutchmen fought back to stake claim 
to a 15-13 MIAA record. Only Adrian and Calvin stayed ahead of 
Hope. 
Hope did have something the rest of the MIAA did nott: a no-
hitter and near perfect game thrown by Derek Fairchild ('11). "It's 
something a pitcher dreams about all his life, but I never thought I 
would throw my first one in college," Fairchild said. "It was an 
amazing experience and a lot of fun." 
Fairchild headlines a talented, young pitching staff returning in 
2010. On the mound is where the Dutchmen look to improve and 
build around. Two newcomers in particular closed out the season 
in foreshadowing fashion. 
In their last battle of the season, Danny Detmar ('12) and Adam 
Clements ('12) put on a pitching display. In game one against the 
Alma Scots, Clements tossed a four hit, one run complete game. In 
game two, Detmar dominated over nine Innings as he allowed only 
two hits. 
"There's some great talent returning next year, and there's the 
desire for an MIAA championship in the minds of all the players 
and coaches. It'll be an exciting 2010 season for the Dutchmen," 
Grose said. 
Photo courtesy of Public Relations 
Above: Back from shoulder surgery, 
Derek Fairchild ('11) delivered an eight 
strikeout gem against Trine for Hope's 
first no-hitter since 1995. Left: At 6'8" 
Shawn Grose's ('09) fastballs proved 
problematic for MIAA opponents. 
• 
Above: Outfielder Scott Snyder ('10) and 
the rest of the Dutchmen overpowered 
the Albion Britons for a four-game 
sweep. The speedy Snyder swiped 11 
bags on the season. 
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One of the Best 
- David Hunyadi 
This year's Flying Dutch squad was one of the best ever. For the 
first time in their 19-year history, the women's golf team earned a 
national ranking by Golf Magazine. The Golf World Division III poll, 
decided by the National Golf Coaches Association, ranked Hope 25th 
in the nation. 
The MIAA turned into a powerhouse conference in 2009, with 
league champion Olivet ranking 13th and runner-up Saint Mary's 
ranking 23rd nationally. 
Interestingly enough, Hope's nationally ranked squad didn't have 
12 seniors hitting the links. Instead, eight freshmen and two 
sophomores joined Captain Cassie Sneller ('10) and Sarah Lokers ('09) 
for the monumental season. 
"The most important part of being a leader for me is being there for 
the girls," Sneller said. "In the past, I looked up to my former captains, 
so I am trying to follow in their footsteps. All of us have different 
backgrounds, different majors, different interests, et cetera, but we all 
share the love for the game of golf." 
MIAA 1st Team honoree Megan Scholten ('12) responded to 
Sneller's leadership. The freshman finished just three strokes behind 
the MIAA stroke leader at the fall season's conclusion. 
^ • 4 
Sneller thinks that success can continue into the spring season. 
"It's definitely different [having a split season], but over the past few 
years, I have gotten used to it," she said. 
The split season has not affected the Dutch as a team, however. 
Sneller, Scholten, Emily Atsma ('12), Sasha Burau ('12), and Lauren 
Zandra ('12) combined for a 662-stroke performance, earning Hope a 
fourth place finish out of 15 teams at the Millikin University Spring 
Classic. 
• 
Above: Sasha Burau ('12) and the rest of 
the Flying Dutch newcomers set their 
sights on Hope's first national golf ranking. 
• f** a • 
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Above: The young Dutch hope to ride 
their success into next season and knock 
off nationally ranked Saint Mary's and 
Olivet. Right: Captain Cassie Sneller 
('10) capped her 2nd Team All-MIAA 
performance with a co-medalist award at 
the final NCAA qualifying round. 
Below: The rest of the MIAA could only watch as All-MIAA 
selection Megan Scholten ('12) drove her way to the third 
best course average. 
Hope Invite, 356 - 1st 
Caitlin McDougall ('12) 
sinks a hole-in-one on 
the 130-yard par three 
12th hole. 
Trine Invite, 339 - 5th 
Emily Atsma ('12) 
shoots a 42 on both 
nine holes for the first 
weekend tournament 
held by the Thunder. 
MIAA Jamboree at 
Calvin, 333 - 3rd 
Scholten and Sneller 
shoot in the top 10 as 
the Dutch come within 
six shots of first place. 
Manchester Invite, 
341 - 2nd 
Lauren Zandstra ('12) 
leads Hope B shooting 
an 84 on the course. 
MIAA Tournament, 
705 - 3rd 
Scholten hits a 79 on 
the first 18 holes of the 
36-hole championship. 
, : . • 
MIAA Jamboree at Saint 
Mary's, 336 - 2nd 
Cassie Sneller ('10) 
records the lowest nine 
hole score of 38 for the 
tournament. 
MIAA Jamboree at Trine, 
332 - 3rd 
Atsma and 1st Team All 
MIAA selection Megan 
Scholten ('12) tie for ninth 
place on the Dutch's 
second day at Trine. 
MIAA Jamboree at 
Adrian, 347 - 2nd 
Olivet dominates the 
field but Sneller records 
the only sub-40 score on 
the front nine. 
Hope Invite, 349 - 1st 
Both Dutch teams finish 
one, two with Sneller 
being named medalist. 
3
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McCarty ('Jl 2) earn co-
medalist honors for the 
season-ending qualifier. 
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Photos courtesy of Public Relations 
Above: From left to right: assistant coach Greg Stafford, Lindsey 
Springstroh, Sasha Burau, Andrea McCarty, Katie Blodgett, Margaret 
Livingston, Emil Atsma, Jori Niemann, Megan Scholten, Cassie Sneller, 
Sarah Lokers, Caitlin McDougall, Lauren Zandstra, and head coach 
Eva Dean Folkert. 
•• 
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MIAA Jamboree at Alma, 
303 - 3rd 
A mixture of young and 
old lead the Dutchmen 
as D.J. Scholten ('09) 
and Nick Campbell ('12) 
shoot 76 on the day. 
MIAA Jamboree at 
Albion, 313 - 2nd 
Olivet tops the Dutchmen 
by three strokes for the 
Jamboree #3 victory. 
MIAA Jamboree at 
Trine, 292 - 2nd 
Strock hits a league 
course record 
68 at Zollner golf course. 
MIAA Jamboree at 
Calvin, 311 - 3rd 
Hope stays on the heels 
of this year's MIAA 
throne challenger Olivet 
behind Strock's league-
leading performance. 
Ohio Wesleyan, 
618-4th 
:k shoots a 72 and 
E 7 9 for a top 10 finish 
as the Dutchmen finish 
MIAA Jamboree at Olivet, 
303 - 2nd 
The Dutchmen move up 
in the rankings as Captain 
Steven Strock ('10) and 
Don Kring ('09) tie for fifth 
place shooting 75. 
MIAA Jamboree at 
Adrian, 296 - 3rd 
Strock, Kring, and Chris 
Ansel ('11) finish in the 
top 10 with sub-74 
scores. 
MIAA Jamboree at 
Hope, 292 - 2nd 
The Olivet Comets 
overtake the Dutchmen 
by one stroke to win 
another Jamboree. 
MIAA Jamboree at 
Kalamazoo, 310 - 2nd 
Ansel leads the 
Dutchmen to a tie with 
the Albion Britons 
Below: "Seeing [assistant coach Ryan Sheets] in the 
condition he was in made me thankful for my health and 
just being able to play golf," said MIAA seasonal medalist 
and Captain Steven Strock ('10). 
-.^.s , / . : . '- ^ 
holes for the second best 
course finish 
Photos courtesy of Public Relations 
Above: Front row, from left to right: Steven Strock, Dan Oumedian, Donald 
Kring, Donald Scholten, Joshua Jelenek, and Chris Ansel; Standing: head 
coach Bob Ebels, Andrew Thomson, Nicholas Campbell, Caleb Nykamp, 
Joshua Wylie, Chris Harwood, Nicholas Rollick, and assistant coach Ryan 
Sheets. 
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Thankful Golfers 
- David Hunyadi 
W . -
Hope battled the Olivet Comets for the MIAA championship all year. 
Although the Dutchmen entered the season with six straight MIAA titles, 
the ball didn't land, bounce, and roll their way this year, leaving the 
Comets to squeak out the championship. 
Steve Strock ('10) did not let the Comets take Hope's other coveted 
accolade, however. With a season average of one over par at 73, 
Strock became the 10th Dutchmen in 11 years to claim league MVP 
honors. 
Finishing just three strokes behind Strock, newcomer Nick Campbell 
('12) found his swing early in the season. In the season opening OC Lou 
Collins Classic, Campbell shot one under Strock for the lowest 
Dutchmen score. 
Campbell said that he expected himself to contribute. "I really didn't 
see myself as a freshman but more as just a part of the team that was 
expected to play a specific role and perform to a certain level," he 
explained. 
Seniors D.J. Scholten ('09) and Don Kring ('09) pushed the young 
Campbell as well. Ultimately, his 76.6 score average earned him 2nd 
Team All-MIAA. 
Another former 2nd Team All-MIAA honoree came back this 
season to mentor the young team. Hope graduate Ryan Sheets ('07) 
provided the team with leadership as assistant coach, but a serious car 
accident shortly after the fall season sidelined him for part of the spring. 
"That rocked us all to the core. By the spring, he was well into his 
recovery and therapy, so I wouldn't say it affected our play, but I can | 
tell you it affected us all on a deep personal level. We are all very 
proud of the progress he has made and we still are praying for him," 
Campbell said. 
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Above: Don Kring ('09) putted his way to 
two top 10 finishes in the MIAA 
Jamborees. Left: Newcomer Nick 
Campbell's ('12) consistency earned him 
a 2nd Team All-MIAA selection. 
Above: D.J. Scholten ('09) finished the 
season with a 78-shot course average. 
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Always Ready to 
- Colton Wright 
Rain, snow, sleet or hail, these girls are going to play. Battling 
through the freezing early March to mid-April season, the Flying 
Dutch huddled together for warmth. 
For Allison VanderVliet ('11), the Illinois tournament against 
Wheaton highlighted the short season. "The tournament was fun 
because we spent the whole weekend as a team, and that's when a 
lot of the bonding happened," she said. "Against Wheaton, we had 
rain, snow, thunder and lightning. It seems like everyday we played it 
was raining, and if it wasn't, then it was really cold." 
A record number of Lady Dutch lined the field this year, and for 
their first time, the Dutch competed on Hope's campus. Calvin and 
Western Michigan took on the Dutch at Buys Field. 
Though they didn't post a home victory, Hope went on the road 
for their first win against St. Mary's College. 
The team has come a long way over the past four years when 
lacrosse first became a club sport at Hope. 
"Each year, the number of girls with playing experience 
increases," said team president Tracy Benjamin ('09). Trr^excited for 
the program's future and hope for varsity status soon. The memories 
that will stick out to me the most from being part of the lacrosse team 
are the times spent getting to know the girls both on and off the field. 
From traveling to games, team bonding activities, and fundraising, 
we've gotten really close." 
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Above: "No matter how awful the weather was, I'd always look forward to lacrosse 
because of our amazing girls," #39 Halie Wenhold ('12) said. Right: "I've been 
playing lacrosse for five years now, and I've never played for a more cohesive and 
fun team. What's great about our program is that anybody can play," #2 Jaime 
Benjamin ('12) said. 
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Below: Buys Field played host to the Flying Dutch's first home game on Hope's campus. 
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Photos courtesy of David Benjamin 
Above: Front, from left to right: Jamie Benjamin and Tracy Benjamin; 
Second row. Ashley Timpner, Breanna McGann, Halie Wenhold, Janelle 
Schofield, Hillary Johnson, Emily Eberts, Sarah Shier, and Sarah 
VanZanten; Third row. Courtney Dernberger, Abby Gaskell, Kirsten 
Lagowski, Elizabeth Burks, Stephanie Skaff, Krista Pajor, Katie Anderson, 
and Erin Carmody; Fourth row. Kelly Robbins, Erin Carmody, Brooke 
McBride, Lori Zimmerman, Rachel Jantz, Allison VanderVliet, Megan 
Timmer, Jeana Longoria, and Briana Bennett. 
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Hope 13, Oakland 17 
On a cold, rainy day in 
Auburn Hills, the 
Flying Dutchmen slip 
to the Grizzlies in the 
second quarter. 
Hope 19, Aquinas 11 
Pieter Norden ('11) 
thwarts the Saint's 
second-half comeback 
attempt with 18 saves 
in the cage. 
Hope 17, Wheaton 13 
Hope goes undefeated 
in the Holy Wars 
Tournament hosted 
by Wheaton. 
Hope 21, Saginaw Valley 5 
Eric Weber ('11), the 
national player of the 
week, dominated the 
Cardinals with eight 
first-half goals. Hope 
led 16-1 at halftime. 
Hope 16, Oakland 15 
Dillic 
avenges i 
loss to the 
the 
Hope 14, Calvin 6 
The Rivalry continues 
and turns physical with 
the Dutchmen compiling 
12:30 of penalty minutes. 
Hope 11, UofM Dearborn 5 
The Wolves' physical 
play cannot stop the 
Dutchmen's attack. 
Hope 15, Dordt 4 
Allen Campbell ('11) 
records four goals and 
eight assists. 
Hope 18, Calvin 8 
In the second half, 
Duncan Wierengo ('10) 
and Ryan Holmes ('12) 
spearhead a stifling 
defense that limited the 
Knights to just two shots. 
Below: COLA Division II Offensive Player-of-the-Year Eric Weber 
('11) fought through a heard of opponents on his way to 78 goals 
on the season. Weber led in scoring for the second straight season. 
Hope 17, Davenport 20 
The Dutchmen battle the 
#2 nationally ranked 
Panthers to a tie with just 
two minutes left. 
Photo courtesy of Public Relations 
Above: Front row, from left to right: Dillon Fink, Allen Campbell, Duncan 
Wierengo, Pat McElgunn, Bryan Kunkler, Noah Busman, and Keegan 
Aguilera; Second row. Nick Zupanich, Pieter Norden, Dan Burns, Eric 
Weber, Brad VandeVusse, Nick Leonard, Chris Wendt, and Dan Glaser; 
Third row. Nick McBride, Brent Martin, Ryan Holmes, Brad Machiela, Ron 
Radcliffe, Dr. Todd Harburn, assistant coach Tyler Osburn, head coach 
Michael Schanhals, and Billy Woodard. 
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W elcome to the Play-offs 
- Colton Wright 
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When youth and talent come together, there's no telling how far a 
team may go. With the player-of-the-year and the coach-of-the-year on 
their side, the Flying Dutchmen found themselves in a new uncharted 
territory. 
For the first time since their formation as a sport at Hope, the men's 
lacrosse team battled and bruised opponents on their way to the 
playoffs. Even Calvin, who held a four-year winning streak against 
Hope, left the field scared. The Knights dropped two games to coach 
Mike Schanhals' Dutchmen. 
"Most teams underestimated our ability to compete at the next 
level," midfielder Nick McBride ('11) said. "Scoring and playing like we 
did, we consistently showed other teams and the league as a whole 
that we could compete at the next level." 
They did more than just compete - they dominated. Behind CCLA 
Division II Offensive Player-of-the-Year and MCLA All-American Eric 
Weber ('11), the Dutchmen scored plenty and often. Their 189 to 126 
scoring advantage over opponents left Hope with a national LaxPower 
ranking of 13th in the nation. 
Going into the CCLA conference tournament as the lowest seed, 
Hope was ready for a fight. Game one pitted the Oakland University 
Grizzlies against the Dutchmen. The Grizzlies delivered Hope their 
season opening loss. 
Weber and All-CCLA second team honorees Allen Campbell ('11) 
and Duncan Wierengo ('10) returned the favor, upsetting Oakland 16-15 
in the opening round. 
"Even though we didn't win the championship, we proved something 
to ourselves and the league," McBride said. "We aren't a joke or a fluke. 
We'll be back." 
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Photo courtesy of Public Relations 
Above: One way or another, midfielder Brent Martin ('11) scooped 93 ground balls on 
his way to All-CCLA honorable mention honors. Left: In arguably the Dutchmen's 
most dominating season performance, midfielder Keegan Aguilera ('12) fought past 
the visiting Albion Britons for two goals. 
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We Will Rock You 
/ 
- Colton Wright 
In arguably the most intense game of the six-month season, the 
Flying Dutchmen battled their rival Knights in front of a sold-out, 
orange and blue laden crowd. The maroon and gold crowd never 
stood a chance as Dutch supporters surrounded and engulfed the 
Knight crowd. 
Their support did not go unnoticed. Alec Brooks ('10) slid behind 
the Calvin defense with help from Anders DeJong ('09) and Michael 
Bazydlo ('11) for the opening goal of the game. 
Bazydlo, who missed much of the early season because of knee 
surgery, appreciated the cheers from the elbow-to-elbow crowd but 
directed their praises to the masked man guarding the net. "The team 
wasn't playing its best game, but our senior goalie Mike Headley 
played a great game and basically won it for us," said Bazydlo. 
Headley ('09) was the center of a barrage of shots. By the end of 
the night, Headley deflected 34 of 36 shots in regulation and three of 
four in the shootout. 
In the adrenaline raged shootout that preceded two heart-
wrenching overtime draws, Chris Kunnen ('12) and captain Ryan Kelly 
('09) flicked shots that stunned the crowd. 
Kunnen continued his strong freshman campaign with several 
honors: second team ACHA Ail-American, first team ACHA All-
Tournament, All-North Region, and first team All-Conference. 
Though the Dutch went on to finish ninth in the 16-team field with a 
2-2 record, the team still valued the experience. "Even though we 
didn't win it all, it was still a blast to skip school and play hockey for 
four days straight in New York," Bazydlo said. 
Above: Concentrating on the puck. Right: Anders DeJong ('09) dashed through 
opponents for nine goals while also recording nine assists. 
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Below: Captain Ryan Kelly ('09) managed to spread the puck 
around with 20 goals and 21 assists on the season. 
Hope 11, Jackson CC 2 
Nine Dutchmen record goals 
in the lopsided contest. Matt 
Schrader (' 10) records the 
first goal unassisted. 
Hope 9, Lansing CC 2 
In their first of two 
consecutive wins over 
the Stars, the Dutchmen 
continue their strong 
early season. 
Hope 6. Oakland 
Matt Schrader records a hat 
trick on his way to 14 goals 
for the season. 
Hope 9, Embry-Riddle 0 
The Dutch defense 
allows just 14 shots on 
goalkeeper Dave 
Nowicki ('12). 
Hope 4, Adrian 3 
Brett Kopinski ('11) 
extends the game with one 
goal and wins it in overtime 
with the next goal. 
Hope 7, Calvin 4 
The Knights do not stand a 
chance as Chris Kunnen 
('12) scores two goals and 
two assists for the Dutch. 
Hope 7, Lawrence Tech 4 
Mike Ruszkowski (TO) 
takes three assists from 
Anders DeJong ('09) for a 
Hope 3, Calvin 2 
In front of a sellout home 
crowd, Kunnen and captain 
Ryan Kelly ('09) bring home 
the win in a shootout. 
Hope 4, Grand Valley 3 
The Laxers take six shots i 
the shootout. |)ut Schrader 
• l i l m Sonneveldi ( f 0) | and Aus 
Hope 4, Delta College 2 
Kelly and Kopinski 
combine for two goals each 
in the season finale. 
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Photo courtesy of Public Relations 
Above : Bottom row, from left to right: Dave Nowicki, Dan DeHaan, Anders 
DeJong, Austin Sonneveldt, Ryan Kelly, Jake Dickinson, Dan Bolt, Jon 
Hatfield, and Mike Headley; Middle row. Jeff Stusick, Brett Kopinski, 
Patrick Newhall, Cory Gowman, Alec Brooks, Will Guerin, Kyle Plachta, 
Mike Ruszkowski, Mike Bazydlo, and Drew Reyelts; Back row. Scott Van 
Timmeren, Evan Dekker, Dave DeVries, Zach White, Matt Schrader, Chris 
Kunnen, Geoff Hall, Troy Meiners, Andrew Haggerty, and coach Chris Van 
Timmeren. 
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getting • involved 
groups 
1 
208 Uroups 
group [groop] n 1. Two or more figures forming a 
complete unit in a composition 2. a number of 
individuals assembled together or having some unifying 
relationship 3. how students get acquainted within the 
community of Hope College. 
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Right: Students lined up in their 
respective dorms to fill out housing 
paperwork upon arrival. Below: All 
freshmen were assigned to orientation 
groups led by upperclassmen. This 
gave students the opportunity to learn 
about Hope and get acquainted with one 
another during Orientation Weekend. 
W elcome 
Vehicles crammed with clothes and 
supplies, lined the streets of campus while 
families unloaded their freshman's 
belongings and move them in to a new 
place. Despite the smug heat of the 
summer, the spirit and enthusiasm of a 
new environment did not stop students 
from mingling and making new friends. 
Orientation Weekend, held August 22-
24, helped new students transition from 
high school to college. "When I first saw my 
room, I was a little discouraged. It looked 
so small and I didn't know how we were 
going to be able to live like that," Rebekah 
Bush ('12) said. 
Guided by a team of Orientation 
Directors and Assistants, the weekend was 
full of activities and group discussions to 
familiarize freshmen with what defines 
Hope College. 
- Katie Krueger 
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Above: Baseball Coach Stuart Fritz 
meets his advisee for the first time. 
Right: Building lofts and assembling 
dorm rooms are a large part of 
Orientation Weekend. Students 
moving into Durfee, Lichty, Phelps 
and Gilmore faced the daunting task 
of carefully constructing these 
wooden structures with their families. 
Left: The Dorian sorority rallied their 
support for one another during the 
late hours of the night. "You would 
see girls standing around looking 
tired, but all it took was one person 
to come over and get the energy 
flowing with groovy dance moves," 
Kara Weaver ('11) said. Below: The 
newly activated members of the 
Centurian fraternity Chris O'Brien 
('12), Kyle Arndt ('11), and Nick 
Leonard ('12) perform their lip sync 
to "Never Gonna Give You Up." 
For the Kids 
The sea of students dressed in yellow 
and white T-shirts circulated throughout the 
Dow Center for the annual 24-hour Dance 
Marathon held from 7:00p.m. on March 6 to 
7:00p.m. on March 7. Those present 
represented much of Greek Life, student 
organizations, off-season athletic teams and 
other students all seeking to support cancer 
research and children impacted by the 
Helen DeVos Children's Hospital. 
Each group also sponsored one of the 
families with a child that is receiving or has 
received treatment at the hospital. "It was 
great listening to the stories of the families 
and being able to hear how grateful they 
were and what experience they personally 
had with DeVos Children's Hospital," Brooke 
Klopcic ('11) said. 
The band We Know Jackson kicked off 
the night, followed by the annual lip sync 
competition among the fraternities and 
sororities. Participants also had the chance 
to do arts and crafts, inflatable games and 
other activities throughout the event. 
- Katie Krueger 
Above: Each hour, student "world travelers" 
announced their arrival in a different part of the 
world, which was accompanied by activities and 
photo opportunities. Left: Dancers and moralers 
participate in a group dance. Songs such as 
"YMCA" and "Macarena" were played throughout 
the night to boost spirit and participation. 
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Race for a Cure 
Rain or shine, Hope College's annual 
Relay for Life was held with the 
enthusiasm, involvement and caring 
hearts to make a difference for cancer 
patients. The support teams composed 
of Hope clubs joined together to walk 
around the track and take part in hourly 
activities. Cancer survivors enjoyed the 
traditional survivor lap and all participants 
played a part in the luminary ceremony. 
"My favorite part was making it 
through the entire night awake supporting 
the fight with my friends," Kristen Craig 
('12) said, the captain of two Dykstra Hall 
clusters. 
Participants engaged in a night full of 
activities, all while campaigning for a cure 
for cancer. Long time participant Sarah 
Eastman ('12) found the event unique. 
"The students were raising the money, 
setting up team sites, and walked all 
night. I was really touched by all the effort 
put into Relay for Life by the committee 
and all the volunteers." 
- Katie Krueger 
Right: With matching 
survivor/caregiver sashes, this duo 
celebrates their victory against 
cancer. Below: Mortar Board 
members, a service organization, 
display their support. Seniors 
Jennifer Fait, Anna Finger, Ashley 
Barbieri display their luminaries. 
All Relay for Life photos courtesy of Lauren 
Keiser. 
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Above: Relocated from the Pine 
Grove to the Dow Center due to 
inclement weather, the spirit on the 
track and during the activities held 
strong. Right: The Cook Hall "Caped 
Crusaders" Kara Weaver ('11), 
survivor and team leader Sarah 
Eastman ('12), Blair Riddle ('12), and 
Carissa Webb ('11) take a break in 
their camp out area. "The survivor 
lap was my favorite event of the 
night. It was great to get to know 
other survivors," said Eastman ('12). 
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Above: Front row: Heather Kuras, 
Sarah Wander, Heather Stiff, 
Stephanie Rankin Back row: Sarah 
Williams, Anna Finger, Elena 
Caruthers, Helen Gay, Colleen 
Creamer, Allyson Dreger. Left: 
Practice a series of floor exercises 
and jumps. 
Left: Heather Kuras ('11), Elena 
Caruthers ('12), and Heather Stiff 
('12) carefully watch their technique 
in the mirror while doing inside 
pirouettes. "I thought it would be a 
great opportunity to perform and 
meet with people who share the 
same passion," Caruthers said. 
Below: Members of the club practice 
a series of jumps. Helen Gay ('12) 
enjoys "the beauty and elegance of 
the movement and how it constantly 
pushes you to make changes and 
get better." 
I 
Art in Movement 
Open to all students interested in 
learning and perfecting their technique, 
the weekly Ballet Club welcomes those 
passionate for dance. "Through ballet, a 
person is able to learn the basics, such as 
plies and pirouettes, and apply them to all 
dance forms, including jazz, modern, and 
hip hop," dance major Elena Caruthers 
('12) said. 
Composed of about 15 girls each 
week, the club provides extra practice for 
dance majors and minors and introduces 
non-dance students to creativity of 
movement. The Ballet Club put on "The 
Nutcracker" during the first semester and 
also performed for local nursing homes. 
Like Caruthers, fellow member Allyson 
Dreger ('12) found her passion for ballet in 
the movement. "I'm not sure how to 
explain ballet because it is very second 
nature to me. It is just my outlet and the 
way that I express myself," she said. 
- Katie Krueger 
Relay for Life/Ballet Club 21 
Right: Photo editor Kevin Soubly ('11) and 
National News Editor Aimee Barigian ('11) 
complete their finishing touches on a February 
edition of the newspaper. Below: Reviewing 
the newest edition of The Anchor during 
production night. Staff production nights were 
held each Monday, when students had the 
opportunity to come into the office and finish 
their work for the weekly issue. 
Imprinted 
With a staff of 25 students, The Anchor 
thrives on the dedication and passion for 
journalism. The 212-year-old publication 
covers campus-wide, local, and national 
news, as well as the opinions and concerns 
of the staff and students. Additionally, two 
special editions of the satirical Ranchor, 
which are published the week of Halloween 
and of April Fool's Day spin and mock 
traditional news stories. 
"I'd hope that students use The Anchor 
as a tool to see what's going on around 
campus. That includes general campus 
events, special things going on in the fine 
arts, and what the sports teams are up to," 
Karen Patterson ('11) said. 
Staff members also had the opportunity 
to submerge themselves in campus events, 
such as Hope/Calvin basketball games 
Students seized the opportunity to become a 
part of the newspaper, both for the career 
experience and for the love of journalism. 
- Katie Krueger 
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Above: Voices Editor Maggie 
Almdale ('11) and Sports Editor 
Karen Patterson ('11) discuss 
interviews during their production 
night. "It's a really good experience, 
a great way to practice writing, and 
it's rewarding to see your time and 
effort read and appreciated by your 
peers," said Patterson. Right: 
Managing Editor Sam Ogles ('09) 
reviews a draft of an upcoming 
issue. 
J 
Left: Photo editor Amanda Borden 
('12) explains the procedure to 
upload photos to the other editors. 
Below: The Milestone staff 
discusses spread deadlines during 
their weekly meeting. 
Jr 
Defined 
Encompassed in a 288-page book, 
the Milestone is the single permanent 
publication that preserves the stories and 
photos of each year. It brings together a 
variety of students who share the same 
passions for design, photography, and 
writing. "I'm a biology major so I don't 
really get to do a lot of writing or anything 
at all to do with the language arts. 
Yearbook is one way that I can do that 
while still having fun and being creative," 
Christina Bowles ('11) said. 
The theme, "Defined," represented the 
uniqueness and tradition of Hope's yearly 
events. Students had the opportunity to 
learn more about the various aspects of 
campus, all while incorporating it into a 
book that will cherish the memories and 
moments of the year. 
"I have a lot of fun designing spreads 
and placing pictures. It is really satisfying 
to me to create something that will be 
around for years to come," Karly Murphy 
('11) said. 
- Katie Krueger 
Above: The entire Milestone staff congregates 
during a meeting. Front row: Brittany Tuinier 
('11), Karly Murphy ('11), and Katie Krueger 
('12) 6ac/c roiv; Amanda Borden ('12), Lauren 
Clack ('11), Colton Wright ('11), All Thompson 
('09), and Christina Bowles ('11). Left: 
Christina Bowles, Brittany Tuinier, and AN 
Thompson exchange gifts at the Milestone 
Christmas party. 
Anchor/Milestone 215 
Relentless 
It began as an unpredictable experience 
when three weeks of practice cumulated to 
the 111th Pull. It could not compare to other 
prior experiences for any of the team 
members. As coach Stephan Hobson ('10) 
stated, "It's not about a tug-of-war. It's just 
the toughest thing you do in your life. There 
are no regrets win or lose." 
For the freshman, it was a learning 
experience and the opportunity to 
participate in the oldest national college 
tradition. 
While Pull Day did not end the way they 
desired, the bonding and sense of unity 
never faded. "Looking back, the greatest 
moments were the evident camaraderie 
between everyone. By the end of those 
three weeks, everyone knew everyone else. 
We knew what each other had gone 
through because we ourselves had gone 
through it," puller Eric Lunderberg ('12) said. 
- Katie Krueger 
Right: The 2012 Pull team feels the 
pain of defeat. "It was a dream that 
died. We all wanted to win so bad and 
had worked so hard for the three 
weeks to win, only to have that taken 
from us right in front of our eyes," 
puller Alex Griffin ('12) said. Below: 
Freshmen Evan Strahl and Kara 
Stanley fight for the rope. "It was great 
to finally experience the meaning of a 
true pull fafmily with all of the alumni 
there to support us," Stanley said. 
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Above: Even Year coaches announcing their 
loss after a 67-minute struggle. "All the promises 
we made to each other as a team never were 
fulfilled, even though my heart was on the rope," 
James Sa ('12) said. Right: Anchor David 
Meeuwsen ('12) and his moraler, Elizabeth 
Burks ('12), surrounded by coaches and family 
as they fight to hold the rope. 
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Left: Working together to heave and strain 
against Even Year. Below: Celebrating their 
second victory and splashing in the Black 
River. "I wanted to feel what it was like to 
win. I knew that I had to work extra hard 
because I was new and I had never had the 
experience," Marissa Jackson ('11) said. 
Above: Sophomores Chris Reuschel 
and Kaitlyn Rowe watch for the next 
commands. Left: Michael McPherson 
and Rebecca Curry keep the team 
psyched in pit 17 as Austin Jule and 
Jenny LaPorta hold the rope tight. 
Legendary 
The '11 Pull Team identified themselves 
as "legendary" from the beginning. On 
September 27, they proved they could 
accomplish the back-to-back victory that 
would indeed set them apart from other Pull 
teams. In 67 minutes, it was over. 
"We always felt the pressure of repeating 
because we had won freshman year as well 
which hardly ever happens. We knew there 
would be more pressure on our hands 
because it would be hard to coach a team 
that has never lost and doesn't have that fire 
to win because they had lost. It also was 
hard on our team because they had all the 
pressure on them to win," Odd Year coach 
Samantha Stille ('09) said. 
The team felt that pressure, but pulled off 
a priceless victory. "It is easily one of my 
greatest accomplishments in college. I had 
the chance to not only be part of a long 
standing tradition, but also part of a team that 
won both years," Jon Kagey ('11) said. 
- Katie Krueger 
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Left: Even Year coaches celebrate the 
bliss of winning the 2008 Nykerk Cup. 
Below: Concluding the Hope College 
spoof of "The Little Rascals." "I didn't 
expect it to be so full of love and bonding. 
You truly feel a part of something bigger," 
Kelsey "Uh-Huh" Santamaria ('12) said. 
Even Better 
It was a Nykerk that will never be 
forgotten. Postponed six days due to the 
Norovirus outbreak across campus, the 
location, time and day of the week were 
abruptly changed. 
The freshmen entered the evening with 
fresh minds and a heightened sense of 
anticipation. "The change of location 
made it easier and more comfortable for 
the song girls," Blair Riddle ('12) said. 
Delivering their three performances 
nearly flawlessly, the freshmen earned the 
victory of the 74th Nykerk Cup. 
"It was an amazing feeling to win as a 
freshman coach, especially knowing that 
we helped them accomplish that victory. It 
was a great moment to go up on stage 
with the other coaches to get the cup," 
oration coach Robin Baker ('10) said. 
It had been four years since the 
freshman had won the Nykerk Cup. 
- Katie Krueger 
Above: The '12 song girls performing 
"A Spoonful of Sugar." "I loved the 
honey bees and hives part when we 
got to wear the bee ears and hold the 
flowers," said Angelica Willis ('12). 
Right: "I strove to write something that 
reflected the topic "Reaching Beyond" 
while being relevant, appealing, and 
challenging to my audience, 
meaningful to me personally, and in 
the spirit and style of Nykerk tradition," 
Jordan Walters ('12) said. 
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Left: Beverly "Phyllis Lapin" Newey 
and Cassie "Dwight K. Schrute" 
Niespodziewanski in "The Office." "It 
was fun to take small and subtle humor 
and turn it into a true Nykerk style 
exaggerated play " Newey ('11) said. 
Below: 2011 song girls singing in 
unison to a medley of from the 
Broadway musical "Hairspray." 
Odd-Mazing 
With the annual event held nearly one 
week later than usual, Friday, November 
14, was a drastic change for the optimistic 
sophomore class. "Although the Norovirus 
outbreak made it more difficult to practice 
motions because so many girls had it, the 
extra week of rehearsing definitely helped 
us perfect everything that we had been 
working on," song girl Brooke Klopcic ('11) 
said. 
While it was advantageous for 
rehearsal time, some of the traditions had 
to be rearranged to accompany the change 
to Friday. For the song girls, the medley 
was a unique opportunity as sophomores. 
"When we first did the explosion, which 
was the first dmotion in 'You Can't Stop the 
Beat', we had it twice as fast and so it was 
twice as long as it had ever been done. 
Even after we slowed it down for neatness, 
it was still a huge hit with everyone," song 
girl Alyssa Caldwell ('11). 
- Katie Krueger 
Above: Alexa Westley ('11) reciting 
her speech titled "The Incorruptible 
Gift: The Light from Within." "I've 
done theatre before, but this was 
different because it was my own 
words," she said. Left: Sophomore 
play girls working in "The Office." "It 
was cool that we were able to bring 
television characters to life," Anne 
"Meredith Palmer" Voss ('11) said. 
Even Year Nykerk/ Odd Year Nykerk 219 
A irwaves 
Only three years after establishing 
their new recording studio in the Martha 
Miller Center, WTHS 89.9 FM now 
competes with leading local radio stations. 
The student-led organization plays 
primarily alternative music and promotes 
independent and college artists. 
"This year, we're more on the cutting 
edge with what music is being released," 
Erika English ('09) said. Known as the 
"voice of Hope College", the student disc 
jockeys broadcast 24 hours a day, with 
live news and sports starting at 7:00 p.m. 
Additionally, they interview local artists 
that perform at the Hope College and 
Lemonjellos. 
Aside from broadcasts, WTHS 
recently implemented a program called 
"iHope" which donates iPods to terminally 
ill children at Holland Hospital. 
- Katie Krueger 
Right: On-Air Programmer Paul 
Rice ('^  1) conducts a live interview. 
"I joined the WTHS staff because I 
was interested in the technical 
aspects of production and I've found 
it all very interesting," Rice said. 
Below: The WTHS staff includes 
Ben Bach ('09), Paul Rice ('11), 
Andrew Gehl ('11), Kevin Watson 
('12), Erika English ('09), Julie 
Kocsis ('10), and Erin Fortner ('09). 
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Above: Julie Kocsis ('10) and Paul Rice 
('11) test the headphones and microphone 
before beginning an on-air program. "This is 
a great experience because everyone really 
likes what they're doing. It's not just for a 
resume," Kocsis ('10) said. Right: Senior 
Erika English operates the soundboard in 
the recording studio. The staff consists of 15 
DJs who do live top-of-the-hour news 
updates and other informational programs. 
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Above: Mike Debowski ('12), 
Sunkyo Hong ('10), and Ashley 
Ebey ('10) vote on recent 
submissions for an upcoming Opus 
publication. Left: The Spring 2009 
edition was published in early April. 
Left: Mike Debowski ('12), Sunkyo Hong 
('10), and Amanda Karby ('11) read over a 
recent submission at an editorial meeting in 
Lubbers. Below: Editor Mike Bertrand ('10) 
leads one of the final meetings of the year. 
Creativity 
Unique from the traditional campus 
yearbook, newspaper and radio station, 
the bi-annual Opus literary magazine 
extends its artistic license to poets, 
photographers, artists, and creative 
writers in the Hope College community. 
Encompassing the nature of many 
academic disciplines, the publication 
allows students to express themselves 
and their thoughts. 
"I love art. I've always loved writing 
prose and poetry, but I'm also interested 
in visual art - paintings, photography, that 
sort of thing," Amanda Karby ('11) said. 
"What's better for the art-lovers of Hope's 
campus than an open and comfortable 
medium to discuss and digest art?" 
This year the Opus staff published a 
third edition as a dedication to the 2009 
Veritas Forum. 
- Katie Krueger 
WTHS/Opus 221 
Right: Student Congress cabinet 
members Katie Sawyer ('11), Kevin 
Slusher ('10), and Ryan Sexton ('10) 
go over upcoming events and the 
recent approval of the visitation 
hours proposal. Below: Student 
Congress President David Paul ('10) 
and Priscilla Otto ('10) discuss the 
upcoming Student Congress dinner 
at President Bultman's house. 
In Control 
Student Congress helps bridge the gap 
between students and faculty on campus. 
They represent the voices of the student 
body, expressing their opinions, concerns, 
and Ideas. 
This year, they faced a series of 
proposals for new student life policies. One 
of the more significant proposals they 
passed was to change the visitation hours 
during school breaks. It extended all break 
hours on weekdays, which will become 
effective next fall. 
They also continued to sponsor the 
Thursday night Meijer runs and Rock the 
Vote, a rally that encourages students to 
learn about the political issues in this past 
election. 
"Because of Student Congress, 
students can actively be involved in other 
clubs and be able to participate in activities 
and events," Katy Matejka ('11) said. 
- Katie Krueger 
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Above: Tracy Piersma ('09), Katy 
Matejka ('11), Emily Mannenbach 
('09) and Priscilla Otto ('10) share 
ideas with each other. Right: David 
Paul ('10) listens to the other 
cabinet members during their 
meeting. "Participating in Student 
Congress is a way for us to find 
ourselves within the Hope 
community. It leads to serving 
others, meaningful relationships and 
lasting friendships," Paul ('10) said. 
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Left: Fall 2008 Special Chair 
Chelsea Miedema ('10), Fall 2008 
Director Colleen Leikert ('10), and 
Publicity Chair Amy Fisher ('10) 
attend the annual Homecoming 
Dance at the Haworth Center. 
Below: SAC sponsored the Florez 
concert held September 20, 2008. 
The organization brought in many 
entertainers throughout the year 
including other bands, comedians, 
and hypnotists. 
A ctivities 
Hope's Student Activities Committee 
provided students with both weekly and 
annual events that catered to all parts of 
the student body. With everything from 
Winter Fantasia and the semi-annual 
Chicago shopping trip, to Siblings 
Weekend and the Labor Day picnic, 
students had many opportunities to 
participate in campus events. 
In April, they sponsored the trip to the 
Broadway performance of the musical 
"Rent" and continued to have student 
performers each Wednesday night in the 
Kletz. As an organization that benefits its 
members through leadership experience 
and responsibility, it equally impacts the 
student body and social life on campus. 
"As the chair of the Special Events 
Committee, my favorite part has been 
meeting with the performers that come to 
Hope and hearing their stories," Allison 
Lautz ('12) said. 
- Katie Krueger 
Above: Colleen Leikert ('10), Kori Caesar, Jason 
Folkert ('09), Reid Tornquist ('12), Amy Fisher ('10), 
Troy Meiners ('12), and Chelsea Miedema ('10) 
bowl and bond with their fellow members. Left: 
SAC members Kirsten Graham ('10), Melissa Van 
Dahm ('09), Amy Fisher ('10), Chelsea Miedema 
('10), Rachel Doherty ('10) gather with Florez band 
members Eric Huffman, Justin Kitchen, and Alex 
Florez after their free performance in the 
Knickerbocker Theater. 
Student Congress/SAC 223 
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Role Models 
At 3:00 p.m. four times a week, Hope 
students gather in the first floor of Lubbers 
Hall awaiting the arrival of local 
elementary students. They are each 
paired up with one of the children, serving 
as both a mentor and role model to them 
for the semester. 
CASA, the Children's After School 
Achievement Program, strives to help 
underprivileged and at-risk students 
succeed by giving them the tools and 
attention they need. "We help them with 
their homework, reading and writing skills. 
Each session is split into three parts. One 
part for homework, another for reading, 
and another for enrichment time, which is 
basically games that stimulate the mind," 
Theresa Klepitsch ('11) said. 
For both the mentor and the student, 
the time spent together was a valuable 
learning experience, as each came to 
understand the importance of success. 
- Katie Krueger 
Right: Theresa Klepitsch ('11) works 
with CASA student on a math 
assignment. Below: Andrew 
Haggerty ('12) and his student finish 
homework and talk about the school 
day. "I think my favorite part is when 
the kids show up. A lot of them don't 
come from great home lives, and 
you just see a smile on each kid's 
face when they see their tutor," 
Haggerty said. 
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Above: Ingrid Slette ('12) and her 
CASA student work through a 
textbook during the homework 
segment of the tutoring session. 
Right: Sarah Elble ('12) reads a 
letter from a Hope Japanese 
professor. "This is like my sport, 
where I put my extra time, energy, 
and commitment. CASA makes it 
really easy to give back to the 
community and help the next 
generation by bringing the students 
to the school," she said. 
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Above: Students help lay a garden 
path and assist with other 
landscaping work. Left: Three 
students participate in a Christmas 
cookie decorating event in 
December. 
Left: Volunteers reorganize and add 
books to the bookshelves at a local 
library. Below: A student paints the 
exterior of a house during Time to 
Serve in the fall. This service event 
involved a large number of the 
campus and also introduced the 
freshman to the volunteer 
opportunities in the area. 
Helping Out 
With service events organized once a 
month, members of Volunteers Services 
had the opportunity to reach beyond the 
borders of Hope's campus and extend 
their hearts and desire to serve to the 
Holland community. 
They kicked off the school year with 
the largely popular Time to Serve 
Saturday, which included projects ranging 
from painting houses to laying pathways 
to gardening. Another popular event was 
Moonlight Serenade, a "prom" dance night 
for senior citizens. Other highlights 
included Operation Christmas Child and a 
can drive. 
According to Megan Haserodt ('11), 
the organization's ultimate aim was to 
"make students more aware of how to get 
involved in the community. My hope 
would be that students would get more 
excited about volunteering and realize the 
value in giving back." 
- Katie Krueger 
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Right: Students dance and sign with the 
Nkuv villagers during their 2008 May trip to 
Cameroon. "The smiles on the faces of the 
villagers made all of our hard work 
worthwhile," Timothy Carter ('09) said. 
Below: Students helped create a new dam 
that assisted in the new water distribution 
system to Nkuv, Cameroon. 
To Africa 
Each May, Engineers Without Borders 
group members travel nearly 6,500 miles 
to central Africa, where they spend time 
improving and expanding the water 
access system that they have already 
created. This year, the group provided the 
small African community of Nkuv in 
Cameroon with the gift of access to clean 
water through their skill and devotion to 
help. 
"I do not like knowing that there are 
people in the world that are constantly 
sick. If everyone had access to clean 
water, not only would millions of people 
be healthy but their quality of life would 
also improve," Laura Petrasky ('11) said. 
Engineers Without Borders has 
permanently changed the lives for 
hundreds of villagers in Cameroon, and in 
the process, changed the students' global 
perspectives and awareness. 
- Katie Krueger 
Above: Students and villagers stand 
alongside the new water distribution 
system that will transport clean water 
through the village. Right: The impact 
of the group's work will improve the 
villagers' health and the overall 
quality of life. 
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Left: Jake Douma ('11) uses his 
imagination to engage the audience. 
Below: The group reacts hysterically 
to Caleb Schut ('11) birthing a baby 
during their February show. 
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Spontaneous 
As the name suggests, this 
appropriately named Dutch improvisation 
troupe incorporated comedy into their 
random, unscripted and high energy 
performances. The organization is 
composed of unusually gifted comedians 
that find their place in Vanderprov by 
auditioning at the beginning of the year. 
Free of charge to all guests, the group 
performed on Friday nights scattered 
throughout both semesters. 
The Vanderprov members also 
donated their time and talent to raising 
money for Dance Marathon with shows 
dedicated "for the kids" and extended 
their talent into the community by hiring 
themselves out for special occasions. 
Greatly enjoyed by all students, 
Vanderprov performances were, without 
question, the funniest acts on this side of 
8th Street. 
-Michael Dirksen 
Above: Vanderprov members 
Graham Carlson ('09) and Mary 
Cantor ('11) incorporate exaggerated 
emotions to create a humorous 
effect during their special Dance 
Marathon fundraiser performance. 
Left: Audience guest Gustav 
Nystrom ('12), Mary Cantor ('11), 
and Graham Carlson ('09) entertain 
guests with their dramatic effects 
and unscripted act. 
Engineers w/o Borders/Vanderprov 227 
Loyally Red 
From debates to convention parties, 
the Hope Republicans had a busy and 
eventful year. They never ceased to 
continue their goal of educating other 
Hope students about politics. 
They participated in the victorious 
campaign for Congressman Pete 
Hoekstra. Widely accepted as the best 
event of the year, at the convention party 
they brought many local speakers and 
some great food to ring in their 
presidential nominee Senator John 
McCain. 
Although members were disappointed 
with the outcome of the election, their 
hopes for the upcoming election could not 
be exaggerated. In regards to the 
upcoming year, President Nicole 
Vanderkolk ('10) said, "Hope Republicans 
wish to continue to educate students 
about the political process and encourage 
educated voting." 
- Michael Dirksen 
Right: The Hope Republicans and 
Democrats participate in a campus 
wide "Rock the Vote" rally. Below: 
Staying active in both the presidential 
and congressional campaigns for John 
McCain and Pete Hoekstra. 
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Above: President Nicole Vanderkold ('10) 
riding on the Hope Republican's homecoming 
parade float. Right: Enjoying a barbeque with 
fellow Ottawa County Republicans. 
228 Group: 
Above: Treasurer Colin Hoogerwerf 
('10), Aaron Lawrence ('11) and Vice 
President Michael Dirksen ('12). 
Left: Will.i.am performing in the 
Kletz during a campus rally as an 
advocate for Barack Obama. 
Left: Reflecting on first semester, which 
included campaigning and election day, 
and the recent events of the inauguration. 
Below: Will.i.am and Tatyana Ali visit 
Hope students to discuss issues in the 
November election. 
Bleeding Blue 
Liberal and lovin' it, the Hope 
Democrats had a fantastic year. From the 
election to Will.i.am and Tatyana Ali coming 
to speak, they have had their hands full 
trying to spread the word about Hope's very 
own Professor Johnson's campaign to 
registering people to vote. 
Even after an entire leadership change, 
they managed to stay active all the way 
through second semester. Even numbers in 
the group have grown this year. Freshman 
and acting Vice President Michael Dirksen 
('12) said, "I was pleasantly surprised, 
coming to Hope College, to find a large 
number of people who have the same 
political beliefs as I do. I came in thinking I 
was going to be the only one!" 
Although this upcoming year is not an 
election year, Hope Democrats plan on 
continuing the campaign to educate 
incoming classes to hope college about the 
politics, and simply just to have a good time. 
- Michael Dirksen 
Hope Republicans/Hope Democrats 
Right: Students part down the aisle 
during the "rollercoaster" time-out drill. 
"My favorite thing about being a 
member is just being a crazy, college 
basketball team fan with all of our 
insane moves and chants," Vera 
Dusenbery ('09) said. Below: Seniors 
Amy Kunzi and Katie Bultema take a 
Mountain Dew refreshment break 
during halftime. 
Dutch Spirit 
Founded over 12 years ago by former 
Assistant Coach Matt Neil, the Dew Crew 
is one of the most integral elements of 
Hope basketball. Its long-lasting tradition 
of combining an excellent beverage with 
Hope College's high achieving basketball 
team has created something that not only 
achieved national fame in ESPN 
Magazine, but also something that is truly 
unique to Hope College. At any 
game, Dew Crew members can expect to 
draw between 100 and 200 people. The 
Crew is an incredibly fun way for students 
to become more involved with the 
basketball games but it also is, as 
member Ross Bailey ('09) said, "a way for 
four hundred people to influence the 
momentum of the games." At its 
capacity during the annual Hope vs. 
Calvin, a student section topping 600 
students can be expected. - Katie 
Krueger 
Above: Posing with their Mountain 
Dew in the overflowing student 
section. Right: Fans hold up signs to 
celebrate a basketball player's 1000 
point accomplishment. "I have been 
around Hope games since I was 
born; I used to be ball boy. Now that 
I'm older I just love to be a part of 
them. It's nice to go crazy to help 
them out," Austin Stauffer ('lO)said. 
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Left: Two members perform for the 
football fans. The team expanded its 
membership to 11 members during 
the basketball season. Below: The 
six-member Pom Pon team performs 
a kick line during halftime at the game. 
High Kicks 
Off the field and onto the court, the 
Hope College Pom Pon team performs for 
an up-close crowd. From jazz to hip-hop, 
the Pom Pons is a dance team seen at a 
plethora of sporting events throughout the 
year. The Pom Pon team is a relatively 
new organization to Hope College. 
Established by alumni Heather Qualman 
and Liz Tyndel, the team was founded 
upon the love for the sport cultivated from 
experiences prior to college. Not 
strictly bound to sports, the Pom Pon 
team is an active participant in Dance 
Marathon, both by sponsoring a Miracle 
Child and performing. One of their 
signature performances is the guy/girl 
routine. Whether it's the love for dance, 
spirit or performance, the Pom Pon team 
displays their energy at all campus 
events. - Katie Krueger 
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Above: Pom Pon team members during the 
football season included, from left, Amanda 
Sifnotis ('10), Fallon Klug ('10), Kaylynn 
Keedy ('11), Kaitlin Anderson ('09), Marissa 
Jackson ('11), and Bethany Graved ('12). 
Left: The squad moves to the side of the 
field during a routine at a football game. 
"The best part of Poms is getting to know 
other girls who also have an interest in 
dancing," Marissa Jackson ('11) said. 
Dew Crew/Poms 231 
Reaching Out 
Whether in class or out in the 
community, members of Alpha Phi 
Omega, the national co-ed service 
fraternity know how to serve others. This 
year, the members kept themselves busy 
serving the Holland community in a 
number of ways. 
While one may not know it, this 
cornerstone of the Hope community also 
runs the Blood Drives, beach clean-ups, 
even reaching all the way to Binder Park 
Zoo to assist with the Forest of Fear. 
Looking ahead, one can be sure to 
find Alpha Phi Omega serving our 
community in any way they can. Amy 
Howard ('09) put it best when she said, 
"We love helping in any way we can and 
have a great time serving." 
- Michael Dirksen 
Right: Members rake leaves and do 
other yard work during the fail. "It feels 
good to be self-less and just be able 
to do some good in the world," Amy 
Howard ('11) said. Below: The co-ed 
Alpha Phi Omega national service 
fraternity. 
Above: Sam Pettigrew ('10) and a fellow 
Alpha Phi Omega member organizing 
and registering students for the campus 
blood drive. Right: Members played a 
large part in the Relay for Life event. 
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Left: The soprano section taking a break 
during rehearsal and sharing laughter with 
each other. Below: Enjoying the 
ambience of praise during a rehearsal. 
Many students enjoy this unique style. 
Above: Rehearsing under the 
direction of Bryan Lowe is the Gospel 
Choir. Left: Bass guitarist Zach 
Pedigo ('12) and pianist Moses Mares 
playing in sync with the choir. 
Praising Voices 
On any given Monday at 7:00 p.m., 
you can expect to hear the sounds gospel 
music echoing from the chapel as the 
Gospel Choir is hard at work practicing for 
their next incredible performance. 
Since 1970, the Gospel Choir has 
brought an amazing and unique style of 
worship to the people of Hope and the 
surrounding community. Different from all 
other choirs at Hope, by their sound and 
also their style, the Gospel Choir focuses 
solely on worshipping God. 
When asked why they joined the 
choir, the answers almost invariably follow 
two lines of thought; fellowship and 
spiritual growth. Third year member Ayne-
Ka Colleton ('10) said, "The worship is 
very transparent here. You're very free to 
express your love for God here alongside 
your fellow students." 
- Michael Dirksen 
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Right: Members prepare backstage 
for a fall performance. Jessica 
Jeffery ('10) said, "My favorite part 
was when we got into the 
Knickerbocker and we were all under 
the stage playing with our cameras." 
Below: The eleven members: Gina 
Guzdziol ('10), Aja Nash ('11), Kukua 
Hinson ('11), Danielle Wilder ('12), 
Robert Phillips ('12), Briana 
Sosenheimer ('10), Cat Stillwell ('12), 
Hannah Jacobson ('12), Morgan Bell 
('12), Kristen Reschke ('12), and 
Jessica Jeffery ('10). 
Just Dance 
The Hip-Hop Club has one goal - just 
dance. Whether one's motivation is to 
dance like Little Mama or simply learn the 
moves, the high energy club welcomes 
students of all ability levels. 
Students choose to participate in the 
club as a leisure activity or audition for the 
performing part of the club called Hip-Hop 
Anonymous. This select group performs 
during the fall and spring dance concerts, 
InSync Dance Theatre and at Dance 
Marathon. 
"My favorite part this year was getting 
chosen to perform at the Knick for the 
student dance concert! I also loved all the 
crazy, hyper long rehearsals," Kristen 
Reschke ('12) said. 
- Michael Dirksen 
i 
Above: The dancers of Hip Hop 
Anonymous rehearse one of their 
routines during a fall practice. "Hip 
Hop Club is open for anyone who 
wants to dance and have a good 
time. It's a great environment for 
students, whether they have dance 
training or not, to learn new styles of 
hip hop," Kristen Reschke said. 
Right: Taking a break during 
practice. The group enjoyed the 
energetic and memorable 
rehearsals. 
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Left: Katie Puff ('12) and Kristen 
Marsh ('12) show their pirate spirit in 
the Homecoming Parade. The team 
constructed a pirate ship with 
student on wake boards with wheels 
maneuvering themselves behind it. 
Below: The water ski and wake 
boarding teams enjoy dinner the 
night before a tournament. The club 
participated in three major 
tournaments during September while 
the weather was still warm. 
W aterbugs 
Unknown to most Hope students and 
uncommon among Division III athletic 
opportunities, the water ski team took 
advantage of the early weeks of school to 
enjoy the sunshine and water sports. 
Their one-month season included three 
weekends of competitions like the Ball 
State Fling, the MSU Ripfest and the 
Great Lakes Championship. 
Consisting of about 20 members, the 
team had a very close-knit bond. "My 
favorite memories of being on the water 
ski team all have to do with spending time 
with a group of people who are like a 
second family to me," Jason Ruud ('10) 
said. Whether it was the competition 
against Big Ten universities or the day-
long practices on Lake Macatawa and in 
Saugatuck, the team welcomed all levels 
of experience and treasured the 
camaraderie. 
- Katie Krueger 
Above: Justin Zita ('10) and Katie 
Krueger ('12) enjoy the last days of 
summer during a day practice in 
Saugatuck. The team practiced on a 
river using a jet ski. Left: Cat Stilwell 
('12) sits in the water with her wake 
board as she waits for a rescue. 
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Heritage 
From ice skating to education, the 
Black Student Union understands the 
value of celebrating history while enjoying 
each others' company. Throughout the 
year, the Union had one goal: to increase 
awareness of all cultures on campus. 
During February, they put on a 
performance recognizing Black History 
month, creating a personal impact on 
students who both participated and 
watched it. Without a doubt, the BSU 
brought something unique and important 
to Hope College. 
"I enjoy learning more about my 
heritage and interacting with others who 
want to learn as well. I also really have 
enjoyed the community of people in BSU," 
President Christine Washington ('09) said. 
- Katie Krueger 
Right: Students attend a Covenant 
Scholars Luncheon during the first 
semester. Below: BSU members speak 
at an event in the Maas Auditorium. 
Above: Krista Mehari ('09) talks to 
Alfredo Gonzales, the Associate Provost 
and Dean for International and 
Multicultural Education. Right: In the 
annual Homecoming weekend parade 
on their decorated float around campus. 
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Left: Facing the skies to express 
faith in movement. Below: The 
entire club, dressed in their 
performance attire, performed at 
several churches and other locations 
in the community. "Sacred [Dance] is 
different from other organizations on 
campus because we worship with 
people on campus and in the 
community through movement. 
Members have to commit a lot of 
time to Sacred [Dance] in order to 
prepare pieces and fellowship 
together," Beth Heisel ('09) said. 
Unique Praise 
Above: Sacred Dance members 
enjoy the warm weather and the 
peace of the outdoors during a retreat. 
Left: Exploring the possibilities of 
movement on the beach and in the 
water during a practice. 
This exceptional ministry on Hope's 
campus strives not only to provide a one-
of-a-kind form of worship for students and 
faculty but also works to extend their 
worship in the community. On top of 
perfecting their dances each week, 
members of Sacred Dance participate in a 
Bible study to grow in their relationships 
with both God and other dancers. 
The organization strives to incorporate 
the movement and freedom of dance into 
faith and use it reach out to others and 
share the word of God. "I loved spending 
two days with all the Sacred Dance 
members at a retreat where we spent time 
dancing outside, studying the Bible, and 
getting to know each other," Beth Heisel 
('09) said. 
- Katie Krueger 
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Right: Candice Tindell ('10) as 
Ginger Brooks, Jared Graybiel ('10) 
as B.J, Gibson, and Lauren Conley 
('10) as Connie Miller sing in 
harmony during the "1940s Radio 
Hour" production in the fall. Below: 
Maggie McGurn ('09) and John 
Telfer ('12) listen with headphones 
during the fall play "Second Class." 
Theater students had the opportunity 
to participate in two productions 
during the first semester. "Big Love", 
the third production, was at the end 
of February. 
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Acting Up 
Thespians are neither driven by 
money nor the spotlight but rather the love 
for the theater, bringing both "Second 
Class" and "1940s Radio Hour" first 
semester, and "Big Love" during second 
semester. 
While casts may come and go, the 
productions put on by Hope College seem 
to only get better and better. Any outsider 
would recognize the closeness of this 
group of faculty and students. "Performing 
in the play itself was honestly some of the 
most fun I've had on stage, and the entire 
cast and company became like family to 
me," actress Brittany Stock ('10) said. 
Additionally, the integration of a 
musical theater production, which is only 
showcased every few years, expanded 
the opportunities for this year's students. 
- Katie Krueger 
Above: Actor Jared Graybiel ('10) 
and actress Lauren Conley ('11) 
listen as Kalyn Rivers ('12) plays the 
piano during the "1940s Radio Hour" 
musical Right: Seth Hoard ('12) 
during "Second Class" in October. 
The play was about the lives of high 
school students and consisted of a 
cast of 10 students, ranging from 
freshmen to seniors. 
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Left: Students gather in a tent during 
Relay for Life. HAPA was one of the 
many organizations to support the 
cause. Below: The movie night and 
Halloween costume party provided 
members with the opportunity to get to 
know each other better and have fun. 
* 
World View 
Confined within the small campus of 
Hope, the opportunity to learn about other 
cultures and heritage is limited. However, 
HAPA, the Hope Asian Perspective 
Association, provides all students to learn 
more about the lifestyles of those across 
the world. "Our mission is to aid in the 
establishment of diversity and to promote 
awareness on Hope College's campus of 
Asian and Asian-American history, 
experiences, issues, and perspectives," 
HAPA Historian Annie Jang ('11) said. 
Members participated in many 
culturally enriching and educational 
activities throughout the year, including 
Grand Valley's "Act on Racism", a stir fry 
seminar and Asian Awareness Week. 
"I like the fact that I can learn a lot of 
different Asian cultures," Eunjee Choi ('10) 
said. 
- Katie Krueger 
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Above: HAPA members enjoy the 
Korean barbeque at Tunnel Park. 
Students embraced the opportunity 
to better understand the Asian 
culture through a variety of activities. 
Left: Students display their support 
during the annual Homecoming 
parade in October. "At first, I joined 
HAPA because I thought it would 
look good on my resume, but as I 
became more involved I began to 
appreciate their dedication to 
promoting Asian awareness," Annie 
Jang ('11) said. 
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Simulate 
As the host of the largest Model United 
Nations conference in Michigan, Hope 
College attracted 33 high schools. The 
conference was the culminating event of the 
Model United Nations courses under the 
direction of Political Science Professors Dr. 
Jack Holmes and Dr. Virginia Beard. 
The event involved a series of 
committee meetings where high school 
students acted as delegates for various 
countries and had to solve problems with 
foreign affairs, diplomacy, and politics. 
"The Model United Nations experience 
brings to life the problems that face the real 
world and allows participants to represent 
their assigned country's position and work 
towards resolving issues of global 
importance," Amy Alvine ('12) said. 
Hope students presided over the 
delegates in their committees and also 
spent time preparing packets, boxes, and 
presentation. 
- Katie Krueger 
Right: Amy Alvine ('12) and Student 
Director Nate Magrath ('09) relax in the 
Kletz after the first day of committee 
sessions. Below: Andrew Lee ('09), 
Mariam Chaponniere ('11) and Drew 
Nichols ('11) chair the committee and 
observe the moderator. 
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Above: Ben Bach ('09) and Chris 
Erickson ('09) chair the committee 
session. Students oversaw and guided 
the delegates. Right: Katelyn Lokker 
('09), one of the two Secretary Generals, 
speaks at the opening session during 
the two day conference on campus. 
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Left: Manny Reynoso ('10) and 
Anne Willnert ('11) dance to salsa 
music during the final swing event of 
the year. Beiow: Students practice 
their recent learned swing 
techniques during the lesson session 
at the beginning of one of the 
dances. 
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Above: Students display their 
costumes during the Monster Mash 
swing event. Left: Dance partners 
display their skill while others 
practice. 
Swing Away 
Integrating a social activity with dance, set 
the Swing Club apart from the other dance 
clubs on the campus. The high energy group 
hosted six dances throughout the year, each 
with a unique theme or emphasis. The 
"Monster Mash" dance, held at the end of 
October, drew students with creative 
costumes, while the Sadie Hawkins dance 
encouraged the girls to invite their male 
friends to join them. The final dance of the 
year incorporated the salsa style and music 
into the traditional swing steps. For those 
who had never tried swing dancing, the 
group provided 30 minute lessons prior to 
the dances to teach basic techniques and 
acquaint students with the historic American 
tradition. "This year I've learned a variety of 
new dance moves. I've forgotten most of 
them, but it's still always exciting to try 
something new," Garrison Benson ('10), who 
was transitioning into the role of President. 
-Katie Krueger 
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sorority-- fraternity 
Greeks 
greek [greek] adj. 1. brotherhood/sisterhood 
2. emphasizing values of leadership, service and social 
responsibility, character, and faith 3. seven fraternities 
and seven sororities that exist on Hope's campus 
Right: Members gather together during a 
formal event. The fraternity held both 
informal and formal activities that allowed 
the men to enjoy each other's company. 
Below: The Fraternal Society gathers 
around their banner. They were proud to 
be the oldest fraternity on campus. 
Above: The Fraternal actives during the 2008-2009 school year. 
Right: The Fraters spent a day in the fall assisting CASA students. 
They made Thanksgiving arts and crafts with them and played the role 
that CASA tutors are typically responsible for. 
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Fraternal 
Omicron Kappa Epsilon 
As the third oldest fraternity in the country, the 
Fraternal Society began over 175 years ago in 1824. 
However, unlike any other Hope College fraternity, 
they began at Union College in New York. The 
fraternity disbanded to join the national fraternity 
Alpha Delta Phi, but the Fraternal Society stayed 
alive and relocated to Holland. 
In 2009, the Fraternal Society, Omicron Kappa 
Epsilon, continued to embody the friendship, love, 
and truth that it was founded upon. With the addition 
of 16 new members during the spring semester, the 
fraternity grew to 40 actives. "My favorite part about 
being a Frater is that I have the best friends on 
campus who I know would do anything for me and I'd 
do anything for them," Troy Meiners ('12), a new 
active, said. 
Aside from the historical tradition and bond within 
the organization, the Fraternal Society reached out to 
the campus and the Holland community to participate 
in service learning projects and fundraisers. They 
served as mentors and role models to the CASA 
students, helping with the children's craft holiday 
decorations. They also took part in Dance Marathon, 
Relay for Life and other volunteer opportunities that 
arose throughout the year. 
Fraternal Society members prided themselves in 
their campus involvement and participation in 
collegiate sports. The organization was also proud to 
have one of their members, Brett Kingma ('09), hold 
the position as president of the Interfraternity Council. 
With promising futures ahead, the Fraternal Society 
continued to uphold its tradition and honor as Hope's 
oldest Greek organization. 
- Katie Krueger 
Fraters are... 
Above: The recently activated 2009 new member 
education class participated in the annual lip sync 
competition during Dance Marathon. The class also 
served as dancers during the event. It is one of the 
many campus-wide activities that the fraternity 
participates in throughout the year. 
"Tradition" 
- Troy Meiners ('12) 
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Sorosis 
Sigma Sigma 
O o 
The Sorosis Society, or Sigma Sigma, valued 
diversity and openness and thrived on strong 
relationships. This fall they celebrated 100 years of 
mutual fellowship with the Fraternal Society at the 
Homecoming festivities. They held a traditional 
barbecue where all members of each organization 
came together to enjoy each other's company. Other 
memorable activities that Sigma Sigma women were 
proud to be involved in for the year included Nykerk, 
the Pull, Relay for Life, Dance Marathon, 
cheerleading. Residential Life, and SAC. Sigma 
Sigma took pride in supporting the community 
through outside involvement off campus which Girls 
on the Run. 
The tight-knit group of girls looked forward to 
creating new memories that were unforgettable and 
priceless. This spring, the sorority welcomed 16 new 
girls to the striving group. They also congratulated 
and said goodbye to the 2009 graduating senior class 
of exceptional and distinctive women who contributed 
their efforts to the sorority. Sigmas continue their 
proud existence on Hope's campus through their 
demonstration of loyalty, leadership, and strength as 
they have for the past 104 years. 
"Sigma Sigma has been a life changing 
experience and the memories and skills I had from 
being a member will never be forgotten," Chaplain 
Nikita Pointer ('09) said. 
- Tiffany Phan 
? 
Sigmas are... 
"Strong" 
- Maria Vidoni ('11) 
Above: Nicole Nordstrom ('10), Allison Rivers ('09), and 
Tiffany Khousakoun ('10) at the Greek Retreat. "My 
favorite part of being a Sigma, especially as a senior, is 
watching all of my peers develop into such strong, smart 
mature leaders," Rivers said. 
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Left: Sorosis members ride on their float during the 
Homecoming parade. They made their float with the 
Praters. Below: Sigmas participated in the annual 
Dance Marathon as dancers and moralers. Back: Sera 
Watthanasintham ('11), Hollee Stubenrauch ('12), 
Annie Leger ('10), Marissa Jackson ('11), Lindsay 
Bienz ('11), Karielle Liggins ('11), and Erica Long ('12). 
Front: Kyle Nettleman ('12), Jill Washington ('12), Sam 
Kintz ('12) and Meghan Tiernan ('12). 
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Above: The Sigma Sigma actives during the 2008-2009 school year. 
Left: Meghan Lewis ('10) displays the Phi Kappa Alpha pumpkin that 
the Sigmas carved during Halloween. They carved a pumpkin for each 
of the fraternities and one for themselves. 
Sorosis 
Right: Cameron DeHaan ('09), 
Matthew Van Oostenburg ('10), Andrew 
Kortesoja ('09), and Brian Siebers ('11) 
move drywall at a Habitat for Humanity 
house. Below: The newly activated 
Cosmopolitan men dance for the lip 
sync competition during the early 
morning hours of Dance Marathon. 
Above: The Cosmopolitan actives during the 2008-2009 school year. 
Right; Eric Weber ('11), Andrew Kortesoja ('09), and Brian Siebers ('11) 
measure drywall and wood for the ceiling of a Habitat for Humanity 
house. 
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Cosmopolitan 
Phi Kappa Alpna 
Established as the first fraternity on Hope's 
campus nearly 130 years ago, the men of Phi Kappa 
Alpha continued their tradition of unity and immersing 
themselves in activities that benefited the bond of the 
organization and contributed to the Holland 
community. 
"Canoe trips are amazing because it is a whole 
day of just floating down a river with all of our 
brothers. We all seem to love being outdoors," Jay 
VandenBrink ('11) said. 
The fraternity also enjoyed Homecoming 
weekend because they were able to spend time with 
the alumni at their annual fraternity dinner and were 
heavily involved in the sports events and the building 
of their float with their sister sorority, the Delta Phis. 
The Phi Kappa Alpha members also enjoyed the 
two building days that they participated in for Habitat 
for Humanity, as well as their involvement with the 
rest of Greek life during Dance Marathon, where their 
newly activated men performed a choreographed lip 
sync to "an original mix by DJ Check," Patrick 
Bedsole ('11) said. 
Despite all of the activities that filled the year, the 
Cosmopolitan men deeply treasured their 
brotherhood. "It's great to have a close-knit 
brotherhood where guys can support each other in all 
aspects of life. It is also awesome being able to find 
something do whenever you are bored because you 
can always count on someone doing something fun 
at all times in our fraternity," VandenBrink said. 
- Katie Krueger 
Miriiiitl 
Cosmos are... 
Above: Cam DeHaan ('09), John Schaftenaar ('09), Brian 
Siebers ('11), Colin Vis ('10), and Matt Van Oostenburg 
('10) at the Homecoming parade. "Diverse" 
- Jay VandenBrink ('11) 
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Delphi 
Delta Phi 
Founded in 1910, the sisterhood of the Delta Phi 
sorority continued to play an active and vital role on the 
Hope College campus. Twenty-four new members were 
welcomed into the sorority in January 2009, making it 
the 99th new member class. This addition expanded the 
sorority to include 74 women. 
Throughout the year. Delta Phi was busy with many 
different activities. In October, they held their annual 
Pink Day, which was an event that benefited the Susan 
G. Komen Foundation to raise breast cancer awareness 
and search for a cure. The event was a great success, 
collecting more than $1,600 in donations while donning 
pink throughout the day 
"The success of the fundraiser was entirely because 
every single person pulled through and put in an effort. 
It was really great," said Abigail Gowman ('10), who 
chaired the event along with Mary Davis ('09). 
The members of Delta Phi enjoyed spending time 
together participating in fun inter-sorority activities. They 
went on bi-annual formals and canoe trips and had a 
great time at date nights. They also valued the various 
activities involving other Greek organizations, including 
the Greek retreat and powderpuff football. 
Aside from the traditional activities and volunteering 
enjoyed throughout the year, it was the sisterhood bond 
that strengthened their friendships and unified them as a 
strong sorority. "I really like how each of us has a very 
wide variety of interests. We are a multi-faceted, well-
rounded group, and we all get along really well. There is 
never a dull moment!" Katie Morgan ('09) said. 
- Christine Hostetler 
Delphis are... 
"Passionate" 
- Lyndsey Vanderveld ('11) 
Above: Fronf; Jackie Smith ('11), Krista Philo ('11), Lisa 
Omanson ('11), and Lauren Clack ('11). Middle: Anna 
Locurst ('11), Sarah Russo ('11), Bethany Kitz ('11), 
Kristen Schwank ('11), Claire Wulf ('11), Janelle Schofield 
6ac/c; Nina Nesmith ('11), Lauren Steffey ('11), Emily 
Hartner ('11), Kristen Vet, and Lys McCool ('11). 
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Left: Katie Wilbur ('09), Kelly Post ('09), Becca Olsen ('09), and 
Jackie Peckinpaugh ('09). Below: New members gather in the 
Delphi Cottage. Front row: Kerri Sienkiewicz ('12), Lauren Schira 
('12), Jennifer Mellen ('12), Amanda Boll ('12), Jenna Hunger ('11) 
Second row: Hilary Zurhorst ('12), Nicole Sadogierski ('12), Rylee 
Hartung ('11), Kara Stanley ('12), Kendall Swarbrick ("\ 2) Back Row: 
Shelby Westra ('12), Kayla Ruiter ('12), Margaret Livingston ('12), 
Amanda Norton ('12), Alison Zdan ('12), Kara Marsman ('11), Megan 
Scholten ('12), Amanda Goodyke ('11), Halie Wenhold ('12), Chelsea 
Wiese ('12), Lyndsey Vanderveld ('11). 
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Above: The Delta Phi actives during the 2008-2009 school year. Left: 
Janelle Schofield ('11), Lauren Steffey ('11), and Jenna Hunger ('11). 
Right: The 2009 new member education 
class performs "Single Ladies" by 
Beyonce at Dance Marathon. Below: 
Front: Scottie Scott ('10), Riley Nejson 
('09), Travis Rieth ('10), Lucas Whitman 
('10), Elliott Mast ('09), Kevin 
Vandokkumburg ('10). Middle: Ricky 
Rhodes ('09), RJ Casey ('09), Pete 
Havlatka ('11), Isaac Bennett ('11), Dave 
DeBoer ('10), Nick Goulooze ('10), Devin 
Berghorst ('11). 6ac/c; Jordan Ritsema 
('11), Andy Westra ('09), Dan Toren ('10), 
Brett Newendorp ('10), Tyler Bekius ('11). 
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Above: Colton Wright, ('11), Tyler Bekius ('11), Spencer Duits ('09), 
Pete Havlatka ('11), Scottie Scott ('10), Greg Brouwer ('10), and Matt 
Griffin ('09) at their spring formal. Right: Kevin Vandokkumburg ('10), 
Brett Newendorp ('10), and Dan Toren ('10) play with fire. 
Greeks 
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Emersonian 
Phi Tau Nu 
After becoming a fraternity on Hope's campus in 
1919, the Emersonians continue the traditions and 
beliefs its forefathers laid down almost a century 
beforehand. By promoting the social, moral, and 
intellectual values of its members, the Emersonian 
fraternity continues to contribute to Hope and the 
Holland area. With this year's pledge class 
numbering 12 new Emersonian men, the fraternity 
raised its number of active members to 43. 
Brotherhood, love, and success are all at the 
center of the fraternity's values, according to active 
members Devin Berghorst ('11), James Thorne 
('11), and Matt Griffin ('09), respectively. "The best 
memory comes from surviving Cedar Point and 
scaring people out of their minds on Halloween! 
This marked the first year we did an out-of-state 
fundraiser, and the money we raised offset the 
losses of our trust fund in our nation's financial 
crisis," Griffin said. 
Nate Griffith ('10) agreed. "It was rewarding to 
help out the fraternity as a whole," he said. 
With a combination of social engagements, 
fundraising, service events, and casual brotherhood 
building, the Emersonian fraternity looks to remain 
a solid, respected contributor to life at Hope. 
- Pete Havlatka 
Above: The entire fraternity gathered outside of the 
Emersonian Cottage in the fall. They spent a lot of time 
together catching up from a summer away from campus. 
"My favorite part of being an Emmy is knowing that there 
is always someone to hang out with at the cottage," Jon 
Kagey ('11) said. 
Emmys are... 
"Diverse" 
- Jon Kagey ('11) 
Emersonian 
Sibylline 
Sigma Tot a Beta 
Whether it was rallying the campus to support 
Relay for Life or being voted the "most spirited" at 
Dance Marathon for their enthusiasm, students were 
certain to find a member of the Sibylline sorority 
involved in campus happenings. Throughout the 
year, members volunteered at Bethany Christian 
Services, Breakfast with Baby, and Community 
Kitchen. 
"My favorite part about being a Sib is how we 
utilize our time at Hope. We get involved with the 
campus and the Holland community on intimate 
levels. I feel like a true member of this community on 
a large scale," Katlyn Rowe ('11) said. "The 
relationships on and off campus that I have formed 
because I am a Sib are irreplaceable." 
The Sibylline sorority was also not a stranger to 
travel, with many of its members spread throughout 
the world in both study abroad opportunities and 
missions work. Many took advantage of the spring 
break mission trips that spread students across the 
country and into Central America. As an organization 
rooted in faith and service, these activities were 
merely ways to live the creed of the sorority. 
Aside from volunteering their time, the Sibs 
enjoyed their annual canoe trip, formals and sorority 
powder-puff football tournament. As the reigning 
champs of the tournament, the girls hoped to take 
home yet another win. With the activation of 25 
women into the organization, increasing the number 
of active members to 94, the sorority continued to 
prosper and impact all aspects of the college 
community. 
- Jenna Grove 
Sibs are... 
"Extraordinary" 
- Meghan Layman ('10) 
Above: The Sibs gather on their Homecoming float for the 
annual parade in the fall. "It was a wonderful time to spend 
with the active girls in the sorority while getting to see 
those who have graduated," Meghan Layman ('10) said. 
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Left: Front: Sarah Wright ('09). Middle: 
Sarah Nielsen ('10), Ali Cole('10), Ali 
Roth ('10), Meghan Layman ('10). Back: 
Kaitlyn Becker ('09), Kaitlin Kessie 
('10), Kim Coleman ('09), Casey 
Dawson ('11), and Marissa Grott ('09) 
Below: The new actives perform their 
lip sync at Dance Marathon. From left: 
Gabrie O'Brien ('12), Cat Stilwell ('12), 
Grace Snyder ('12), Jamie Benjamin 
('12), Krissy Roth ('12), Megan 
Donahue ('12), Amanda Layman ('12), 
and Ashley Knowlton ('12). 
Above: The Sibylline actives during the 2008-2009 school year. Left: 
Anne Lockwood ('09) and Julie Kofron ('10) enjoy their fall formal. The 
sorority held a formal during both the fall and the spring, traveling to 
Right: Tim Dyer ('12), David Hollerbach ('12), and 
Evan Strahl ('12) lip sync and dance to "Yes" during 
Dance Marathon. Below: Troy Kierczynski ('09), 
Hunter Nostrant ('10), Brad Vande Vusse ('11), Kyle 
Evenhouse ('10), Peter Stevens ('10), Jesse Prins, 
and Billy Auxier ('10). 
Above: Arcadian men gather for a social event at a local restaurant. 
Right: An alumni and active enjoy a fraternity dinner. 
A rcadian 
Chi Phi Sigma 
Named after the ancient Greek province that 
valued the opinion of the individual, the Arcadian 
fraternity treasured the service, friendship and 
wisdom in their members that encompassed their 
Greek letters Chi Phi Sigma. 
The fraternity displayed their dedication to 
serving others through volunteering at the Holland 
Rescue Mission, participating in the Evergreen 
Commons' Moonlight Serenade dance, being 
dancers and moralers at Hope's annual Dance 
Marathon, and walking for Relay for Life. With all 
of their activities spread throughout the year, the 
men especially enjoyed the opportunity to 
welcome new members into the organization 
during the rush and New Member Education 
processes. 
"I got to meet a lot of new people whose 
friendships will carry on for many years to come. 
These two months gave us the chance to grow 
closer to one another and really come together as 
a fraternity," Tom Plasman ('09) said. 
Freshman and new active Evan Strahl felt the 
same about the true brotherhood bond. "I like 
being involved in a larger aspect of the community 
and always having someone that I can talk to 
about anything and hang out with any time," 
Strahl ('12) said. 
The fraternity welcomed five men to the 
organization in the spring, increasing their 
membership to 25. 
- Katie Krueger 
Arkies are... 
Above: Troy Kierczynski ('09), alumni Trevor Kierczynski 
('08), alumni Brandon Teets ('08), and alumni Matthew 
Cowie ('07) enjoy a formal event with other Arkie alumni. 
"Close-knit 
- Tom Plasman ('09) 
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KappaT)eTta Chi 
Self-described by President Kimmi Conger ('09) 
as "individually unique, together complete," the 
women of Kappa Delta Chi embraced the "support 
that we all receive from our sisters, knowing that we 
can be our true selves without fear that we don't fit a 
certain mold." 
In the fall, the highlight of the sorority's events 
was their date night at a haunted corn maze, where 
they "had tons of fun and were scared out of our 
minds," Conger said. 
They supported the campus community while 
rallying for a cure during Relay for Life at the 
beginning of October. The women reached out into 
Holland with their service at Evergreen Commons 
and strengthened their sisterhood bond and 
understanding as members of Greek life at the 
annual Greek retreat. 
The sorority activated six new members in the 
spring, bringing the sorority to 20 dedicated women. 
Their rush took a walk back in the past, with 
themed events from the decades of the 20th century. 
With activities such as "50s Floats, Fries 'n Fun" and 
"Roaring Twenties," all members and women rushing 
enjoyed celebrating the highlights and energy of the 
past 100 years in America. 
Despite all of the activities, the women embraced 
individuality and the emphasis on self-worth and 
knowledge of their sorority and academic interests. 
Since the founding of Kappa Delta Chi over 60 years 
ago, the women continued their strong emphasis on 
leadership skills and unique qualities. 
- Katie Krueger 
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Left: Katelyn Vanderson ('11), Kimmi 
Conger ('09), Katie Schmid ('10), Julia 
Defoe ('09), and Ahlee Rogowski ('09) go 
hiking in Holland. Below: Katie Schmid 
('10) and Julie Madden ('10) clean the 
Kappa Chi porch during the winter. 
Above: The Kappa Chi actives during the 2008-2009 school year. 
Left: Sarah Jones ('10), Elizabeth Marsh ('10), Elies Aguilera ('10), 
Katelyn Vanderson ('11), Katie Schmid ('10), Victoria Vicencio ('09), 
Ahlee Rogowski ('09), Nicole Bennett ('09), Julie Madden ('10), Kimmi 
Conger ('09), and Brittany Krcatovich ('10) stand with Dutch during the 
Homecoming parade. 
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Right: Joel Birdsall ('10), Kyle Terpstra (,'09), 
alumni Keith Fraass ('07), Brandon King ('10), 
alumni Kenneth Underwood, Rob Schellenberg 
('09), alumni Paul Boillot ('07), alumni Brad 
Lockwood ('08), and Johnny Ganta ('09) at an 
alumni event. Below: Justin Bussies ('10), 
Spencer Warn ('11), Nicholas Vanderhovel ('10), 
Joel Birdsall ('10), Selase Konkonsa-Tutu ('10) 
work at a Holland community soup kitchen. 
/ 
Above: The Centurian men gather with members of their sister 
sorority, the Dorians. Right: David Sherry ('10), Lucas Wolthuis ('10), 
Rob Schellenberg ('09), Nicholas Vanderhovel ('10), and Joel Birdsall 
('10) support their new actives as moralers at Dance Marathon. 
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Centurian 
Alpha Theta Chi 
The members of the Centurian Fraternity strived 
to take their organization to places it had not been 
before. From day one, the Cents were busy planning 
and participating in a number of events and projects, 
which strongly demonstrated the meaning of their 
letters: brotherhood, service, and character. 
With brotherhood at the forefront, they greatly 
enjoyed their Fraternity Camping Weekend as well as 
the Brotherhood Lock-In, and they also had a chance 
to share how thankful they were with their annual 
Thanksgiving Dinner ("Centgiving"). Their frequent 
Literary Meetings throughout the year brought their 
bond to a deeper and more meaningful level. 
Furthermore, their philanthropy in the community 
benefited Relay for Life, as they raised over $1,000. 
Other service opportunities included participating in a 
Habitat for Humanity workday, as well as running 
several soup kitchens in cooperation with the Holland 
Rescue Mission. 
Throughout the year, every action of every 
brother exemplified character. They were, and still 
are, proud to call themselves Centurians - not only 
because of the immense amount of positive change 
the organization has already seen in the past years, 
but also because all of the honorable values instilled 
in every active. 
They were thrilled and excited to induct 11 new 
members into the brotherhood and hope to keep the 
momentum of distinct character going in years to 
come. 
- Joel Birdsall 
Cents are 
Above: Alumni Alex Moritz ('08), Justin Bussies ('10), 
Nicholas Vanderhovel ('10), Kyle Terpstra ('09), 
alumni Mike Vanderweele ('08), Joel Birdsall ('10), 
and alumni Justin Sobania ('07) gather with former 
members during Homecoming Weekend. 
" Frantastic" 
- Nick Vanderhovel ('10) 
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Dorian 
Kappa Beta Phi 
v 
> 
Amidst the service and social events that united 
the organization, Kappa Beta Phi enthusiastically 
welcomed 21 new members into the sorority, growing 
to 62 women. 
"I probably would not have met many of the girls if 
I had not joined Dorian, but I am so glad I have 
because they are all so incredible. I have learned so 
much from each of them," Anne Voss ('11) said. 
Around Halloween, they headed to Outdoor 
Discovery Center's "Treat and Trails" program which 
combined an animal petting area with holiday 
activities for children. Another memorable event was 
their joint involvement with the Phi Sigma Kappa 
fraternity at the Jingle Bell Ball at Warm Friend 
Assisted Living making cookies, singing carols and 
visiting with the residents. 
The Dorians also celebrated a less frequent, but 
certainly special event, as one of their seniors got 
engaged. "My favorite memory this year was my rose 
ceremony. It was just so exciting to share my 
engagement with the people that I love the most, and 
having them all share in my joy," Kolleen Gierum 
('09) said. 
Beyond the service and social events that they 
enjoyed throughout the year, the women embraced 
the bond of their sisterhood. "I love that each woman 
is real; we don't worry about conforming to any 
stereotype or standard, but rather set our own 
standards and goals according to our creed. Each 
woman has a unique personality that is never 
masked, but positively contributes to our diverse but 
unified organization," Stacey Harburn ('09) said. 
- Katie Krueger 
N 
Dorians are... 
ii • /-V/V/W Classy" 
-Anne Voss ('11) 
Above: Kaylynn Keedy ('11), Kara Weaver ('11), Emily 
Donahue ('09), Kelsey Bos ('11), Abby Drake ('09), Cindy 
Barto ('11) and Stacey Harburn ('09) enjoy getting to know 
potential new members during Rush in January. 
262 Greeks 
Left: Kristen Graham ('10), Erin Stover 
('11), Lizzie Kovic ('11), Kara Weaver 
('11) and Anne Voss ('11) pick apples in 
the fall. Below: New actives Ingrid 
Slette ('12), Erin Carmody ('12), and 
Heather Gill ('12) perform their Dance 
Marathon lip sync to "Hot 'n Cold" by 
Katy Perry. "My favorite part was 
seeing the kids and hearing their 
amazing stories. My cousin is currently 
in remission, so it hits so close to 
home," Erin Carmody ('12) said. 
w 
Above: The Dorian actives during the 2008-2009 school year. 
Left: Kaylynn Keedy ('11), Izzy Rhodes ('11), Anne Voss ('11), 
Aimee Barigian ('11), and Kayli Skorupka (-11) get dressed up for 
a Rush event. 
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Right: Chris Erickson ('09), Jacob 
Wingate ('09), Steve Barbachyn C'09), 
and Matt Diepenhorst ('09) carry building 
materials for the greenhouse. Below: 
The men of the Knickerbocker fraternity 
spent a day at DeGraaf Nature Center 
repairing trails and helping build a 
greenhouse. With the help of other 
volunteers, Scott Witcher ('11) helps 
assemble a frame for the greenhouse. 
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Above: Matt Diepenhorst ('09) and Scott Witcher ('11) move a table at 
DeGraaf Nature Center. Right: The Knickerbockers worked with other 
members of the nature center and the community to improve the 
property. 
264 Greeks 
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Above: Jacob Wingate ('09) helps a woman raise the 
structure of a greenhouse. 
The seven members of the Knickerbocker 
Fraternity bid farewell to the senior men who 
restarted the organization. Although Matt 
Diepenhorst ('09), Steve Barbachyn ('09), Jacob 
Wingate ('09), and Chris Erickson ('09) left at the end 
of the school year, they welcomed two new men at 
the beginning. 
"The night of their activation, as we embraced 
them as brothers for the first time, it was a great 
feeling to introduce them to the traditions that only 
those on the inside could completely understand," 
Jacob Wingate ('09) said. 
The fraternity set its sights on establishing itself 
as an organization that served the community. In 
order to fulfill its moral, social, and intellectual creed, 
the year also included literary meetings in which 
members brought works of literature and shared their 
thoughts to discuss with each other. 
The men of Kappa Eta Nu spent the year trying to 
decide how their organization could make a 
meaningful presence amongst the Holland 
community. Other organizations created their own 
niches in the social and academic scene, and for this 
reason, the Knickerbockers decided to emphasize 
the opportunity for providing future young men a 
chance to give back to Holland. 
They started this process by committing time to 
the soup kitchen and resource center at the Holland 
Rescue Mission and helped rebuild hiking trails at the 
DeGraaf Nature Center. 
This year established a foundation that they hope 
will grow and gain the support of future brothers of 
Kappa Eta Nu. 
- Chris Erickson 
Knicks are... 
"Opportunity" 
- Chris Erickson ('09) 
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Alpha Phi 
Alpha Gamma Phi 
The theme of their Homecoming float and 
weekend activities, "Anchored in Individuality. 
Anchored in Peace," embodied the core values of 
Alpha Gamma Phi. The women of the sorority found 
meaning in sisterhood beyond the retreats, flowers, 
matching Greek letter clothing and creeds; they 
focused on the self-discovery of each individual and 
the support system that such a bond provided. 
"My favorite part of being an Alpha Phi is the fact 
it is a smaller and more intimate sorority in which we 
all know each other personally," Ryann Norrls ('09) 
said. 
After welcoming six new girls into the 14-member 
sorority, the women teamed with their fraternity 
brothers of 12 years, the Knickerbockers, to rally each 
other's support as dancers and moralers at Dance 
Marathon. 
They also played an integral role as fundraisers 
and participants in the campus wide Relay for Life in 
October and actively took part in the Women's Issues 
Organization. Many of the women were part of the 
"Vagina Monologues" play as well as the Day of 
Silence to voice their support for feminism and other 
pertinent world issues. 
The women celebrated nearly a half century of the 
anchor, stability, and faith that encompassed the 
meaning of Alpha Gamma Phi. They greatly 
anticipated the potential and growth that the sorority 
will experience in the future. 
- Katie Krueger 
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Alpha Phis are... 
"Family" 
- Ryann Norris ('09) 
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Above: Claire Roembach-Clark ('12), Melissa Clutters 
('09), Anna Pizzimenti ('10), Courtney Kimmel ('10), and 
Rachel Anderson ('11) lean on each other for support 
during the 24-hour Dance Marathon fundraiser. 
266 Greeks 
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Right : The women made and sold 
baked goods in the DeWitt lobby for a 
fundraiser in early April. Be low: The 14 
members of Alpha Gamma Phi join 
together to perform their lip sync to 
songs from "Grease." 
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Above: The Alpha Phi actives during the 2008-2009 school year. Left 
Stephanie Hansens ('09) and Anna Pillot ('09) enjoy their fall formal. 
m 
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Right : Phi Sigma Kappa actives visit with 
Rest Haven residents during their annual 
Christmas social with them. Be low: The 
men dress as pirates on their float during 
the Homecoming parade. 
Above: Men gather at Rest Haven for a formal dinner with the residents 
during a day-long service project. Right: Phi Sigs and their sponsored 
Miracle Network family stand beneath the banner they created during 
Dance Marathon. 
268 Greeks 
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Phi Sigma Kappa 
As the only national fraternity on campus, the 
men of Phi Sigma Kappa not only enjoy the benefits 
of Greek life at Hope College, but also with their 
brother chapters at Western Michigan University, 
Eastern Michigan University, Ferris State University, 
and Central Michigan University. 
"My favorite part about being a Phi Sig is the 
strong brotherhood that we have here on Hope's 
campus as well as the brotherhood we have around 
the nation. We're able to take vocations to many 
states and if we need a place to crash we just give 
one of our brother chapters a call and we have a 
home to stay at," David Fletcher ('10) said. 
The men especially enjoyed their annual spring 
Softball tournament with those chapters, but also 
embraced their existence and purpose at Hope. They 
continued to serve the community with their close ties 
to Rest Haven, where they socialized with the 
residents. Matt Day ('10) and Hoa Shen ('11) 
entertained the people with piano music while the 
rest sang carols and decorated Christmas cards. 
The process of Rush and New Member 
Education united and strengthened the brotherhood. 
After welcoming 11 new members into the fraternity, 
they increased in membership to 41 men. 
"My favorite memory from this year has to be 
induction of new brothers and being able to teach 
them what Phi Sigma Kappa is about. I enjoyed 
showing them by example of how they are suppose 
to act and communicate with others," Fletcher said. 
- Katie Krueger 
% 
Phi Sigs are... 
Above: The 11 newly activated members of the fraternity 
sport their costumes during their lip sync performance. "Brotherhood" 
- David Fletcher ('10) 
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Delta 
Delta Sigma Theta 
Representing the national sorority Delta Sigma 
Theta, the seven women of the Tau Psi chapter at 
Hope proudly embodied the values of their 
organization. The women enjoyed the opportunity to 
meet women across the country. 
Additionally, many of them were involved in the 
Black Student Union group, co-hosting many of the 
year's events. One of the events that drew significant 
participation was Soul Food Thursdays. They also 
hosted a brown bag luncheon during Martin Luther 
King Week. 
The women of Delta Sigma Theta hosted an 
inaugural party for President Barack Obama on 
campus, which was one of the several events of 
Delta week. Another highlight included the New 
Member coming out party. 
"It was so great seeing all of the Deltas from 
different areas of the state of Michigan and also 
seeing the new Deltas shout at the top of their lungs 
'Here I ami' I think it was just so fabulous to see 
these ladies join the group and to make a stamp on 
campus like us and the ones before us," Toni Gordon 
('09) said. 
They activated three women in the spring, raising 
their membership to five. As they inducted these new 
ladies, they also bid farewell to their graduating 
seniors and president. 
"Leticia, our fearless leader, has done so much 
for the sorority in terms of recruiting and keeping it in 
order. She has just been the pillar that holds it up," 
Gordon said. "Having her involved and being a strong 
person in the sorority has been an awesome thing." 
- Katie Krueger 
Deltas are... 
"Incredible" 
- Toni Gordon ('09) 
Above: The members of Delta Sigma Theta celebrate the 
activation of their newest members in March. 
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Left: Grace Olamijulo {'11), Sona 
Smith, Leticia Parker ('09), alumni 
Samara Webb ('05), alumni Erin Nicole 
('08), alumni Lyndsey Brewster ('08), 
Ayne-Ka Colleton ('10), and Tori 
Marbury ('11) celebrate activation. 
Below: Tori Marbury ('11), and Grace 
Olamijulo ('11) dance during the Delta 
Sigma Theta probate show while Toni 
Gordon ('09) watches during an 
activation event. 
Above: Grace Olamijulo ('11), Leticia Parker ('09), and Tori Marbury 
('11) celebrate their sister's birthday at a dinner event. Left: Toni 
Gordon ('09) and Leticia Parker ('09) with the Delta symbol during a 
sorority birthday celebration for Leticia. 
Delta Sigma Theta 
A 
Aalderink, Linnay - 40 
Abe, Jack - 171 
Abiade, Ayannah - 82 
Abrahantes, Miguel - 40 
Adams, Elise - 114 
Adams, Laura - 82, 180 
Adamski, Kathleen - 40 
Adkins, Ashley - 114 
Agarwal, Ravikant - 40 
Agheana, Ion - 40 
Aguilera, Elles - 114, 259 
Aguilera, Keegan - 205 
Agulrre, Yessenia - 114 
Ahmad, Farah - 114 
Akers, Thomas - 82 
Alabi, Oluwafemi - 82 
Alberg, Erik - 40 
Albers, Barbara - 40 
Alderink, Ann - 40 
Alfuth, Ryan - 114 
Allen, Kerri - 40 
Allen, Victoria - 82 
Allis, Jim - 40 
Allward, Lindsay - 22 
Almdale, Margaret - 27, 114, 214 
Alvarado, Aida -114 
Alvarado, Maria - 114 
Alvarez, Isabelle - 40 
Alvine, Amy - 114, 240 
Amenta, Mark - 40 
Amidon, Russ - 20 
Anaya, Abraham - 40 
Anderson, Elizabeth - 114 
Anderson, Emilee - 114 
Anderson, Garrett - 114 
Anderson, Isolde - 40 
Anderson, Kaitlin - 82, 231 
Anderson, Katie - 114 
Anderson, Paul - 40 
Anderson, Sarah - 40 
Andresen, Daryl - 82 
Andrews, Joline - 114 
Ankli, Aura - 75 
Ansilio, Steven -114 
Antoniu, Jenee - 114 
Antrobus, Sarah - 114 
Arismendez, Monica - 114 
Arndt, Kyle - 211 
Arnold, Kathleen - 40 
Arnold, Shelly - 40 
Askew, Whitney - 114 
Aslanian, Jan - 40 
Atkins, Pricilla - 40 
Austin, Alyssa - 114 
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Austin, Dale - 40 
Austin, Jenifer - 114 
Austin, Leigh - 82 
Austin, Rachel - 114 
Awad, Ellen - 4l' 
Awad, Habeeb - 41 
B 
Bach, Ben - 34, 220, 240 
Bade, Amy - 41 
Baenziger, Anne - 114 
Baer, Marc - 41 
Bahle, Jean - 41 
Bailey, Brian - 114 
Bailey, Claire - 114 
Bailey, Forrest - 114 
Bailey, Robert - 82, 175, 188 
Bailey, Ross - 114, 230 
Bain, John - 114 
Bajema, Jacob - 114 
Baker, Robin - 218 
Baker, Traci - 164, 165 
Bakken, Rachel - 82 
Bakker, Anne - 41 
Baldwin, Kristine - 115 
Bandstra, Barry - 41 
Bandy, Lindsey - 115 
Banner, Joshua - 24, 25, 41 
Bannerman, Rosemary - 12 
Bannink, Merrie - 41 
Barbachyn, Steven - 82, 265 
Barber, Amanda - 115 
Barberio, Kerri - 82 
Barbieri, Ashley - 82, 212 
Bareman, Steve - 41 
Barendse, Paige - 115 
Barigian, Aimee -115,214, 263 
Barigian, Alyssa - 115 
Barigian, Justin - 82 
Barlow, Thomas - 115 
Barnes, Ren - 13 
Barnett, Amanda - 115 
Barney, Chris - 41 
Barney, Julie - 41 
Barnum, Nancy - 41 
Barr, Karen - 41 
Barry, Jennifer -115 
Bartels, Cara - 115 
Bartley, Jackie - 41 
Bartman, Jennifer - 115 
Barton, Haley - 115 
Bartondevries, Rosanne - 41 
Bartosek, Kevin - 171 
Batts, Sara - 115 
Baumgartner, Scott - 82 
Bauss, Emily - 115 
Baxter-Potter, Lydia - 115 
Bazydlo, Mike - 35 
Beabout, Kelsey - 116 
Beachum, Meghan - 82 
Beats, Evan - 116 
Beals, Rowene - 41 
Beard, Virginia - 41, 240 
Bechtel, Karianne - 116 
Bechtel, Nikeata - 82 
Beck, Jennifer - 82 
Becker, Julia - 32, 116 
Beckett, Bradley - 116 
Beckman, Susan - 41 
Bectel, Kristina - 116 
Bedard, Sandy - 41 
Bedker, Ashley - 116 
Bedker, Tanya - 116 
Beelen, Karla - 116 
Beeler, Jacqueline - 116 
Behrendt, Erin - 116 
Bekius, Tyler - 116, 252 
Bekmetjev, Airat - 41 
Bell, Albert - 41 
Bell, Morgan - 117, 234 
Bello, Christina - 117 
Bello, Sharina - 117 
Belmonte, Annelise - 117 
Bender, Carla - 41 
Bengtson, Britney - 117 
Benish, Lydia - 117 
Benjamin, Jamie - 117, 202, 255 
Benjamin, Tracy - 82 
Benner, Jeannette - 82 
Benner, Kristin - 32, 75 
Bennett, Catherine - 83 
Benzenberg, Diana - 41 
Berry, Charletta - 41 
Bertrand, Michael - 117, 221 
Best, Aaron - 41 
Bethard, Rebecca - 117 
Bienz, Lindsay - 247 
Billedeaux, Allison - 117 
Bilodeau, Alyssa - 83 
Bird, Thomas - 27, 117 
Birky, Christian - 117 
Bishop, Rachel - 41 
Blackburn, Tim - 41 
Blair, Matthew - 117 
Blankestyn, Pat - 41 
Blauw, Nathan - 117 
Blauw, Philip - 41 
Bleeker, Gayle - 42 
Blowers, Marcy - 117 
Bocks, Elizabeth - 42 
Bockstege, Jennifer - 83 
Bodenbender, Brian - 42 
Boehme, Hannah - 117 
Boelkins, Jim - 42 
Boersen, Aubrie - 83 
Boersma, Brenton - 83 
Boersma, Joel - 117 
Boersma, Paul - 24, 25, 42 
Boersma, Robert - 42 
Bok, Abby- 117 
Bolea, Bryan - 42 
Boles, Jessa - 117 
Bolkema, Jessalyn - 1 7 , 1 1 7 
Boll, Amanda - 117, 251 
Bolt, Daniel - 117 
Bombe, Michelle - 42 
Bonnell, Heather - 117 
Boockmeier, Jan - 42 
Borden, Amanda - 117, 215 
Borgman, Amy - 42 
Borgman, Kayla - 117 
Borgman, Kristy - 117 
Born, Drew - 117 
Borovich, Marly - 117 
Borst, Matthew - 117 
Borst, Teresa - 164 
Borton, Lisa - 83 
Bos, Karen - 42 
Bos, Kelsey - 117 
Bos, Linda - 42 
Bos, Robert - 42 
Bosch, Henry - 42 
Bosko, Jane - 42 
Boss, Ashley - 118 
Bossenbroek, Chloe - 83 
Boumaprediger, Steven - 42 
Bouwkamp, Brad - 42 
Bouwman, Lori - 42 
Bowen, Paul - 118 
Bowles, Christina - 27, 118,215 
Bradford, Brittany - 118 
Bradley, Derek - 118 
Bradley, Matt - 42 
Branch, Daniel - 118 
Brancheau, Austin - 118 
Branderhorst, Abby - 118 
Brandes, Anna - 83 
Brandwein, Paul - 118 
Brant, Karli - 118 
Brennan, Ashli - 118 
Brenneman, Shannon - 118 
Brieve, Jennifer - 16 
Brinkman, Michelle - 118 
Brinks, Derek - 118 
Broadbent, Meghan - 118 
Brock, Laurie - 42 
Brockmeier, Jonathan - 42 
Brockway, Olivia - 118 
Brondyke, David - 42 
Bronsink, Dale - 42 
Bronsink, Donna - 42 
Brooks, Jonathan - 118 
Brouillard, Rachelle - 118 
Brousseau, Jocelyn - 118 
Brouwer, Wayne - 42 
Brower, Sarah - 83 
Brown, Jeff - 42 
Brown, Jim - 42 
Brown, Katie - 118 
Brown, Kenneth - 42 
Brown, Spencer - 119 
Brown, Stephanie - 56, 119 
Browne, Kelsey - 83 
Brubaker, Joshua - 119 
Bruggers, John - 84 
Bruinius, Jennifer - 119 
Brumels, Kirk - 42 
Brumels, Stephanie - 42 
Brunink, Brian - 43 
Brunink, Lali - 43 
Brussee, Chelsea -119 
Brusselmans, Lien - 119 
Bryan, Allison - 119 
Bryant, Mikella - 119 
Buchholz, Kurt - 119 
Buck, Jenna - 119 
Bueter, Kristina - 119 
Buikema, Brandon - 119 
Bull, Lauren - 119 
Bullard, Jacob -119 
Bultema, Katie - 28, 84, 230 
Bulthius, Cassidy - 164 
Bulthuis, Toni - 43 
Bultman, Baars - 43 
Bultman, Hilary - 119 
Bultman, James - 43, 74 
Bultman, Martie - 43, 74 
Bultman, Tom - 43 
Bunn, Peter - 185 
Burau, Sasha - 198 
Burgener, Katherine - 119 
Burgett, Steve - 35 
Burke, Karolyn - 75, 84 
Burkey, Lynette - 43 
Burkhart, Nikolas - 63, 84 
Burks, Elizabeth - 119, 216 
Burns, Ashley - 119 
Burns, Daniel - 84 
Burtless-Creps, Phoebe -119 
Buscher, Caltlyn - 119 
Bush, Hannah - 120 
Bush, Isaac - 84 
Bush, Rebekah - 120, 210 
Busman, Noah - 31, 120 
Bussies, Justin - 120, 260, 261 
Bussies, Tiffany - 120 
Buursma, Norma - 43 
Buys, Katrina - 84 
Bylsma, Thomas - 43 
c 
Caamal, Sashy - 120 
Caesar, Kori - 10, 223 
Caldwell, Alyssa - 219 
Callam, Daniel - 84 
Calyore, Christian - 120 
Cammenga, Breann - 120 
Camp, Gary - 43 
Campbell, Megan - 120 
Campbell, Nicholas - 120, 201 
Canonaco, Jacqueline - 120 
Cantor, Mary - 14, 120, 227 
Capestany, Jorge - 43 
Card, Katherine - 84 
Carlburg, Alyssa - 120 
Carlson, Graham - 10, 11, 84, 
227 
Carlson, Jenna - 85 
Carlson, Patti - 43 
Carlson, Sue - 43 
Carmichael, Amy - 120 
Carmody, Erin - 120, 263 
Carpenter, Carlene -120 
Cart Educationr, Timothy - 85, 
226 
Carter, Ashley - 120 
Caruthers, Elena - 120, 213 
Casey, Robert - 85, 252 
Cash, Jason - 43 
Cason, Hilary - 85 
Cerone, Alexandra - 120 
Chambers, Richard - 43 
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Co-Editor-in-Chief: AN Thompson ('09) 
Co-Editor-in-Chief: Brittany Tuinier ('11) 
Student Life Editor: Karly Murphy ('11) 
Greeks and Groups Editor: Katie Krueger ('12) 
Sports Editor: Colton Wright ('11) 
Academics Editor: Christina Bowles ('11) 
People Editor: Lauren Clack ('11) 
Photography Editor: Amanda Borden ('12) 
Adviser: Emily Hall 
Staffers: 
Lauren Bull ('12) 
Pete Havlatka ('11) 
Gabby Johnson ('11) 
Emily Dunning ('11) 
Matthew Day ('10) 
Photographers: 
Jenna Hunger ('11) 
Alison Garza ('10) 
Hilary Delhagen ('09) 
School Portraits: Appleyard Photography, 
Mike Appleyard. 
Publisher: Walsworth Publishing Company, 
Marceline, Missouri. 
Walsworth Representative: Anthony Perez 
The program that was used to create the book 
was Walsworth's online program called Online 
Design. The endsheets are a Walsworth spot 
color - chocolate. 
650 books were printed. 
Special thanks to others who contributed, 
including: 
Public Relations 
Steve De Jong 
Anne Green 
Derek Emerson 
James Ralston 
Michael Dirksen and many more... 
Editor's Notes: 
Serving as the Co-Editor-in-Chief of the Milestone Yearbook this year was a constant learning 
experience for me. Even as a Communications major interested in print media, I had never worked on a 
yearbook before, let alone manage the production of one. Fortunately, I was paired with Brittany Tuinier, a 
more accomplished former high school yearbook editor, to oversee the staff and section editors. I certainly 
couldn't have done it without her. 
The beginning days of the 2008-2009 Milestone were more chaotic than previous years. We didn't have 
the opportunity to prepare and plan ahead during the summer, so establishing an almost entirely new staff 
and launching a marketing and publicity strategy from scratch was quite a challenge. We soon also 
discovered there was still work to finish on last year's yearbook. 
Many times we stretched ourselves thin and put in long hours over the weekends, fully equipped with 
the finest delicacies from the Kletz and hyped up on Dr. Pepper, to make sure both the '08 and '09 
yearbooks were completed. However, none of it would have been possible without the help of our dozens 
of contributors. Thanks to you all we were able to get many more people involved in the yearbook and truly 
make it a publication by students, for students. We greatly appreciate your support. 
Whether it was figuring out all the features of our new design software in the yearbook office or chatting 
over coffee at JP's, this year's Milestone staff was a pleasure to work with. I wish them the best of luck in all 
their endeavors and am confident that they will achieve whatever they set their sights on. Thanks for such a 
great year! 
- AN Thompson ('09) 
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